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lUTBOBUCflOJI
It is the purpoee of this essay to show how the theme
of self-realisation tocainatad Ibsen's life and work, with
emphasis on four of his greatest plays, A Doll's Hoase.
Rosmersholm. Hedda Gabier. and She Easter Builder, which
especially show the trend of his individualistic doctrine.
Ibsen's belief in the necessity of realizing onefs solf to
the fullest, of developing one's life along the inevitable
path regardless of eonsetaenoes, is to be traced not only
in M s plays but also in his own life pattern, his letters,
and in the occasional remarks and formal speeches which have
comedown to us.

It is possible to find definite proof of

his early and intense interest in the concept of self-reali
zation from the very first of his plays, but it was In Brand
that first he sounded the call to individualism and realiza
tion of self in its clearest and fullest form.

Emperor and

Galilean and Peer Synt are definitely a part of the Ibsenprogram and deal intensively with tiie problem at hand, but
because their backgrounds admit an element of unreality,
they lose much of their slgnlfloanee in a discussion of this
type. For this reason I have chosen four of Ibsen's plays
which have a realistic and modern setting, rather than any
of his work-in which the problem of self-realisation is
■

:

■■ H i

troatod against a less sonvinoIng ant aooeptablo background•
A Doll’s Hoaso. Hosisorsholia. Hodda Gab la r . ant She Blaster
Builder all deal with the problem of self-realisation In a
realistic manner, ant though in none of these plays to we
find the conventional "happy ending” (throe of these end in
. ' ' , '.
.
■
death or euleli# and the fourth in a broken carriage)* I
have proved'that to those who aoeept tho doctrine of selfrealisation, the plays end in a satisfactory and optimistic
■ L , "■ •
manner# lora Holmer, though she goes out into a world of
■ _: ■ : ; V,
-.. ■'
"
which she .knows no thing, is nevertheless for the first time
aware of tim necessity of finding herself and determining
hir-" place in society#

asbeocm. lest, in spite of. her suicide

is the mlll-raw, definitely rises abovo all she has do-

,

otroyod in hor rockloss life, to die gloriously and In
triumph.

Hedda Gabler *b suioldo is the crowning mewwnt in

her purposeless and thwarted existonce, and her courage
robe the future of its power to sell her into slavery and
defeat *

And in She Master Builder wo find our fourth indi

vidualist who compels life to accept her imperious terms,
who refuses to believe that anything is impossible to a free
will and a robust eoneoienoe, and who in the end realises
the d r m m of her life regardless of the consequences.

These

four great women characters exemplify Ibsen’s faith in the
power and the necessity of the individual to realize him
self regardless of prioo, and the four plays in #il@h they

figure are here aisoassod in relation to this all-important
thome.

CHAEDBH 2
Ibsen's life is a testament to the beliefs he cherished,
a stern and uneompromising tribute to the great dream which
dominated his life and his work.
.

'

'

•

It cannot be said of him
'

:

’

■

' "

- ''

-

that he preached one doctrine and practised another.

the

sacrifices he so unoomplainingly made, the rigorous emo
tional asceticism which he so ungrudgingly practised, are
mute testaments of a belief that is not merely the 'thesis
of his lifo work but of his life itself.
"If I cannot be myself in what I write," ho onoo wrote
to Bjoraetjerne Bjorason,^" "then the whole is nothing but
lies and humbug.”, fhe great dramas of Ibsen are filled with
this spirit , but he lived no less uncompromisingly than did
the characters of his plays. And that is why, regardless
of the inmmerable volumes which have boon written in an
attempt to explain this cryptio thinker of the north, there
remains but one satisfactory explanation of the thesis of
his lifo work, a thesis that finds interpretation in his
own life, a thesis that is revealed in the things ho said,
and did, and wrote of to his friends.1

1. Letters of Henrik Ibsen. Translated by John Eileen
Laurvik emd Mary liorison (Eew Tork: fox, Mffield &
0®B^my, 1905), p* 87.
-X-
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■

■

Hie great thing is to become honest and
truthful in dealing with one*s self — not to de
termine to do this or determine to do that* but
to do what one must do because one is one's self.
All the rest simply leads to" falsehood.
Shis Ibsen wrote2 in 1870, expressing not only his doe trine
of self-knowledge and honesty, but also the necessity of
doing the inevitable if ene is to live in spiritual truth.
In other words, if one is determined to live in complete
freedom and honesty, one follows the only path that is open
to such a course.
ibeen having set himself this goal, followed the read
without compromise.

Poverty, social criticism, renuncia

tion were the price he paid for his individuality, until a
few penetrating souls saw the great truth underlying his work
and accepted his doctrine.

Financial success and fame cams

to him, and the blind adulation of a public who misunder
stood, and groped, and strove to understand his toaehing;
but it was understanding for which he most craved. _Ha_feIt
himself oho sen to fulfill a duty to his. people.. His-was
the task of fostering upon an unwilling and oomplacent group
tho ideal of individual freedom, his was the mission of lash
ing a sluggish and sleeping nation (and eventually a world)
into a realisation of the deeper significance of life.
Writing to King Charles of Norway in 1866 in an attempt
2. Letters of Honrik Ibson*
Jane ll, 1870, p. 194.'

To Laura Kieler, Dresden,

to secure a pension from the gevermmemt #hl@h would fr#e
him from debt and make him Independent of the charity of
his friendst Ibsen states clearly .his belief in M s Godsent task.

He writes:

It is not for a care-free existence I am fighting,
hut for the possibility of devoting myself to the
task which I believe and know M s been laid upon
me by God — iho work which seems to me more im
portant and needful in Borway than any other, that
of arousing the nation and leading it to think
great thoughts.34
Ibsen saw his life-pattern in relation to this self-imposed
task, and nothing could separate him from his work.

Be

cause he feared that friendship.might demand too many sacri
fices of hie time and energy, might keep.hi® from offering
the best of himself to his work, he pat from himself the
warmth and richness that is great fellowship and lived alone
with his bitter dreams.
Individuality.

”He paid an awful price for his

^

But he paid i t L o n e l i n e s s , renunciation

and sorrow were the wages of hi# freedom, but his life, in
spite of its austerity, in spite of its sacrifices, is a
blazing emblem of his spiritual independence.
Boyesen, criticising Ibsen's doctrine of self-realiza
tion, is surprisingly short-sighted in failing to realize
the tremendous price Ibsen paid for his right to preaoh suoh
3. Batters of Henrik Ibsen. From Borne, April 15, 1866,
. P- io£.
~
.
4. Haldane Maofall, Ibsen, the man, his art and his aignificanoe (Hew York & San Francisco j Morgan Shepard
Company, 1907), p. 23.
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a doctrine•

Boyesen glibly remarks that

He has apparently no appreciation of the treaendous straggle, the Immense euffering, the. deluge
of blood and tears, vzhieh it has cost to redeem
the world' from that predatory liberty which ho
admires, and to build up gradually the safeguards
of organized society which he so dotostB.56
Ho did not see that Ibsen’s own life had boon one long sacri
fice to what he felt must b® his inevitable course.

Ha did

not realise that a doctrine such as Ibsen preached, if it
was to become a lasting and significant thing, could only
oome from a great inner spirituality.

Above all, he could

not understand that Ibsen’s almost fanatical demand for selfrealisation might involve sacrifices a thousand-fold harder
"to" make than would have been called for if Ibsen had fol
lowed the middle course of compromise•

This is where many

critics fail in an analysis of Ibsen’s philosophy.

Their

concept of freedom and individuality is not spiritualised
and vitalised to the extent to which it becomes compatible
with renunciation.
have nothing to rally around —

no great sorrow,

such as Denmark has;" Ibsen wrote to Magdalene Thoresen in
1866,

’’beeauee our people lack the elevation of soul which

is a condition of being able to sorrow. ....

For as long as

6. Hjalmar Hiorth myescn. A Commentary on the Works of
Henrik Ibsen (Bondon: William tieinemann,
p. 8.
6. Letters of Henrik Ibsen. From Home, December 3, 1865,
p T i S T - "■ — — — — .
:

a people oan sorrow; so long will that poople l i m . "

She

Intensity, the passion, the profundity that makes life worth
fighting for and worth saarifioing for can only be obtained
through the fulfillment that comes of great sorrow and great
struggle.

Biovation of soul that makes one capable of ex

periencing despair and renuneiation is hence a requisite to
the fuller life of individuality and freedom.
Again, in writing ^lagdalene Shore sen, his wife's step
mother, with whom he felt a great spiritual kinship, Ibsen
voices his intolerance of those who are too @B»g, too un
imaginative to realise life to the fullest.

"low often we

hear good people in Jforway,” he complains, "talk with the
heartiest self-satisfaetion about lorwgian discretion,
#iioh is really nothing more than a lukev/armnoss of blood
that makes the respectable souls incapable of committing
a grand piece of folly."7

To Ibsen, a glorious,.futile act

might be the manifestation of the unconquerable and valiant
heart *

this is the thesis of Brand. In which he put so

much of himself:
Be passion's slave, bo pleasure's thrall
But be it utterly, all in all.
Ibsen has no impassion for the Imman race.

Man's

only hope Is to achieve truth and freedom, regardless of
7. Quoted by Edward Bowden, "Henrik Ibsen," Essays Modern
and Elizabethan (London: J; M. Dent & Sons,Ltd. l(ew
York:
button & Go., 1910), p. 58.

6

the price.

He has no sympathy —

radeship •—

with those who suffer.

only a feeling of com
Indeed, he glories in

suffering, for* harsh slave-driver of humanity that he Is,
he knows that only through suffering can the weakness and
pettiness of man ho distilled into something g r e a t e r / .Only
through punishment and defeat can man become healthy and
strong.

Bitterness and adversity hring fineness and sub•-

. '

"

'

•

•

stance to life, as fire rids gold of dross and as oppression
.
A
kindles the spirit of heroism in a downtrodden people.
Ibsen's indebtedness to Soren Zlerkegaard, the great
Banish philosopher, has been so often som^mted on by his
Interpreters that the relatlmWiip between the two has become
almost traditional.

George Brandos, among others, has

pointed but the similarity between Kierkegaard’s philosophy,
as set out in his Either - Or. and Ibsen’s ringing ery for
freedom.

Kierkegaard’s thesis is this:

Let others oomplain of this age as being
wicked, I oomplain of it as being contemptible,
for it is devoid of passion. H e n ’s thoughts are
thin and frail as lace, they themselves are the
weakling laoemakers. ®ia thoughts of their
hearts are too paltry to be sinful.9
Kierkegaard, like Ibsen, cried aloud for a "grand piece of
folly" which would show that mankind was at least capable
B. Maofall. Ibsen, the man, his art and his significance.

; pp. i69-7$T

:

-- - ..

9. Quoted by George Brandos. Henrik Ibsen. Bjornst.lerne
BjbVnaon. Critical Studies. Revised, with an introduc
tion by William Archer (Lond mi: William Heinomann,
1899), p. 49.

%
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of living rookloosly and intoncolj*
Ibeon'e doaand that a san should ho truo to hlneolf,
true to the host that is In M m * is a prine iple which we
find in his writings from the very beginning of his career.
In hie vary first play, Catiling, wo find it In Catiline *s
downfall* brought about through his having- sinned against
his ideals *

In St. John 'o ZliRht and The Vikings at Helgo

land wo moot it again.

It is the principle underlying the

penetrating satire of Love’s Comedy, and in ffha Protenders
Ibsen treats the subject with a depth and spirituality akin
to the masterly conception of his greatest social drawas.10
It is but a atop from the buoyant M k o n and the doubting
Skulo to the mighty note of individualism which dominates
all of Brand.
triumph.

It is in Brand that Ibson scores his full

The mature challenge of Brand echoes and re-

eohoea down the vista of the years which produced Ibsen’s
greatest plays.

Between The Protenders and the miracle of

Brand throe years later, there was a period in which Ibsen
might have become anything —

or nothing.

The Pretenders

shows clearly hie vacillation between doubt and self-confi
dence, his boundless ambition and spiritualised faith shaken
by self-torment and abject despair.
notary exile.

Then Ibson eboeo vol-'

His individualism conquered and Ibsen loft

10. Halvdan Koht, Tho Life of Ibsen. 2 vole. The AnerleanSoandinavian Foundation (How York: If. W. Horton & Co.,
Ino., 1931), Vol. I, p. 276.

«*►- Q

Norway for th® f r w & o m to b# foam# la l o » » Brand arfl the
masterpieoea whioh followed wore his reward.
- -

Beer 6 m t followed Brand« Here too, in his concept of

a dreamer and an Idler, however fantastic his characteriza
tion and fascinating his hero, Ibsen continued his fight
against compromise.

In hl@ picture of the groat Boyg, who

"conquers in all things by yielding," Ibsen again flings
his defiant challenge to the world -

"To wrest humanity from

the suffocating embrace of the Beyg, to take captive the
spirit of compromise, bind it hand and foot and. oast it into
the depths of the soa . . .

says George Brandos, "has

been tho aim of Ibsen, the poet.

And this wresting of the

individual from the power of compromise and of tho:Boyg is
the revolution as ho conceives it ."•**■*• This was the chal
lenge Ibsen flung to the world, hesitatingly at first, perhaps almost unconsciously in his earlier work; then* in
Brand and Beer Qynt. and on thrcugh to tho final trumpet
call in his epilogue, I7hen W® Dead Awaken, the ohallenge
sounds with steadily growing strength and power.
Ibsen fs olarion-eall for the emancipation of the indi
vidual will was no- snperfleial pose of the perpetual adol
escent seeking a glorification of excess and instability.
Self-renunciation and the elevation of soul that lifts one1
11. Brand®s, Henrik Ibsen. Bjornst.1 erne Bjornson. Gritioal
Studies, p. 62.

9

above the potty considerations of society ware its primary
requisites.

Ho Insisted, on tho "blessing of renunoiation

tealaring that the "nan of ideas who is deniod an oppor
tunity to suffer or go hungry has thereby one less nay of
becoming groat .n3,2

And from tho purification and deepening

of the soul through self-denial and renunciation corns an
objectivity, passionless and remote, v/hioh plaoes the indi
vidual above and beyond society*

Only from this position,

where tho Individual has beoorao greater than conventional
morality, io ho froo to plaoo himself beyond the accosted
standards of good and evil and become a Ian unto himself.
Ibsen achieved this inviolatibility, but as he realised
that individualism cannot disregard the limitations set by
social conditions, he fought a life-long struggle to remain
above the society uhoso morality ho dospised.

Shis is what

he meant whon ho wrote:

r

Ho who possesses liberty otherwise than as a thing
to be striven for, possesses it dead and soulless;
for tho ideal of liberty has undoubtedly this
characteristic, that it develops steadily during
its assimilation. Sc that a man who stops In
the midst of the struggle and says: "I?pw I lave
it" — thereby shows that ho has lost. it .13
She. struggle for liberty and individual freedom served

as a lash to keep Ibsen above tho society which otherwise
12. Quoted by l-oht, Sho U f o of Ibeon. Vol. I, p. 184.
From a newspaper artiolo written by Ibsen in 1862•
15. letters of Henrik Ibsen, To George Brandos. Dresden.
Thbruary T / T W l T ' p T T o a .

.
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saothors the bast and finest in those reho blindly eonfora
without question or opposition,

Ee who feels that he has

attained freedom and self-realisation no l ^ ^ e r struffflee
ageinet these things and hence is snokad book down into the
moms®.

Ibsen saw this more clearly than perhaps any other.

Those # o marvel that his plays retain their vigor and their
sest for struggle to the very last mast remember that Ibsen
dared not loosen his hold.

”1 for one ans bound to confess,”

he o w e wrote, "that the only thing about liberty that I
love is the fight for It; I caro nothing about the possosslon of it. . . . .”1 4 . He had boen cm the heights; he had
possessed freedom and liberty, and ho had found it worth
loss tlum tho exhilaration and glory of the fight itsolf,
She groat oharactore in his plays are the product of this
oxporleaoo,

,

'

.

... .....

.■ •

Bvorything that I havo written lias tho closest
possible connection with what I havo lived through $
even if it has not boon ray own personal experi
ence; In every now poos or play I havo aimed at
my own spiritual emancipation and purification — ■
for a man shares the responsibility and tho guilt
of the society to which ho belongs, Eenco I
<tooe wrote the following dedicatory linos in a
oopy of one of my books:
®»
• is to war with fiends
%
infest tho brain and the heart
To
— is to summon one's self,
play tho judge's part.16
Ibsen's oharaeters are a tdstasent to the I n m r eonfliots of

14 .
Ibson'sV
r
16. Lattors of Honrlk Xbsan.
Juno id, ibBO, p. 004;.

■ ■■
To toaolg Zaesargo. lionloh

- 11 -
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Life itself m s a struggle for freedom- and truth.

ia writing of lifo he oould but offer up the fruits of

his oun hitter experience.

Shis is the Ihsea of

Bo ye son unssapatMtlcally wrote: ."He has no more ooneeption
of the ralno of the rostraining agenoios with which man. as
a mere measure of self-preservation, has been obliged to
hedge himself in."*6

Ibsen1s life was a struggle for intel

lectual self-presenat ion .bought at the price of the most
rigorous restraint and remmeiatlen.
Ibsen'a doctrine of personal freedom admitted of no
compromise.

"What is really wanted," he wrote in 1870, "is

a revolution of the spirit of man

Here is the youthful

Ibsen speaking, voicing his "All or nothing" dootrine, set
ting M m a e l f up as the areh-iemoolast, destroyer of the
insidious gods of doubt and eompremise.

And as he set him

self to make over his ovm soul into the inevitable pattern
as he saw it, so did he thrust his doetrlne upon indifferent
or resisting mankind.
Society misunderstood and misconstruedlbson's cher
ished dreams. Sven after the publieat icm and instantaneous
suoeess of Brand in 1866. though they feted him and hissed
him In turn, for ho had indeed become a famous literary1
7
6
16. Boyesen. A Commentary on the Vorks of Henrik Ibsen.
P. 7.
—
'
'
' '
17. Quoted by Seorge Braudes, Henrik_Ibsen. Bjornstjerne
Bjdrnson« Crltleal Studios. p. 66.
'
"
"
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figure, the inner thesis of his plays was seldom if over
eomplotely understood«

He did not submit his message to the

world to he aeeeptod or ro jeotod at will, asoordlng to the
tastes of each individual.

Self-realization ha forced upon

the individual aa a solemn duty, the highest task of man
kind .

"So to conduct one's self as to realize one's self —

this seems to me the highest attainment possible to a human
being.

It is the task of one and all of u s , but,* Ibsen

is forced to oonelude, "most of us bungle it."

He grieved

because the individual was incapable of achieving this
"highest attainment," and not because of any unhappy results
which might eome of his efforts at realization.

Bo price was

too high to pay for this most precious and most necessary
condition of life.

.

Although as a young man Ibson entered heart and soul
in the struggle for Norwegian nationalism, although he
fought a bitter struggle with himself over political issues
that tormented him before and immediately following his de
parture from Norway, in the end nationalism and political
freedom oame to mean very little to him.

He realized that

liberty was a personal thing, something far more vital than
the right to share in the government of a nation.

"liberty

is the first and highest ©oedition for me," he wrote to1
8
18. Letters of Henrik Ibsen. To Bjornstjerne Bjornaon,
WossensasE, August 8 , 1882, p. 359.

- IS

Georg® Brandea in Janaary* 1882.

"At home they do not

trouble much about liberty* but only about liberties

t

a

few more or lees, according to the standpoint of their
p a r t y . I b s a n realized only too olearly that those who
ery loudest for liberty are usually too blinded by principles
to understand the real signifioanos of the meaning of per
sonal freedom.

,

"Is it only in the domain of polities that the work of
emancipation is to he permitted to go on with us?" he oomplains in a letter to Olaf Shavian.
be emancipated first of all?

"Must not mon's minds

Hen with such slave-souls as

ours cannot even make use of the liberties they already pos
sess.

Norway is a free country, peopled by unfree men and
20
women."
Ibsen saw only too clearly how impossible was
his self-imposed task of liberation.

His countrymen were

incapable of understanding the concept of liberty except
insofar as it applied to the concrete and understandable
struggle for political privileges.

Ibsen's poignant cry*

"there is nothing else and nothing better for us all to do
than in spirit and in truth to realize ourselves,"^* fall on
deaf and uncomprehending .ears.;;
'

She ignorance and blindness of mankind made life seem1
0
2
9

19. Letters of Henrik
20. Letters of Henrik
I@BE7~pT3EBl
21. Letters of Henrik
June 27, 1884, p.

Ibsen. From Borne, p.-350.
Ibsen. From Home * January 24*
Ibsen«
383.“

fo Theodor Casmrl, t o w ,

;

_ i4 -

almost a hopeless straggle to the loonoolastlo Ibsen who
m s preadhing the a u t o t i e doetrim of self-i^allsation to
all who Would listen.

There are many who oall him a pessi

mist, hut Iheen saw the value of life heyond and ahore the
igiiorano® and in-ejudlees of sooiety or he would never have
fore®d himself to go on.

He saw men as they waro, and was

not pleased with what he saw; but he also saw what men might
some day beeome, and this drove him to lash his whip and play
the ringmaster to a bewildered humanity.
•

»

Ibsen *s characters all struggle toward this higher at
tainment . with pairiful regard for absolute truth he saw
them as having reached various stages in their development
toward this higher freedom.

To aohleve self-realisation

even under a misoonoeption of one's ultimate purpose in life
is a finer thing than to re$rediate one’s individuality in
. the desire for social approbation.

Brand achieves the un-

oompromising completeness whieh m s his greatest strength,
but his boncept of life was inecmplete, and he perished as
a result of his individuality.
tragedy.

This is not, I insist, a

His was the glory and the power given to few m e n .

Although the price must bo paid, no just and balanced set
tlement can be considered a tragedy.
The same principle applies to Ibsen’s other dramas.
With the inevitability of the Greek tragedy Ibsen’a plays'
follow a clearly defined pathway.

His characters, being

- IS

intensely human, lack the perfeetlon whioh tiould bring them
mnseathei. into the Shird Kingdom, but they rise above
and beyond the mundane considerations of sooiety, paying a
paltry price for their individuality.
that Ibsenonoe said:
later, work has turned —

James B m e k e r reports

"Many things and muoh upon which ay
the eontradletion between endowment

and desire, between capaoity and will, at onoe the entire
tragedy and comedy of mankind—

may hero be dimly dis-

e e r n e d I b e e n knew then that the pioneering spirits who
struggled to surpass the limitations of their own existence
must perish In their attempts to go beyond the accepted
boundaries, but go ahead they must, regardless of the out
come .

He who struggles one step past.his fellow creatures,

though he perish in making this single step, has not lived
in vain.

'.

. -

.V ■

Ferdinand Brunotidre, aooerdlng to Honeker, has de
clared that "there cam be me tragedy without a struggle; nor
can there be genuine emotion for the spectator unless some
thing other and greater than life is at stake.n2S

This is

the ethioal teaching of Ibsens greatest dramas, and, 1
insist, if something "other and greater than life is at
stake," then the attainment of this thing, though .the2
3
22. "Ibsen," Egoists. & Book of Supermen (lew York: diaries
Scribner *s Sons, 19d9), p. 522.
23. Quoted by James Huneker, "Henrik Ibsen." Iconoclasts.
A Beck of Dramatists files York: Charles Scribner’s
Sons, Id05), p. 1.

- IS -

prioo of attainment be a sa@rlfi@# of life itself, ^

a vi@-

tory rather than a defeat, a triumph rather than a tragedy.
Many interpreters of IhsMa 4e net understand that Ihsen
was seeking something.infinitely higher than oon'rentional
happiness for his characters, and hence, when the play ends
in suicide or death, they dismiss the drama as a tragedy on
the grounds that it has:an unhappy ending.

“Poetry of

despair, if over there wore one," says Croce, “not from
pessimism of a pleasure which wanes or of life which vanish
es, hut from pessimism of a consciousness of the impossi
bility for man over to follow the path to which his own
nature impels him or makes him wish to follow.”242
5
I do not deny that Ibsen recognised this gulf between
.capacity and will,2^ but I insist that his characters, in
struggling to bridge this gap, are compensated by the full
ness of the struggle for any unhappy results that may bo
the outcome.

He has no fear of death.
'

-

'

In the face of the
.

-

larger issues of life, death becomes a secondary considera
tion.

He merely recognises that death brings with it a

certain finality which makes the moment more weighty than
the moments leading up to it.

He summons it to end the

drama of life with an ease which indicates that h® respects
?
but does not fear it. fo Sari Skul®, to Brand, to Hedda,
■

24. Benedetto Croco, “Ibsen.” Boadon Mercury. VI (1988)'.,
p. 5 7 7 r : :. v
'
■ ' '"v" '
25. s q q above, p. 16.
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to Borksan, to Solnees^ to Eabek —

to all M e seaksra after

an i&wil m o r e 'important than more existence —

death comes

as an escape from v?hat weald bo immeasnrably more tragical
to those who infuse to compromise with life.
A few of Ibsen‘s interpreters have recognised the note
of optimism and hope that rings out in the midst of what is
to all appearances a situation of blackest despair.

They

have eamght in a sense the magnitude @f Ibsen's teaching,
which willingly sanction® the erueifixion of the individual
in the interests of the -greater humanity.
—

"It is all gloom

if one demand that tho play shall turn out well " admits

Jeanette lee in The Ibsen Secret, "but in each of the plays
a note of hope rings —
belle”^^

faint and clear, like a silver

Miss Lee allies each note of hope with its cor-

responding symbol, but her interpretation does not go so far
as to admit that the note is strong e n o u # to remove Ibsen's
plays from the realm of tragedy.
J. G. Robertson is one of the few interpreters of Ibsen
to admit of any trace of optimism in his plays. While he
does not go beyond Miss Lea's concept of a "note of hope,"
we must not fail to acknowledge Mr. Robertson as one of the
few critics to see beneath the apparent situation in each*
7
2
£6* Edwin Bjorkman, "She Optimism of Ibsen.* Living Age
COLXXYII (1913), p. 717.
27. Jeanette Lee, TheJCbaen Secret. A Key to the Prose
Dramas of Henrik Ibsen (Hew York and London: G. p . Putnam's Sons, 1#07), pp. 133-24.
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of tho plays.

Mr. Bobertson* straggling against the un-

mistakablo signs of o u t m r d possimlmn, yst "boHa ving v?lthal
that Ibsen m s going boyond the obvletts, says:
Yot these dramas of hie last jarlod, sombre
as they are, are not dramas of unrelieved pesoimima. Ibson does look boyond the diBoord; In eaoh
and all some kind of oonelliatory solution to the
life*riddle ie dimly foreiiadonod. Hie anhappy
mortals all grope towards the m n ; all believe In
the sun, although it Is given to nono of them to
datoh more than a glimpse of it through momentary
parting mists. Sven in his darkest days, Ibsen
never warned to hope, like his 2Torat for tho miracle,
. or, as he liked to pat It, for the coming of his
•
"third kingdom."^8
m

addition to Jeanette Lee and J. G. Bobertson, Edwin

BjjSrkman 1® also a visionary who nnderstands Ibsen’s drosm.

nlq so far as Ibsen’s dramas are tragedies,” he says, "tholr
tragleal quality does not depend on tho invocation of
'"•■■-eo - - ". - .
_
■ :ji■ ■
■ 1'
d e a t h . Ho hesitates, it would seom, to repudiate the
tragio olomont entirely, but does not hesitate to maintain
that the solution of a drama in death doas not necessarily
plaoe it In the realm of tragedy.

Death itself is not a

•

defeat, but for him tho Ibsen pattern is nevertheless allied
too oloaely with futility and despair to be entirely
divorced from the field of tragedy.

Ho one, it would seam,

has had the courage and tho Insight to follow Ibsen’s call
to the last and final note.

Ibsen alone was capable of

following his challenge to its glorious and inevitable end.2
9
8
28. J. G. Robertson, "Henrik Ibsen,” Contemporary Boview.
CHIIIX (1928), p, 467.

29. Bdorkman, living Ago, CC1XXYII (1113), p. 718.
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"I wish," he once said to M s sister Hedv/ig, nto attain to
the utmost possible clearness of vision and fulnee® of
power,

Bien I wish to die.”30

defeat, but a consummation,

Doath was not for. him a

Shorn of his characters who

seek for "fullness of power'1 and self-realisation find ttoeir
end and their reward in the finality of death.
/

Because Ibsen was .primarily interested in the inner
conflicts and changes which constitute the drama of the in
dividual, the climax of his play is usually tho moment of
realisation, the moment in which his chief character, for
one supreme moment, regardless of what is to follow, comes
face to face with hip own soul in complete accord and under
standing.

In this moment the individual realises himself,

knows himself for what he is. •Whether or not he is able to
rise above the ultimate truth depends entirely on the deep
threads of past experience which Ibsen has.woven so skill
fully into the body of the play. Host of his characters,
like most of mankind, are not capable of sustaining this
clarity of vision.

Shey see, and oannot survive, but they

have had the moment which is both the olimax of their emo
tional experience and tho olimax of the tram, and in thus
experiencing what few are yet capable of experiencing, they
die.

.

.

•' : ■' ;

'

'

'

Quoted by A. E. Zneker, Ibsen, % e Has ter Builder (Hew
York: Henry Holt and Company, W a y ) , p. 3 5 .
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In considering the tmeetlon of self-realization as
manifest in Ibsen ^

plays, It will perhaps seem strango that

out of all of his groat plays from Brand on. I have ehosen
to deal with four dramas, A. Boll rs House. Hodda Gahler.
Bosmersholm, and gho Master Builder, all of which treat the
problem of self-realization and ptreeusl liberty in connec
tion with a woman character.

These plays were ehosen be

cause they are in all probability

the greatest expression

of Ibsen *s doctrine of individual freedom. And it is sig
nificant that the most Important characters, of these plays
are women, for Ibsen felt that the relationship of women to
the existing social order was the most vital problem of the
moment.

In. a speech to the workingmen of Trondhjem in June,

1885, he made the following significant statement?
This nobility which I hope will bo granted
to our nation will come to us from two sources.
It will come to us from two groups which have not
as yet been irreparably harmed by party pressure.
It will oome to us from our women and from our
workingmen.
■ : . . '
- .
The reshaping of social conditions which is
now under way out there in Europe is concerned
chiefly with the future position of the workingman
and of woman.31
^ ,
Though he vehemently denied hie Interest In the feminist
movement, not only did Ibsen feel that the position of women
was one of the most dominating Issues of the day, but also

31. Speeches and ITew letters of Henrik Ibsen. Translated
by”Arna Kildai, with an introduction by Dr. lee H.
Hollander (Boston: Biehard G. padger, 1910), p. e4«
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he felt that women were aneh closer to aohlevlng his ideal

of asIf-realization than men.

He felt that the character

of woman la so oonstltnted that women are more oapablo than
men of the self-saorifio® and renimoiation whleh is neces
sary to’fullest realization.

This idea has "been expressed

by Ellen Eey most graphically and fully:
A woman loves completely, desires completely.
She even sins with all her soul. Ibsen never
represented a man as escaping from the cage, from
the doll's house. Sven the strong man has not
the "robust consciencen to dare to break leese
from the conventional morality and follow the
needs of his own Individuality. But when Ibsen
portrays a woman as breaking through the barrier
of conventions, he believes she will find the right
path because she is directed by a surer instinct
than man. She has less need than he to submit to
the social morality because her faculty of devo
tion ennobles her and gives her the right to choose
her own moral law freely. This is why all the
"complete" women in Ibsen's dramas give themselves
suddenly, and resolutely follow their way when
they have found it, or when they have found it
again after having lost it.3%
Ibsen's interest was not in the plebl&n soul, man or
woman, who follows blindly with the crowd and conforms auto
matically with conventional standards of morality.

Never

theless, in his observation of human nature he discovered a
trait common to certain women which rendered them nearer to
his ideal than men.

This is the abandon with which high-

spirited and intelligent women give themselves to an ideal
or goal which they have set for themselves. With passion and3
2
32. Anon., "Ellen Key's Masterly Interpretation of Ibsen's
Women," Current Literature. XLVIII (1910), p p . 412-13.

-at

extermination thay pursue a chosen path, willing to.accept
the eoneeqnoncos as a just price for tho glory and the zost
of the pursuit.

Uor does woman aoeopt as oaslly as man does

ono sort of morality in private and another sort in public.
Eor valuo to Ihson and hor suporiorlty to nan lies in tho
fact that oho is loss of a social being, loss smothered by
sham and eompromlse than man.
In the four plays that 1 have chosen for analysis* A
Doll's Souco. Bodda Gablor, Boomersholm. and Sho Master
Builder. I shall deal with t W four prinolpal oharaotors in
relation to their expression of Ibsen's doctrine ©f reali
sation «

Sora, Hedda Oahler, Hilda Wangel and Rebecca t/ost*

ea@h of whom is an ind iTidualisod. olmmeterisation placed
In a widely different situation, sock

to overcome the con

ditions which hinder her from attaining colf-reallsation and
completeness.

Each sacrifices She *oet important things in

life for the sake of this idea —

and oaoh pays tho price3

33. Anon.* Current Literature. 33*7111 (1910), p. 412. At
this point.it is well worth noting Mr. Max llordau's
original and startling cosweption of Ibsen's treatment
of his women characters. In "Ibsenism." Dogonoration.
Translated from the second edition of tho (rorman work
(lew York: D. Appleton & Company, 1895)* p. 413, ho say®
of Ibson’s "hysterical" and "nyaphomanlacal" women:
"Promiscuous sexual intercourse and prostitution are
their most deep-seated instincts.'.
. and they are
grateful to Ibsen for having catalogued, under the
fine designations of 'The struggle of woman for moral
Independence' and 'she right of woman to assert, her ©wn
personality,1 those propensities to which opprobious
names are usually given."

of individuality«

Bu.t saoh &oas achieve some measure of

realization aor® significant and important than any otter
oonsidoration-in life, and h ® m e e though three of the plays,
The iSaster Builder. Rosmersholm and Hedda Gabler end in
death or suicide, and ADoll's House in the collapse *f an
established home and family life, the plays are emblems of
tri u m # and gratification and not, I insist, to ho classed
in the realm of tragedy.

e H A P B H II
In 1869, ten years before A Doll*s House was mblishet.
Ibsen had written The League of Yooth. a comedy satirizing
the conditions of local Iforwoglan politics at the time.
While the play by ridiculing an accepted situation does more
toward general reform, and while in some of the speeches of
Fieldbo we do find, traces of Ibsen*8 eternal cry for 1mprovement and emancipation, the incident of most importance
to ns in our study of Ibsen's doctrine of self-realisation,
an incident which eventually became the thesis for A Doll's
House. is the unexpected moment when Selma, the doll wife
of young Bratsberg, explodes a miniature bombshell at the
close of the play*
. .

■ -. v ■

-

-

.

■

.. :,

.

'

■ V . ..

It is not until the end of the play that Selma, who has
moved quietly through the unfolding complications, is given
a moment in which she expresses herself with all the pent-up
fury of a woman who has been caged and sheltered against
her will.

"You aro all I have left to me.

We oust bear

the blow together," Erik Bratsberg says to her.
Selma’s moment comes.

And

"Do you think I am fit for that, now?"

she^asks.
Oh, how cruel you have been to me ! shameful
— all of you • It was my part always to accept —
never to give. I have, been like a pauper among
.

'■
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jou. You never oamo and demanded a sacrifice of
me; I was not fit to %#ar anything. I hate you l
- : I loath®
I
'_
•
• ■ \
■'

V •

.

-

And, gathering courage, her outburst continues?
How T have thirsted for a single drop of
your troubles, your anxieties i But when I begged
for it you only laughed me off. You have dressed
me up like a doll; you have played with me as you
would play with a child. Oh, what a joy it would
have been to me to take my share- in your burdens !
How I longed, how I yearned, for a large, and high,
and strenuous part in life!
This is the ory that Salma makes in The League of
Youth for responsibility and an opportunity for self-reali
sation.

She rebels at the restrictions placed upon her by

a society which recognised only masculine potentialities and
masculine achievement. Her outburst is significant in its
relationship to Ibsen's A Doll's House, for it was George
Brandos who saw the possibilities of the situation and sug
gested to Ibsen that a play might germinate from this seed.
"I remarked in a first criticism of She League of Youth."
" '"
'
.
• ■
■'
■■T
says Brandss, "that this character of Selma had not suf■
■
-•
: • .■ ■
.■
• ficient scope, and that Ibsen ought to write an entirely .now
.

play for it.

.

This he did in A Doll's House.

But Ibsen was not ready for ZTora at this time.

Al

though be turned to a southing attack of society in Pillars
of Society in 1877, after intervening years spent on Emperor
and Galilean, there is but a hint, a suggestion, faint though1
1. Brand##. Henrik Ibsen. Bjornstjerno Bjornson. Critical
Studies. pT.'ygj
:
■
'■ ■ "

-

*6

-

perceptible, that Brandos\ suggestion had not fallen on
deaf eare*

In the character of Iona H q e s o I "thora is a faint

ooho of Selna *5 doolaration —

a faint suggestion that, bo-

noath this idea of ’the Conan’s sago * and the wife*s dopendonoo upon tho nanr rostivonoss was fomenting, and would
eonse day explodo.”2

Ibson had laid tho foundation for his

X

doctrine that woman as wo11 as can is an intogral part of the
pattern of life, that sho is an individual, and ac such, has -i,
tho right, tho higher duty of full dovolopmont and roallzation.

■

■' ■

• ••.

'

It is intorosting to noto that in February, 1879, at
the very timo that A Doll’s House was finding shape and oxpreeslen in Ibson’s mind, ho del Ivor od two spooohos in Rone
at the S^sdlnavian Society which m f l e e t his interest In
the woman question.

Ono of those speeches concerned the

right of womon nombors to vote at the mootings of tho
society.

*$1

Ibson was indignant over the obstinate stand takon

on this question, and for months ho avoided those of hie
friends who had refused to give up their rasoulino monopoly
of the organisation.

He arguod that

,

' '-"v'

youth has the instinct, akin to genius, for in
tuitively hitting upon what is right. But it is
this very instinct, which woman has in common
with youth as wall as with tho truo artist.3
2. Montrose
tho H s n ■and his Plays
wuuwrvBU aJ.
* Koses. nHonrik
u u n a . lIbsen,
ust
. (lew York: Mitchell rennorloy,
iyua},
T T i m r . p. Voti.
S. Quoted by Hc r o m n J* Wclgand, Tho M odern
consideration (Now York: Henry™
^ Holt ^ u o m p a n i v l ^ f ) ,

p. VU.
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It was this vary factor that zaade Ibsen so interested
in woman* s posities In
tho dominant
Women, guided by an emotionality and sentimentality alien to
most masculine natures, are quicker to sacrifice themselves
to tho ideal which they have set up*

As Haldane Maefall

has said:
it was inevitable that he should one day open hie
eyes to the fact that women, more than men, pat
themselves to the tost that proves grandeur. It
• is indeed for this reason that his women always
have something of nobility in thorn as against the
general Ignoblonoss of his men# He is over for
women a very knight of chivalry. It was inevitable
that ho should one day test the woman against the
man — as inevitable that he should see that her
b o If-sacrifice for him was not her highest func
tion. He eaw that the noblest type of woman could
not be a parasite who sells her soul to a man for
bread and keep.*
When this moment c a m , Ibsen wrote A Doll's House.

She

emotion which prompted its creation had sustained itself
for tan years, from Selma’s outburst in She League of Youth
through the.tremendous experience
with its ideal of the Shird kingdom; it had been taken up
again by Iona in Pillars of Society, and finally it emerged
as a flaming and unmistakable call to individuality anl
freedom in A Doll's House.

53ie intensity and the passion

oamo from the inner f o m e n t of Ibsen’s own spiritual exist
ence* but the aotion of the play was built on a n experience4
4. Ibson. the man, his art and his slgnifloanee, p. 198.
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of Laura Keller, a young writer who had become an Intimate
of the Ibsens through the publloation of her Daughters of
Brand. Mrs. Keller had been guilty of forgery, 'though-for . «
a less heroio cause than Mora's, for she had obtained the

.

money to redeoorate her home rather than to save her hus
band's life.

The story, nevertheless. Interested Ibsen im

mensely, and Bora’s revolutionary struggle grow out of Mrs.
Keller's indiscretion.^

Mrs. Keller, it must be noted, did

not leave her husband who, according to her own report,
behaved much as Torvmld Belmer behaved toward Nora.

In

stead, she devoted her life to the great problem of getting
Northern Sohleswig baok from Germany.
^T) There has been mueh oontroversy over the question of /V->
whether or not Ibsen was right in allowing Nora to leave
her home and family.

Time and progress have already

answered this question for us, and have reduced the ques
tion which originally created such a controversy into a mat
ter of almost no importance.

Nora's dramatic exit which

created suoh a stir in 1879 no longer provokes comment.
This far, at least, society has gene. But the great question
of individuality and self-expression is still to he answered
in many ways, and so A Doll’s House remains one of Ibsen’s5
5. See Ziane, n!Be Beal Doll’s House,rt Living A g e . CCGZZ
(1924), pp. 415-16 for M r s . Keller’s own account of this
incident, and of her alienation from the Ibsens because
of Ibsen’s appropriation of the story as the basis of
A Doll’s House.
V
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great and living inaietE@nts against tho existing social
order.

. - ■■■

.

/

■' .

■

®ioea who, in the eighteen-eighties, refused So believe
that a woman had no right to repudiate her responsibilities
to her family and acknowledge the greater responsibility to
herself, those who saw in lora's departure a tragic situa
tion with no possibility of imps for the future, were given
an explanation and a justification for Horn’s conduct when
Ghosts appeared in 1882.

Here Ibsen gives us the inescapable

tragedy of Hrs. Alvung idio, when placed in a situation com
parable to that which Hora found herself faced with, had not,
like Bora, the courage to follow tho higher duty to herself•
She allowed social opinion to dominate her, she turned her
back on freedom and a chance to realize the best out of
.life, things that Hora would not do, and hence her life be
came a living death, and her son, the fruit of her false
union with Captain Alvung, a living testament of the
ghastly error of her life.

a

Ibsen proved to himself

those that doubted the soundness of his doctrine of truth
and self-realization, that Hora, bejond a doubt, had pursued the only course open to an intelligent and clear
sighted individual who wanted, above everything else in
life, to find her own place, her own reason and justifica
tion for living.
then A Doll’s House was first performed in Germany,

^
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I¥sen was forced to allow an alteration in the third aot
that gave the play what is generally considered a "happy
A .
----— —
ending."
lora is led to the nursery door hy Torvald, and
there sinks down, too deeply attached to her children to
break away. Bie play was perforaed on many oooaslon® with
'
■
7
/
some similar ending or with even an added fourth aot show- j
ing the farther adventures of Bora / b u t none of these alter’ .
■’:
■ /
at ions or abortions pleased Ibsen. In a letter to lioritz
Proaor, as late as 1891, Ibsen was still bitter about the6
7
6. Montrose Hoses, Henrik Ibsen, the Man and his .Plays,
p. 346 et seq. Hr. Moses spooulatos as to Ibsen’s
spiritual growth during the actual process of writing A
Poll*s House. He contends that tho play might have
originally been planned with a happy ending, as Pillars
of Society, which immediately preceded it. Moses uses
TbsenTs willingnoss to allow Frau Hedwlg Niemann-Baabe
to use the happy ending as a support of his theory, but
ho admits Ibsen fs opposition to farther efforts at using
this or a similar ending.
7. We quote from Zuoker, Ibsen. Tho Master Builder, p. 167:
"The German fourth act perhaps is tho one to deserve
the prise. It takes place about one year after the
third a o t . Mrs. linden, who has married Krogstad and is
supporting tho family by means of her sewing machine,
odmes to her friend with a newly finished dress for a
recently arrived oltisen of the world lying in Nora's
lap. The scene breathes peace and happiness, only at
times a shadow passes over Nora's brow; she is thought
ful. Then Helmsr, who a# formerly is the director of a
bank and generally respooted, enters the room. Nora re
gards him with a timidly questioning glance and whispers;
"Have you now really forgiven me?" For some moments
Helmer does not reply, but merely looks at her in a quiet
and friendly manner. Finally he takes out of the pocket
of his frook Coat a huge hag, and he who had formerly so
sternly forbidden his Nora to eat sweets now places in
her mouth with his own hand — a macaroon i Nora,
frightened and rejoiced at once, chews It and calls out
aloud;
'She miracle V
The curtain falls slowly."
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mutilation that had heen forced on M s fine play.

Ho writes

to Pro*or:
But the fact is that I cannot possibly direct
ly authorize any change whatever in the ending of
the drama. I may almost say that it was for the
sake of the last scene that the whole play was
written.®
Ibsen goes on to explain why he had allowed an alteration
of the ending so many years before:
x
At the time when A Doll's House was quite
\
new, 1 was obliged to give my consent to an alter- X
ation of the last scene for Frau Hodwig Hiemann\
Baabe, who was to play the part of liora in Berlin.
X - X ii "
At that time I had no ohoioo. l iras entirely un/ 0
protected by copyright law in Germany, and could
I
consequently, prevent nothing. . . . . With its
/
altered ending it had only a short run. In its
/
unchanged form it is still boing played.9
/
And A Doll's House with its original ending, regardless
of the fast that Bora's leaving home is no longer a burning
ethico-gooial question, still stands as Ibsen's first ef
fort to present the problem of the individual in oenfliot
with the narrowness and blindness of modern society.

In

earlier plays ho had propounded his belief In the value of
the individual struggle for freedom and self-realization,
but the social factor had been negligible, as in Brand.
was only in

a

It

Doll's House that he finally united his doc

trine of self-realization with tho bitter indictment against
society, previously expressed in his two purely social dramas.
8. letters of Henrik Ibsen. From Munich, January 25, 1891,
• p . 456.
' '
~ 9. Letters of Banrik Ibsen, p. 437.

She Xioagoe of Youth ant Pillara of Society.3'0
In the very first seen® of the play Ibsen iscareful
to jmint a clear ant vivid plctarQ of Nora's relation to
Sorvaid Helner, the man to whom she has been married for
eight years.

^

She is his "little lark,” his "little squir

rel,’1 who furtively nibbles at macaroons forbldlen by
ll
forvald's greater maeeuline judgment.
Immediately we are
shown that his "little skylark” is a spendthrift whose only
concern is to wheedle as much money from her husband as she
possibly can.

Bile is soon to bo changed, howovor, for

Heloer has recently been appointed manager of a bank, and
they will be able to live on a much freer and grander scale •
Bora’s methods of coaxing and begging a few extra shillings
from forvald are heartbreaklngly degrading in view of the
use we know she must make of every penny she can manage to
*

scraps together.

••

"If you only knew, Torvald, what expenses

wo larks and squirrels have," she tolls him quietly*
For beneath the reckless gaiety and childish delight a
new note is soon sounded,

k widowed schoolmate of Bora's,

Christine linden, who has been left destitute and without1
0
10. Says Maefall, Ibsen. the man, his art and his signifi
cance. p. 197: " m k Noll's House Ibsen first stated
wlthcloar voice the right of the woman to her indi
viduality — the woman’s right, as much as the man's,
to freedom and truth."
11* f/e are told by ITora during the course of the play that
Torvald objects to her eating macaroons because "he
is afraid they will spoil my teeth*"

-

m

purpose in life "by the death of her husband, has come to town
to look for work.

Sho oomes to see lora, and in their first

meeting nueh is revealed of the past of the two women.
Ohrlstln® bad been compelled to marry for oohvenienoe in
order to take oare of an Invalid mother and two younger
brothers, while lora, to all outward appearances, has led
a sheltered and carefree existence.

"You're a child, lora,"

2k*

says Christine when lora hints at things that might have
caused her anxiety and heartaohe.

And lora voices her first_ ^

warning ory, her protest against things as they are:
"You’re like the rest.
really serious —

You all think I ’m fit for nothing

You think I’ve had no trouble in this

weary world.M
alien lora tells Christine the secret that she has kept
from Torvald since the very first year of their marriage.
"IV too, have something to be proud and glad of," she tolls
Mrs. Linden.

"I saved Torvald’s life."

S 10 year after their

marriage Helmer had been dangerously ill and it had been
necessary to take him to Italy for a year in order to save,
his life.

There was no money for the trip and Torvald re

fused to borrow.

But lora, who alone knew of the urgent

necessity for the trip, had not hesitated to secure the money
through a loan, telling forvald that the money had been a
gift from her father.

All these years she has intrigued and

schemed to meet the payments and take care of the interest

as each fell due.

Money that Holder gave her for clothes

@b 1 pin money wont to moot her obligations. ,Sho had ovon
managed to make extra money mnknown So Torvald t by sitting
np la to at night doing copy work,
of hor sacrifice.

torvald was not to know

"How painful and humiliating it would be-J?

tor torvald, with hie manly self-respect, to know that ho
owed anything to mo f1 Uora explains, anoonscleusly showing
tho basis on which their marriage rested«
Prom this point on, the action unfolda with rolontloss
rapidity.

Krogstad, tha man from whom Bora had borrowed

tho money, appears on the scone. He is an employeo of the
bank which HeImer is to take control of in a few days.
Reiner is about to discharge hin and ho comes toBora for
help.

She must uso hor influence to see that ho koops his

position, for ho was onoo guilty of forgery, and ha has had
to fight hie way baok to a place in society against ovor# e l m i n g difficulties.

Rhen she refuses to help him, ho

accuses her of having forged her father's signature as
surety for the bond, reminding hor that the signature had
been dated three days after her father's death,
not deny this.

lore docs

Hor father had boon dying at the time, and

she eould not ask hie signature an the noto without tolling
him the whole upsetting story of Torvald's illness.
explains to her the grave ness of her offense.

Zrogstad

"You evi

dently do not realise what you have boon guilty of," ho tolls

-

her.
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"Bat I oan assure you it was nothing more and nothing

meroo that made mo an outcast from society.w
"Do you m ^ n to tell me that a daughter has no right
-

to spare her dying father trouble and anxiety?—

that a wife

has no right to save her husband*s life?” is Nora*s reply.
”1 don't know much about law, but I'm sure you'll find, some
where or another, that that is a l l o w e d . — — -— -— — — ^

(Q

The rest of the action of the play, up to the moment
when Helmer at last discovers Hera's secret, is concerned
with lore's futile efforts to avert this catastrophe.

In

-min does she Implore Torvald to allow Krogstad to keep his
position; he is adamant.
posed dismissal.

Everyone knows of Krogstad's pro

*If It were now reported that the new

manager let himself be burned round hie wife's little fin
ger — " he protests.

He admits that ho has heard that

Krogstad is a good worker, he Is even willing to overlook
Krogstad's one slip from grace, but he cannot tolerate the
Idea that he and Krogstad were once on intimate terms with
one another and that Krogstad has the right to adopt a1
2
12. Shis is the thesis of the play. Ibsen, in levember, ■/y)
1878, in making his first notes for the play, states ^
his problem: "There are two kinds of spiritual law,
two kinds of oonselenee, one in man and another, alto
gether different, in woman. They do not understand
each other; but in practical life the woman is Judged
by man's law, as though she were not a woman but a man.”
prom Ibson's Workshop. The Collected storks of Henrik
Ibsen. Translated by &. 6. (Jhater with an introduc
tion by William Archer (Hew York: Oharlos Scribner's
Sons, 1913), Vol. XII, p. 91.
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familiar attitude toward him not *t all In keeping with his
newly acquired authority.

nTorvald.'Vsays flora, shocked by

this admission of seaknoss, “surely youfro not carious?
. » . .

That’s such a potty reason,”

Ibson is very subtle, very careful as ha paints his
pioturo of Heleer, and if one looks closely, one finds an
unmistakable sign that the picture is boginning to show.its
flaws.

And just as subtly, just as carefully, does ho pre

sent his fameu® “etlk stocking scene ” between flora and Doc
tor Sank, Holmar’s oloeeet friend and a constant visitor at
thoir homo.

flora, driven to desperation by Torvald *q final

rofusal to retain Krogstad at tho bank and knowing that tho
letter of dismissal has already been sent, now clutches at
the last possible chance she has of freeing herself from
Krogstad’a clutches,

She w i n borrow tho mono y from W e t or

Hank and pay off the remainder of her obligation to Krogstad
But the only method she knows for making an effective appeal
is by coaxing her Intended victim into a sympathetic and
affectionate mood. ^In her past contacts with her father and
with Bslaer, the only m e n ;she has over had any association
with, this has been her only positive assurance of success j
Accordingly, she shows Doetor Hank a pair of flesh-coloured
silk stockings which she has just received as a Christmas
gift, half-flirting with him tho while.13

Then she asks

13. It is interesting to note that there is no indication

♦
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him if ho will givo her "a hig proof of his friendship."
Beotor Rank's unexpeoted declaration of lovo is the heart
breaking rssalt.

Worm Instantly realizes that his confessicn

makes it no longer possible for her to ask his aid * 'Sho
orders the lamps to be lit, the flirtation is over* and
*#ra sees herself once again in Krogstad’s relentless
olutohes. Even at the price of the great tragedy that she
knows must now follow, she c a m o t violate her oode and aooopt
help from Doctor Bank on any basis other than pore friend
ship.

■

.• :r: '.■ '•

fhero- must be no mistake as to Bora's reaction to
this entire scene.

she has flirted with Doctor Bank, not

ont of any desire for intrigue or excitement, but simply
because every other avenue of oscape from ICrogstad has been
closed to her^ 1This is a serious moment for Bora, not a
spicy interlude with an attractive male.

She is sound to

the core, and as soon as Bank's declaration is made, she
realizes that sho cannot receive anything from him, regard
less of what is ahead of her

fhis is a scene of great

significance, for it, is an unmistakable sign that Bora is
changing into the purposeful and clear-eyed individual'who1
4
of this significant scene in the earlier drafts of
this play. Soo From Ibsen's Workshop for the evolution
of the play.
14. Saul Srummann, "Ibsen in his Maturity," Doet-Dore.
H V I I I (1917), pp. 611-12, points out theTifaglc
aspects of this scene in the face of Bora's utter de
pendence on te. & » k to free her from Krogstad.

-k"

is to confront Hel®@r at the close of the play.

Bora, In

this scene, has matared to the extent that she cannot he
untrue to what she considers honorable and right, regardless
cf the consequences.
■■

'

'

:

-

/

The scene is terminated by the arrival of Krogetad,
who tells Bora that ho has received his letter of dismissal
from Tonrald.

Instead of accusing her of forgery, he Is mom

about to give Belmor a letter revealing Bora's action and
informing M m

that from new on Tcrvald must oonfoitt to his

wishes or also Bora*s indisoreticn will be published to the
world•

Holding Bora’s forged note as a ceaseless threat

over Helmor’s head, he, Erogstad, will not only retain hie
position at the bank, but will in time dominate the situa
tion.

Bora threatens suicide, but Krogetad is unshaken and

drops his letter in the post hox as he leaves.

The act

closes with Bora's hysterical dancing of the tarantella in
an effort to keep Heloer from opening the letter hox and
finding Krogstad's message.

Torvald promises he will not

attend to any business matters or read any mail until the
following night.

She curtain falls as Bora looks at her

watch, exclaiming, "Thirty-one hours to livo
The third act moves swiftly.

It is the next evening,

and the Holmers are at a Hew Year's party in the apartment
upstairs where Bora is to dance the tarantella which she had
practised so wildly the evening before.

M r s . Linden is

waiting In their apartment.
a smmgona from h e r .

Eregated enters in response to

Ha, it is revealed, was the suitor

whom she had been forced to reject yeara before in order to
make a marriage of oonvenienoe.

She offers herself to him.

"Wlls," she says, "give me somebody and something to work
for."

In this moment of happiness, Kregstad offers to ask

Eelmer to return his letter unread, thus preserving Bora's
eeeret.

But Christine will not allow this:

Eelmer must know everything; there must be an end
to this unhappy eeeret. SChese two must some to a
full understanding* Obey must have done with all
these shifts and subterfuges.
And so the letter is loft lying in the post box until
the Helaers return from the party.

Sorvald is in an amorous

and intoxloated state, but Bora resists his advances.

She

seeneie interrupted by the poignant and unforgettable last
appearance of Doetor Bank, who is going home to die of an
incurable disease inherited from a dissipated father.

His

departure throws Eelmer into a mood of heroic sentimentality
"Do you know, Bora," he declaims, "1 often wish some danger
might threaten you, that I might risk body and soul, and
everything, everything, for your dear sake."
moment Bora has been waiting for.

$his is the

Bow Tervald can know.

With firmness and decision she answers him:

"Sow you shall

read your letters, Torvald."
!torvald takes his correspondence into the next room,
and Hora prepares to go to her death.

But before she can
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loavo, Storvala is back in tho roon with Zrogetad’s lottor
in his hand. Ills an gar flows.15

"Is what ho writes trao?

Bo, no, it 1® iapoBsiblo that this can be tniosM ho cries.

*It is traa . I have lorod you boyond all else in the
world,” is Fora’s ansv/or.
Hie rage and bowildamont increases:
”3)o yoa understand what you hive done?
you understand It?"

Answer 1 Do
.

And Sera, with a growing sonso of coldness and clarity,
makos answer:

"Tee; now I begin fully to understand it

Holsar’s tirade continue#.

Fora is a hypocrite* a liar,

a criminal. All her father’s lack of principle has boon
transmitted to her.

He, Torvald, is irreparably ruined. Ho

is completely at the mercy of an unsorupilous wretch.
the matter must be hushed up at one®.

But

one must know.

Horn" is to remain %7ith him, but Is to have no contact with
her children lost she contaminate thorn.

"Hencoforward,"

forvald oonoludee, "there <mn be no question of happiness,
but merely of saving the ruins, tho shreds, the show —
!&e.n yjfogstad*s socond letter arrives, returning Fora’s
15. In fairooee to forvald’s character, it is necessary t.o
not® that TJoigand has pointed out. that sinoe Tor veld
knew nothing of Hera’s inner conflict, ”ls it not a
trifle feeli# to bo exoroieed with.Sera over Torvald*e
failure to llvo up to her expectation of tho miracle?”
/aid again: ”Is he so very much to blame for being
disgusted, in the first heat of his anger, by her melo
dramatic offer to kill herself?" The Modern Ibsen.

pp. 61-62. ...

'.

. .

forged note and announcing that he will no longer pursue his
original Intention of blackmail.
15
"I am saved 1 lorat I am saved T
terical reaction.

is Helmer^s .hys

Immediately he reverts to the role of

protective and loving husband.
Ton mustn’t dwell upon the hard things I said in
my first moment of terror, when the world seemed ,
to be tumbling about my ears. I have forgiven
you, >Tora — I swear I have forgiven you.
And Bora answers:
"I thank you for your forgiveness."
/ Bien ooaee the famous "settling of accounts."

As

Soru site aorose the table from Helmer, clear-eyed and out
wardly calm, we see for the first time the transformation
that has been working upon M r .

She emerges from the set

tlement , if not a completely emancipated and matured indi
vidual, at least a woman who has come face to face with her
self. without prejudice or apology, a woman who sees with
surety and strength wherein she has failed in the past, a*
1
1 6 . In the early drafts of the play, when forvald receives
7
1 Zrogstad *s letter returning the forged note, ha cries, i IA
"You are saved, Hora, you are saved." O M a change is
a masterly stroke of alteration, for much insight is
gained into Helmer*s self-centered and bigoted character
as the scene now stands. W l l M a a Archer, "From Ib
sen’s Workshop, Bio Genesis of His Dramas," Forma.
IDIl (1906), p. 617, notes this "very significant"
change. Archibald Henderson, "Henrik Ibsen, The Evolu
tion of his Mind and Art." European Dramatists (Hew
York: D. Appleton and Company, 1926), p. 191, notes
"with what singular clarity is Helmer’s irredeemable
selfishness caught in the changed phrase," while Weigand
in She Modern Ibsen, pp. 71-72. voices the opinion that
Ibsen made the alteration in an effort to burlesque
Helmer*s reaction.
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w w a n vsho ha® no doubts as to wherein lies her hope for
the future,
”1 must stand qnit® alone, if I am ever to,know myself •
and my surroundings; so I cannot stay with you," she tells
him.

"I must try to gain some experience, forvald."

t "Jo forsake your homo * your husband, and your children I
And you don*t consider what the world will say," is his
feeble plea*

Be argues with her sententloualy:

"Mfere all

else you are a wife and mother

r

"That I no longer believo," is Nora *8 ringing answerw'

/ "I believe that before all else I am a human being, Suet
as much as you a r e —

or at least, that I should try to

rk:
become one •"

This is her challenge to a world which has no

place for those who wish to achieve vision and freedom and
realization of the fullest life. She must fight for exist
ence itself, she must renounce her closest ties and attach
ments, she must isolate herself from warmth and affection
if she is to receive in the end the elevation of soul that /
/
z
brings with it freedom and reallsati<1
7
z
17, Kacfall, Ibsen, the man, his art and his significance,
p* 199, says of iJora: "V/ith lbs on the indepandenoo
of the individual is the a l l — in marriage as in friend
ship. So Bora awakens to the fact that duty to hus
band and children is not tho most saorod duty—
the
more sacred duty is to herself* In solitary graiAeur
she seta herself against society. Again we have
the typical isolation — the inevitable struggle against
the tyranny of society,"

Those who £otft>i the poetio truth of Hdra’s spiritual
development during tho action of the play, those who contend
that "character is never made over in the twinkling of an
■18

eye"

.

and that for this reason the ending of A Doll's

louse is unconvincing, would do well to study lore’s speeches
•

■

■'

'

'

: ' 19

Gonoamlng religion and morality.

With a naivete of speech

quite in keeping with her character, hut with growing insight
Into the new possibilities of thought and decision now open
ing themselves to her, she weighs the traditional doctrines
that she has accepted without question until this moment.
"When I get away from all this and stand alone,n she says,
"I will look into that matter too.

I will see whether what

the pastor taught me is right, or, at any rate, whether it
is right for me."

And of ethical principles she says:

"I

hear, too, that the laws aro different from what I thought;
but I can’t believe that they can be right."1
20
9
1
8

It is not

18. Brander Matthews, "Ibsen the Playwright," Inquiries and
Opinions (lew York: Charles Scribner*s Sons, 1968),
p~ £57.
-'
■ -.
'
19. It should be noted that James Huneker, Iconoclasts,
p. 646, is quite convinced of the reality of lora *s
development during the action of the play. He says:
"lora Helaer, a lark-like creature in Act I, grows be
fore our eyes from scene to scene, until, at the fall
of the curtain, she is another woman. In few dramas
has there been snoh a continuous growth."
80. This is one of the vital questions that led Ibsen to
write A Boll’s House. In the earliest notes which we
have of this play" (Uovembor 19, 1878), Ibsen made this
statement: "A woman cannot bo herself in tho society of
the present day, which is an exclusively masculine so
ciety, with laws framed by men and with s judicial
system that judge s feminine conduct from a masculine
point of view." Prom Ibsen *s Workshop, p . 91.
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only with her own personal prohlam that Hora is now con

:K

cerned, tint with all questions that affeot tho freedom and
personal liberty of an Individual.
Two, other penetrating statements that liora makes dur
ing this "settling of accounts” are excellent evidence of
the awakening of the Individual within her . When she in
form® Helmer:

"I must make up my mind which is right »-

society or I,” she is admitting that she 1# prepared to make
any, aaerifioe, undergo any privation to gain this state of
self-knowledge and self-realization,

she is even willing

• '

;

'

•

•

■'

.

to turn ioonodlast and repudiate the conventional gods of
aeeepted social standards if she tries them and finds them
....

; "' :

■

wanting, Z
Then Nora breaks forever the chains that have hitherto
hound all of Ibsen's women to the illusion of sacrifice to
masculine superiority.

In The Pretenders Ingeborg says:

"To love, to sacrifice all, and be forgotten, that is2
1
woman’s saga."Bu%(j5ora recognises the fallacy and the
pathos of this state, and when Torfald rhetorically de
clares that "no man sacrifices his honour, even for one h&
loves,” she answers him with finality and defiance: "Mil ¥.
lions of women have done so.") Ho longer will she play this
role, no longer will she blindly and ignorantly fulfill her
21. See Brandes, Henrik Ibsen. Bjornstieme Bjbrnson.
Critical Studies, p. Sol Also Moses. Henrik Ibsen, the
lian and M s Mays. p. 146.

humble dee t i n y in the shadow of masculine superiority»

From

this moment her duty is the greater duty to horself.
,$ Nora had "been so sure of Halmer 's loyalty.
.

■

•

■'

'

... ;

r

-

■■■■

•

'

.

She Imd

-X.

.

boon so oertain that ’’the wonderful thing” which sbei had h w a
waiting for so eagerly was now about to happen. -She was so
pathetically sure of Torvald’s alleglance and faith in her,
that when "the miracle” did not happen, she saw the whole
structure collapse around her^

Haring sacrifioed and strug

gled for eight long years to meet an obligation which sho
bad contracted solely for his sake, she learns at last that
he would not do as muoh for her.
Hera, When this crashing blew threatened me, I
said to myself so confidently, "Sow comes the
miracle i" . . . .
It never for a moment occurred
to me that you would think of submitting to that
m a n ’s conditions. I was convinced that you would
say to him, "Make it k n o w to all the world;"
and that then —
Selmer. Well? Wium I had given my own wife’s
name up to.disgrace and shame— ?
lora. 59ien I firmly believed that you would eeme
forward, take everything upon yourself, and say,
”1 am the guilty one.”
•
Helmar.
■-

lora — *1
■-

\

'

■

:•

■■■:.

■ ■

;

■

‘

-

.

lora. You mean I would m v e r have accepted such
a sacrifice? Ho, certainly not. But what would
my assertions have been worth in opposition to
yours? — That was the miracle that I hoped for
and dreaded. And it was to hinder that that I
wanted to die.
But as the illusion of her marriage is shattered, as
she realises her real relation to Helmer, whoa she has worked
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fer and suff@r#a for Anring eight long years, she sees him
adjust himself immediately and attempt to return to the old-")
soperfleial basis on whieh their marriage rested , ^ She sees /y
the hypoorisy of his desire to work for her and to protect
her, now that one® again it is no longer a question of
saorifiee on his part^

(#h@m your terror was over —

for what threatened me, but for yourself —

again, your doll, just as before —

not ^

” she aeouses

him, "when there m s nothing more to fear —
to you as though nothing had happened.

:

!.

then it seemed

■

I was your lark

whom you would take

twice as much ear® of in future. . . . .

forvald —

in that

moment it burst upon me that I had been living here these
eight years with a strange man, and had borne him three
children. — "
Seeing as she now does the actual conditions under which
she is living with Belmer, it is inevitable that she must
leave him.

there is no chance for a reconciliation unless,

as she expresses it, "the most wonderful thing of all" was
to happen and they both were to change so completely "That
communion between us shall be a marriage."

Hora, who recog

nizes that the change must take place, by her recognition
assures us that she at least has the potentialities that
are necessary to effect this change, but it is doubtful
whether Helaer has the faintest conception of what Kora
really means.

..

.
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(She goes out by the hall door .)
Helroer. (Sinks_into a ohalr h y the door with his
faoo In his hands.) Moral flora 1 (He loolcs round
and rises«)
She is gone. (a hope springs
hp In him.) A h ! She mireele of niracles
?i
■ . ITrom below Is heard the reverberation of
a heavy door closing .
“
And the play is over.
But is it over?

The drapery M s

fallen from flora ls

god and he stands revealed - - a sanotimoniouBprlg. He
22
lacks the imagination and the power to save her,
but flora
must and will stand alone if she is to save herself.

The

play does not end with the closing of the door as flora
leaves.

We know what die is putting behind her as she goes

out to face a new life, but we have also been given a glimpse
of the promise that the future holds.

Hers will be the

struggle for and possibly the attainment of a new and fuller
life.

”Bid any reader over lay down the book with the sense

that the play is finished?" asks Jeanette loe,2^ who is con
vinced that flora’s path will lead to great and high places.2
24
*
2
22. Jeanette Lee, The Ibsen Secret, p. 135.
23* The Ibsen Secret, p. 1&6.
24. Storm Jameson. Modern Praha in Europe (flaw York: Haroourt. Brace and Howe, 1920), pp. 93-4, who is in
clined to believe that flora is "a somewhat shaky peg
on which to bang a feminine revolt," is entirely un
sympathetic with her whole character. He says;, "She
has the feminist’s one-sided outlook, olaiming all and
giving nothing. She blames Holmer for thinking first,
of himself in M s failure to take her crime on his
shoulders. Yet of herself she asserts that the first
duty is to self. She cannot tolerate his treatment of
her as a child, but her whole conduct since her mar
riage has justified much treatment. . . . .
Even in the

Wdigana, who la oomrinood that Ibsen *e intention m s
to make k Doll's House Into a eonedy, la equally sure that
Fora will return to Holmor within a short tine •

"Zhe oharn

of novelty worn off,* he o out ends, "she will tiro of the now
game very rapidly and revert, Imnorcoptibly, to her role of
.song-bird and charmer* as affording an unlimited range to
the exercise of hor unborn talents of coquetry and play-

aeSlog."^
first resentment at realising how lightly ho has hold
her, elm might have reflected that all those years ho
has eared for her with all the thought of which ho was
capable, and with all # e mwmelderation that she was
able to appreciate« Moreover, ho could hardly be oxpeotod to believo in the reality of her spiritual change,
which is indeed too madden to be dramatically credible.
For he know nothing of hor secret toil to pay back the
debt. and tfie has nover boon very trustworthy.'*
1
25> v/dgand, ^ao Modern Ibsen, p, 69. "Did Ibsen originally
sot out to nrito a cdao&y? is our first question; and
if this has to bo answerod in the negative, wo ask:
Wee Ibsen aware of the play's turning into a oomody
under hie hands?" p* 69. Weigand ingeniously analyses
A Doll's House in the light of this supposition. "If
1 havo"boon suooocsfnl in showing A Doll's House to
be high comedy of the subtlest order," ho writes, "our
vision will not bo put to any particular strain to see
the genius of comedy hoveri^ over the scene of the set
tlement. If wo see Torvald as neither a cad nor a vil
lein, but as a worthy,•honest oitiaon as.citisens go,
a careful provider, a doting husband, unimaginative, but
scarcely a shade loss so than the average nalo, selfcomplacent and addicted to heroic stage-play — a habit
fostered by tho unoritleal adoration of hie mate; if
Fora is to us not the tragic heroine as which she is
commonly pictured, but an irresistibly bewitching piece
of femininity, an extravagant poet and romancer, utterly
lacking in sense of fact, arid endowed with a natural
gift for play-acting which makos her instinctively drama
tize her experiences: — how can tho settlement fail of
a fundamentally cotalc appeal? . * . . Wc can enjoy
watching Torvald‘s bluffed expression tarn gradually

Ella Orowell, In hor oom$arlson of "Shakespeare’s
Katherine a M

Ibsen’s Uora" is optimistic as to the outcome

of lora’s attempt at self-realisation and liberation.
"She leaves her home," says Miss Crowell, "a strong, clear
sighted woman, and her future has a deeper promise in it
than ever could have been possible without her trial."
It is indeed the fore® of the tragic circumstances loading
up to the "settlement of accounts" that reveals to ITora
"what she is, and that as she is, she will face life and
find herself."2? (Tor Nora is immature. ^Hor forgery is a
result of this Immaturity and not the result of a depraved
nature j Her early mishap was not the ourse of heredity; it
was not an inheritance from a morally weak father.

He was

non® the less responsible for the lack of development in
llora which made such an action possible, and he, as well as
forv&ld, who took her father’s place in Hora’s life, is to
be blamed for Nora ’a undevelopment .2® (jPhe unhappiness which
fell upon the Helmsr household was due in part to. Torvald’s
bigotry and selfishness, but above and beyond this narrow*
8
7
6
2
into a hangdog look of contrition as he winces.under
her trouncing and gets worsted in every phaso of the
argument: and we will be aware at the same time Bora
is enjoying the greatest moment of hor l i f e — the
supreme thrill that is tantamount, in fact, to a fulfill
ment of her hunger for the miracle." P. 64.
26. Poet-Lore. Till (1896). p. 197.
27. leam¥t®~~Leo, The Ibsen Secret, p. 11.
28. Boyesen, A Commentary on W e torks of Henrik Ibsen,
P . 214 e
-.

• so •

view of the situation vre must realize that the fault lies
with a sooiety which will oountenanee a relationship in which
the husband dominates an immature and undeveloped wife —

a

soeioty which will allow a woman to reach adulthood with
out educating her to a realization of her own potentialities
and capabilities.2^)

|U

forvald had never been a husband to Nora.

That she

-vaguely realized her position even before the revelation
at the end of the play can be seen from a remark she made
to Bootor Bank after his declaration of love*

"But surely

you c a n . u n d e r s t a n d she tells him* "that being with Torvald is a little like being with papa — "

She has merely

been a pleasant accessory to Helmer‘s existence, never an
Independent and important individual for whom one sacri
fices and makes oonoeesions.

Bora was to conform to his

pleasure, accept his ideas, think his thoughts*

As long

as the faro® was acted, Helmer was satisfied to pretend at
being a provider and protector.

As Brandos has said:

What was specially fine and delicate in A Doll's
House was that Ibsen had granted so much to the
husband. That had he not conceded to him 1 The
man is thoroughly honorable, scrupulously up
right, thrifty, careful of his position in the
eyes of strangers and Inferiors, a faithful hus
band, a strict and loving father, kind-hearted,
cultivated, ot®., etc., and yet 1 —
this m a n *8
wife is a victim and his marriage a whited
sepulchre.30
29. Moses. Henrik Ibsen, the Han and his3 Plays p • 362#
ornson .Sriti
leal Studies.

50. Henrik I
pp* Y7-7S.
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Hhon liora soos bonoath tha aurfaco, when tha illusion
is shattaraa and Torvald is rovaaled in his real relation
to hor, regardless of any qualities of virtuo ha may pos
sess Independent of his position, "Bora grows as a woman,
similarly situated, would develop in real life; she is
awakened, rogenoratod, re-born under a scourge which tears
her eeul; the weakness of her retarded sense of right thus
booonoe tlie souroe of her imminent strength ."^l

And though

Sorvald's soIf-interest and cowardice has prevented Bora’s
"miracle” from happening, yet the trial through which Bora
has passed has bremght about a greater miracle than the
fulfillnent of her desire to have him shelter her —

for Sera

has become a woman* The doll's house tumbles to the ground
.
«„
and Holmer is faced by an Individual ho does not to o w * ^
Boyoson is of the opinion that, as the play closes,
"Bora is not, in hor present state, an individual; sho is
merely the crude human material out of which. In time, by
the wholesome trials and struggles of life, an individual of
some potency may or may not bo evolved*"00

I am of the

opinion that Bora has reached a point of development beyond3
5
*
2
1
31. Moses. Honrik Ibsen» the lian and his Plays. p. 355*
32. Moses, Honrik Ibsen, the i!an and his M a y s , p* 360.
JoanottoLee expresses almoeitho idontioal idea in
Sho Ibson Soorot; "Then she discovers Torvald’s real
n a t u r e — its selfishness, its meanness— and she her
self performs the miracle that cots her free........ *
The poison has loft her veins. She sees with clear
• eyes." 2. 316*
35. A Commentary on the Works of Honrik Ibsen, n. 213.

that which Boyosen eoaoedoa to her.

I am rather in accord

with Ella Crowell, and with Edmund Goaso, who is ploasod
to call Bora a ’’tragic victim of masculino egoism.”

Gossa

sa^s t M t ’’when onoo she tears the wrappings away and I m p s
from the pillowed hammock of hor indolenceB she .rapidly
dovelepe an energy of hor own, and tho genius of the drama
tist is displayed in the rare skill with which he makes us
g/t
witness tho various stages of this amkoning."
Bhother Bora Xs merely in a state of potential devolopoant or whether tiae has already matured suffiolontly to assuro her future dovolopaont is merely a matter of laterpro”
'tatioh.

But we must admit hor possibilities for adjustment

and self-realization.

Alla Ifaaimova, for osample, boliovos

t h a t S h o r e is material for a good woman in her, if sho has
a chance to develop. . . . .

Shore is hope for Bora.

Sho

can ohang®,”3S while Zuekor, who is complotoly attuned to
Ibsen’c most penetrating observations, makes this sig
nificant statement:
Ifcoon*g thought© wer© long, long thought®, an#
his Ilora was an idealist like Brand who droamod
a beautiful droarsj and as Brand goes forward to
parish in the loo church, so little Bora goon out
alone into the world — all or nothing l With
almost religious ardor Ibsen had aimed at a very
distant goal, the coning of "the third empire,?’2
4
24. ’’Ibsen’s Social Dramas.” Living Ago. O L H Z (1889),
p. SOS.
Sf>. "Ibeon's Women,” gio Independent. LXIII (1907), p. 910.
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■ or in the words of ITora: "That communion be
tween us shall be a marriage ."36
ABd indeed, Ibsen had dreamed a long, long dream —

a

dream that has been realized in part today with the new and
firmer basis of individual understanding on which marriage
is built.

But his dream of individual freedom and self-

realization has not yet been completely realized.

Ibsen

©nee said that "man Is right who has allied himself most
olosoly with the ftiture,"37 as he himself unmistakably did
in his long fight for personal liberty and self-realization.
Bora was one of those fortunate souls whom Ibsen gave the
potentialities for this development * (He placed her in a
position which brought out her latent qualities, which gave
her the vision and insight to'realize wherein she had hither
to failed, and with this realisation Hora became one of
those fortunate individuals destined to widen the boundaries
of human experience)

Bora's importance today no longer rests

on her courageous exit from the Helmer household, but on the
deeper significance underlying this aot —

her awakening

individuality, her courageous acceptance of herself as she
then was, and her spiritualized imagination which reached
ahead so far and saw herself as she might become.
Surely, A Doll's House cannot be considered "the
M * Ibsen. The Has ter Builder, p. 164.
57. Letters of ifenrlk Ibsen. To Brandos, from Home,
January 3, iflih, p * 1885.

tragedy of marriage," as Hr. Havelook Ellis30 so glibly
tags it♦

It le only the past that wears a tragic aspect —

a lie has worn the veil of honesty and truth ant11 th@
moment of self-realization and solf-knowledgo reveals
tho greater truth that tho future has to offer.

Ibsen's

faith in the future, which spurred him on to proaoh his doc
trine of the higher duty to self during the very moments
when his faith in humanity itself was shaken, is our keynote
to the deeper significance of the drama.

His own necessity

for faith is the basis en which we refute any possibility
of tragedy or defeat, for an individual whom Ibsen himself
has tempered in the fire of disillusionment and renunciation
cannot fail to follow the long road to self-realisation and
truth.

-.

,

. ■■

;

•

•

88. "Henrik Ibsen," She lew Spirit (London: Walter Scott,
ltd.), p. 160.
----- -----

CHAPTER III
A. Doll'g

as we have noteds appeared In 1879,

and was immediately followed by Ghosts, which answered for
all time the question Ibsen had raised as to whether or not
Hora was justified in leaving Helmer.

It was not until

1886, seven years after A Doll's Hoase first appeared, that
Ibeem again gave to the world one of his most famous, inter
esting , and enigmatic women characters.

One need only to

study the.greater subtlety and depth of Roerarsholm as com
pared to the relatively straightforward characterizations
and situations of A Doll's House to realize the extent of
Ibsen's development in spirituality and sheer technique dur
ing this seven years.

.

As was the case in A Soil's House, we are able to trace
two converging forces which ultimately led to Ibsen*s crea
tion of Roemersholm.

Like that of A Soil's House, the bare

outline of the. plot of Roemersholm developod from an actual
experience of one of Ibsen's friends, while the deeper sig
nificance with which he clothed his problem was a product of
his own spiritual conflict at the time.

It is this ability,

peculiar to poets who are also great thinkers, the ability
to give a universal application to some particular problem

or situation, that establishes the ultimate value of Ibsen's
- Si -
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works. For the source of Ibsen’s plot Is an incident
which, though it created a furor in certain circles at the
time, is nevertheless banal enough to be found on the front
page of any scandal sheet whose readers are avid for juicy
morsels touching the private lives of the titled conti
nental set .
Ibsen had been rather friendly with a Swedish noble
man* Count Carl anoilsky, whom M
est years in Rome.

had known since his earli

In 1S85 when Ibsen made one of his in

frequent visits to ITorway, he met Snbilsky and renewed
their friendship.

In 1879 this "Byronio youth,” as Zuokor

is pleased to call him, had shocked all Scandinavia by
leaving his own aristocratic but ailing wife and eloping
with the Countess Ebba Piper, a member of the Swedish aris
tocracy.

Snoilsky’s wife, who for years had been in oppo

sition to his literary work, died soon after his elopement,
and Snoilsky was able to marry the woman who could offer
him the inspiration and spiritual kinship needed to enrich
his life and his genius.

Shat Ibsen heartily approved of

Snoilsky’s decisive and unconventional action because of
the greater issue of self-realisation and freedom at stake
can be seen from the tons of a letter ho wrote to Snoilsky
after his departure from Rorway:
It was a great gain to us to be with you, and to
make acquaintance with the noble and high-minded
lady who is your wife. She recollection of those
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days is the most inspiring of all the memories
of our stay in ITorway .1
The nobility of spirit and the gentleness which was so oharactoristic of Snoilsky are traits which Ibsen used in his
development of the character of Johannes Hosmer, while tho
genesis of the drama itself is apparent in Snollsky,s own
effort to achieve the happiness he felt it was his greatest
duty to seek.^1
8
*
1. Quoted by Zacker, Ibsen, The Master Builder, p. 198.
See Letters of Henrik Ibsen, pp. 40^-Ui.for the complete
letter to Snollsky in which lbson also says; ”1 also am
engrossed in writing a new play, which I have been plan
ning for a long time, and for which I made careful studies
during ray visit to Horway last summer." !Eho play was
Rosmoraholia. , •;
8. While this story is cited by Zueker, Ibsen. The Master
Builder, no. 196-97, and by William Aroher in his in
tro duet ion to Hosmersholm (fhe Colleoted Works of Henrik
Ibsen) Vol. IX, pp. zii-xiii as the source of the plott
Archer is the only aatherlty who gives us any inkling
as to the possible source of Bebeoea's oharaeter. Be
says: "For the character of Rebecca, it is believed
(on rather inadequate grounds, it seems to m o ) that Ibsen
borrowed some traits from Charlotte Stleglitz, who com
mitted suieide in 1834, in the vain hope of stimulating
the intellectual aetlvity of her husband, a minor poet."
After reading Brandes' account of Charlotte Stleglitz in
his liain Currents in Nineteenth Century Literature (Hew
York: ihe Macmillan Company, 1901), Vol. VI, pp. ^96302, I am inclined to believe that Archer may be justi
fied in showing this relationship between Rebeooa West
and OMrlotte Stleglitz. At any event, Charlotte
Stieglits is definitely the type of woman that fascinated
Ibsen, and some of tho things she is reported to have
said are definitely Ibsenesque. Ctti one occasion she said
to her dilettante husband: "My careful observation of
you has led me to the conclusion that whoever w l A e s S©
do you real service must provide a real, groat sorrow for
you* Sothing would do you so much good as that; nothing
would so surely bring out your p o w e r s C o m p a r e this to
Ibsen's remark to Magdalene ghoresen, supra, pp. 4-5.
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ffag spiritual oontent or signifioaiioe of Hosmarsliolia
oah be clearly shown in relation to Ibs®n*s OKpariencos at
this time *

airing his visit to Norway he made a speech t@

the workingmen of frondjhera in which he express®A some of
his ideas on the ®var-ab®orbing problem of individuality
which was so definitely the major consideration of his phil
osophy of life.

Of th® conditions in lorway he made this

significant statement:
gjher® is still much, to bo done before we may
be said to.have attained to real liberty. But
I fear it will be beyond the power of our present
d«iooraey to solve these problems* An element of
nobility must entor into our political life, our
admlnistrationf our representation, and our press.
Of course I am hot thinking of the nobility
of birth, nor of that of wealth, nor of that of
knowledge. neither that of ability or intelligence.
Sut I think of the nobility of character, of the
nobility of will and mind.
That alone it is which can make u® free*
This mobility which I hope will bo granted
to our nation will come to us from two sour00 s .
It will oorat to us from two groups which have not
as yet been irreparably harmed by party pressure.
It will oome to us from our womon and from our
workingmen*
The reshaping of social conditions which is
now under way out there in Europe is concerned
chiefly with the future position of the working
man and of woman.
That it is that I hope for and wait for; and
it is that that I will work for, and shall work
for my whole life so far as I am able.35
5. Speeches and Hew Letters of Bsnrik Ibsen, pp, 63-64.
See p. 20 of this essay in which this speech is discussed
in relation to Ibsenfs realisation of woman's capacity
for self-realisation and personal liberty. Sosse, Bhnrik Ibson. pp. 167-^. and Zuokor. Ibeon. The Paster
Builder. p p * 196-97. note the rolationship between this
epee on and Boamersholm.

- 'if •

One other Inkling of the underlying significance of
Rosmersholm is apparent from a letter which Ibsen wrote to
SfSrh Kristensen in 1887 •

Hera Ibsen, contrary to hi*

nsaal custom, aetnally discusses some of the problems
presented in his play.

He writes:

$h® oall to work is, undoubtedly, dietln*»
guishable throughout Rosmersholm,
But the play also deals with the struggle
which all serious-minded human.beings have to wage
with themselves in order to bring thoir livos into
termony with their convictions.
For the different spiritual functions do
not develop evenly and abreast of each other in
any one human being. Ohe Instinct of acquisition
hurries on from gain to gain. She moral conscious
ness — what wo call conscience, is, on the other
hand, very conservative. It has its deep roots in
traditions and the past generally. Hence the oenfliot.
But the play is, of course, first and foremost
a work of fiction, a story of human beings and
human fates
lEhus, we can soe the tlreads which were drawn together
to produce Rosmersholm ♦ Snoilsky ra defianoo of convention
in a supreme effort to achieve what he believed was more
important than any other consideration was the groundwork
of the play, while Ibsen’s own searching into the problem
of the Individual*® irrevocable relation with the past
proved the substance of the drama itself.

Rosmer’s "oall

to work," strengthened as it is by Rebecca's desire for a
high part in life, is not strong enough to combat the tra-4
4. Letters of Henrik Ibsen, pp. 412-13.
February 13, IBtiV.

From Munich,
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ditions of the past, while Bohecca’s ovm free and pagan
philosophy of life is annihilated by the development of a
oeneelence whioh is soon at war with her earlier oonviotions.
While Hosmeraholm has been classed as a sooial drama
beeauae of the political issues which come to the fore in
the first part of the play, and while BoBaer's desire to
ennoble mankind has political implications that force him
te divoroe himself from the conservative party, the play
soon frees itself from this narrow viewpoint and eoneern*
itself with the study of human beings.

She sooial element

soon becomes a matter of secondary eoneiaeratlen and lbson's
interest is in the psychological relationship @£ individual
with individual and the individual's past upon present and
future. Moses has gone so far as to admit that "Seelsty
does not in any way affect Rebecca West; her reaction is
due to her individual growth,*'5 but he here fails to consi der the social oonditions which influenced Bosmer and s o,
Indirectly, play their part in moulding Bobooca's fate.
Boamersholra in reality, as Archer has pointed out,6
foreshadows the purely psychological dramas which wore to
follow.

But if it is to be considered as a link between

Ibsen's sooial plays and the purely psychological series
which immediately followed, then it is much, much closer to
6. Henrik Ibsen, the Man and his Plays, p. 402.
6. See the Introduction to_BosmersEolm. The Collected
Works of Henrik Ibsen. Vol. IX, pp. xvi-xviil
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the psychological than it is to the social group.

AhS if

the social implication is relatively strong, it owes its
strength to the fact that the play is in.part a protest
against Norwegian politics as observed /by Ibsen auring
his visit there in 1886.

Although Ibsen might originally

have intended Sommer to carry out Doctor Stockman’s desire
to make "liberal-minded and high-minded men" of his coun
trymen , Hosmersholm in the ond is concerned primarily with
the subtlest reactions of the human soul.
She Intimate relation of the Bist and the Present «—
the fisrci jealousy of the Past that will admit nothing
fresh and lew into the life of the individual is Ibsen’s
paramount concern in Sosmeraholm.

The White Horses aro not

only the symbol ef death, but are also in a larger sense
the symbol of the inexorable ties which bind us forever to
that from which we have come. Dot only is Rosnar unable
to free himself fro# the conventional background' of tradi
tion from whieh he has sprang, which in itself is a oonventional revolt against the old order, a struggle depleted
often enough in literature to be no longer a novel experi
ence, but Rebecca as well io tied to a past which furnishes
startling contrast to Rosmer’s background«

Here, indeed,

do we find proof of Ibsen’s amazing subtlety*
struggle is two-fold.

For Rebecca’s

She comes to Hosmersholm a.free and

pagan soul, untrammelled and unafraid.

Then, as she

gradually succumbs to her love, for Bosmer, her past fur
nishes the basis of her first struggle.

In her desire for

a pure and disembodied love, the spectre of ishat has already
passed rises irrevocably between her and her desire for hap*
piness with Bosmer. 2ihent at the end, when she has yielded
to the ’‘Bosmer view of lifev* when everything is collapsing
about* her, it is too late to call up her old strength to
furnish her with the courage to live in the free and unde
filed state which alone is possible to her.

In this second

struggle, though she has not the courage to snatch happiness
from the wreckage of her life, she still retains the old
conviction s that make death preferable to a life of hypocrisy
and illusion.' .

..

,

^

- .x:-

In making notes for the drama that was eventeally to
boeoms Rosmoraholm, Ibsen made the following statement, which
echoes vividly the substance of his speech at Trondhjeia dur
ing the summer of 1886$

, .

A new nobility w i l l ‘come into being. It
.
will not be the nobility of birth or of wealth,
nor yet the nobility of endowment or of knowledge.
She nobility of the future will be the nobility of
soul and of will
As in A Boll *a Bouse. Ibsen‘a concern was for the
future greatness and.freedom of the human soul.

Ho realised7

7. Quoted by Archibald Henderson, “Henrik Ibsen, The Evo
lution of his Hind and A r t European Dramatists (Hew
York and London: B. Appleton and Company, 1926), p. 171.
(Prom Ibsen’s Haohgelasssne Schriften.)

the chasm that stretched between the present state of the
human race and the future State of which he had dreamed In
his Third Empire,

And so it v/as necessary that human beings

be born who, if they liad not the full, potentialities of
achieving complete freedom, had at least the vision and the,
nobility to offer themselves as a sacrifice in bridging the
gulf between what is and what is to be.

If Hebeoca lacked

the spirit to resist the insidiousness of the traditional
morality which constituted "the Hosmor view of life,* she
at loast retained the earlier eoaviations of bar pagan andjoyous youth which made her prefer death to emotional and
intellectual slavery.

And if Hosmer; on the other hand,

was unable to keep Rebecca from succumbing to his idea of
a traditional morality, he was at least able to make the last
great effort to follow her in her sacrifice for the future
freedom and self-realization of generations yot to coma.
Although Bobooca had boon a free and uninhibited soul
when she first cams to Bosmersholm, a woman who had devel
oped a love of liberty and a will to action that made her
apparently the perfect example of Ibsen’s completely re
alized individual, her individuality had developed to the
point wherein it know no bounds,
heel.

This was her Aohillea*

If one is to be freo, and if one is to allow that

freedom to ethers, one must do nothing that will curtail
the liberty of another.

One’s duty is to one's self, hut one
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must not disregard the difference between freedom of action
and those actions which imperil the destiny of others*

Re

gardless of the parity of one's motives and the greatness
of one's convictions, the life that is built at the expense
of the happiness of another cannot avoid the judgment of
Nemesis, that jealous goddess whose^thirst for revenge inadvortedly protoots the freedom of those whom one destroys when
one climbs too ruthlessly.

-

, Ibsen's concept of individualism, as we have seen in
Chapter I, is that higher individualism which sm*t develop
out of saorifioe, renunciation, and isolation.

It is no

selfish credo which can with impunity bo practised by any
hedonistic thrill-seeker.

Rebecca's vulnerability lay, not

in her unwillingness to sacrifice herself for am ideal, for
she gave of herself freely and without complaint even onto
death, but in the faot that her indlvldnality was mis
directed by the blindness of the passion she developed for
Resmer.

Inamsuch as none of us is a superman, none of us

is capable of achieving perfection, we are all destined to
perish by reason of some flaw in our makeup.

Rebecca's

Inability to retain her balance and perspective in the face
of her annihilating passion for Reamer is the great weak
ness of her character.

„

■

Prank Wadlelgh Chandler is of the opinion that Rosmersholm is Ibsen *s indictment against excessive individualism,

which is, after all, a lack of

perspective. Mr.

Chandler fails to realize that although liefcsoca did send
Beata to her death, no sacrifice had been too great for her
to make to place herself in a position where this action
was possible.

Says Mr. Chandlers

Sheer individualism defeats itself. ?flth the
growth of a sense of moral responsibility, he who
wills must moro and.more will to renounce . He
must develop the altruism of tho higher love as
contrasted with the fierce individualism of the
animal. Ibsen, throughout his works, rings tho
changes upon thisdualism, tho conflict between
nature and spirit .8
9e must agree with Mr. Chandler that Ibsen was warring with
"the f ierce individualism of the animal’1 as opposed to his
higher concept of a spiritualised self-realisation through
sacrifice and renunciation, but we must hot fail to point
out that it was Rebecca's wild passion for Bosmer, rather
than her innate individuality that motivated her action.
Mr. Chandler further points out that "Rebecca is un
moral rather than immoral, for she has suffered no qualm of
'
■ v
a
'
.
.
conecienca
It is only when she develops a oonsoionoe
that she realises what she has done, and even then it is
more a question of her will being broken by the forces of
circumstance than her convictions of right and wrong being
altered.

She had begun her work at Eosmersholm in the8
*

8. Frank Wa&leigh Chandler, "She Drama of Ideas: Ibsen,”
Aspects of Modern Drama {Row York: The Macmillan Company,
), p . 2 & .
Ibid.,
p.
EE.
9.

service of a cause, ami for this cause no effort was too
great to make, ao larlee too high to pay*

Her passion for

Bosmer did not exelude her continuea devotion to her cause,
and hence Beheoca was doubly spurred on by fanaticism and.
lust*

'

.

: .

There is a grandeur, an intensity, a largeness to the
character of Rebecca that captivates the imagination and
wins one ?s sympathy.

She is so splendid, so far above and

beyond the petty concept of morality, that Magda's lines to
the Pastor in Suderman1* play might easily be applied to
her:

"To become greater than one's sins is worth more than
10
all the parity you preach."
Somehow, one is never
shocked as Rebecca confesses toROEmer that she is respon
sible for Boata 's death.

One is rather so swept away hy

the magnificence and the intensity of Hebeoca's passion
that poor Boata'a death is almost inconsequential.
Mr. Gosse has said:; .

.... ; %

'

^

,A.s
■.

'

In a certain sense she is beneficent; her
instincts are eertalztiLy distinguished, and even
splendid; had she been completely snceesaful, she
would have been an exceptionally admired member
of society.11
An analysis of the action of Hosmersholm is an exhil
arating thing.

Certain clearly defined and well-marked1
0

10. Quoted by Moses. Henrik Ibsen. The Item
p. 417.
■■■■■■"■■.
— —
;
11. Edmund Gosse, "Ibsen's Social Dramas."
C H H (1889), p. 305.

and his Plays,
—
: :
Living Age.
“
.
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'
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paths lead the way Into an almost impenetrable marshy land
.

--

-

■

of seeming oontradlotione and paradoxes.

Ibsen’s charao-

terizations are so elusive and so subtle that they,seem to
have a ohameleon-like quality which causes thorn to undergo
marked changes with each reading of the play,
phere is shadowy, spectral —

fhe atmos

touched with a symbolism and

with the mysticism of the deep north country.

Rebecca is

of this far north country, land of violent changes and
great extremes.12

Eosmer* however, is of a gentleness that

eventually.becomes ineffectuality.

He is an idealist and,

like Brand, a priest, but unlike Brand he has not the will
to carry out hi® visionary ideas.13
However difficult a task it is to follow the illusive
traits which make Rebecca and Sosmer tho fascinating and
compelling character studies which most assuredly they are,
there is nothing enigmatic about Ibsen’s technical treatment
of the play.

There is a masterly interweaving of the two

threads of action, one of the past and the other of the
present, in such a manner that the revelation of the past
keeps perfect pace with the unfolding of the present, and
Says George Brandos in
ornson. Critical Studies, p .
elm
is like a personification of the Uordland whence she
. came, the land of extreme alternations, of unbroken
darkness and uninterrupted light, the land of violent,
uncontrolled temperaments .M
13. Maofall, Ibsen, the man, his art and M s sisnifieanoa.
‘ p. 262, is responsible for pointing out. the raiationship, if any, between Brand and Rosmor.
W-
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tho two cliaaxos, one retrospootivo and the other oontemporeLry, follow eaeh ottwr like the a©tion of a piece of
perfectly balanced machinery.

Rosmorsholm is one of Ibsen1s

greatest teohnioal t r l m p h s , and no other play of his sueeeeds in eompressing within its short space a greater number
of the problems which face those who cook emancipation
and self-realization.*^
'

Because the unfolding of the past action of the play

is so much a part of tho contemporaneous1unfolding of the
plot itself, wo roust analyse Rosmorsholm with all respect
to the chronology which Ibsen himself employed, and we must
make every effort to follow the actual presentation of events
as closely as possible.

The careless misplacement of a

single Incident might easily result in a misinterpretation
of facts which would affect the slgnlfimhoo of the play.
For every speech, every phrase In an Ibsen play, and the
position of eaeh speech in relation to tho entire drama, is
carefully planned and meaningful. What has been said of
tehekov might easily be applied to Ibsen’s technique:
Shore is nothing in his plays of theatretheatrical, and yet, to a worker in the theatre,
his technique and craftsmanship are baffling.
....
Sry to cut a Tehekov play and, if you
are sensitive to dramatic medium, you will find
it impossible. You out a small thread, seemingly
unimportant, in the first act. All may be well
for a time, but in the last act you will find the1
4
14. Joseph Wood Kratoh, "Ibsen’s lago." The Ration. CXX
(1926), p. 678.
— --------

other end of that throat — its ultimate purpose
— its profound reason; ant thore will ho a hole
in your tapestry
Shus, we nust approaeh ah analysis of Hosnersholn with groat
care, lest the interpretation of tho play itself suffer from
@®r treatoont of its story*

' ■
.

-

■ : :

: -- ,

In the vory first few speeches of act I we aro intro
duced to the tho mo around which thp ))lay is built •

Se-

booca and Hadan Holsoth, who are watching Hosraor^s approach,

■

are careful to tell the audience that while Rosmor is one®
again taking the path by the mill, he turns and goes out of
hie way to avoid crossing by the foot-bridge,

"Shay cling

•

to tl»ir dead hero at Rosmershola" is Rebecca's significant
oomnent*.. And Hadaa Helseth deolaros with deeper insight,
bordering on clairvoyance; "How I would say, Miss, that it's
the doad that clings to Hosnersholn,"

Before Rosmor is

able to reach the house, Hootor riroll, his brother-in-law,
who has no oompimotlons about using the foot-bridge, makes
his appearance.

He and Rebecca aro on very friendly terms,

tha Hector even intimating that ho would like to see Rebec
ca married to Hosnor now that his.sister Beats, Reamer's
f o m e r wife; is dead.

"Bren while poor Boats was alive — n

ho tolls her, "in her last unhappy days —

it was you, and

you alone, that managed everything."1
5
15. Eva lo Gallionne's preface to The Plays of Anton
Tohekov* translated by Con stance Garnett iHew ^ork:
Tho liodorn Library, 1950), p. vili.

i

Besmer soon makes his -appaarance, and the talk turns to
polities.

Kroll, a oonserTatlTo of the first rank, is

vehement against the liberal movement that has taken such a
strong hold on the oommnnitjr.

Even his ohildren have join®*

the radical element and aubsoribo to the radical paper,
She Beacon.
---------------------- :

- -

Bosmer finally admits to Kro 11'.that he tee has
...

•

-

bocomo a liberal.

■■

new sumnior has blossomed in my soul.

I see with eyes grown young again. And so I now stand —
where your children stan*.n
in parties and factions.
true demooraoy."

He is not, however. Interested

His one aim is to bring about na

He wishes to make his countrymen noble

"by freeing their minds and purifying their wills •"

Kro 11

is Incense* by Hosmer*s confession of his political views
'

'

an* shock#* when Homer, who was once a clergyman, tells him
that not only has he become a liberal but ho has also re
jected the ohuroh.

Kro 11. loaves Bosaorsholza with no inten

tion of ever returning.
:

.

Sie next morning, however, Kro11 pays another visit

te Bosmersholm, and in the oourso of his conversation with
gesmer we begin to seo the unfolding of the past.

Zhe Rector

asks Sosmer if he knows "the ultimate reason why Beata put
an en* to her l i f e R o s m o r does not doubt that Beata was
not responsible for her notions during the last period of
her lifo.

He reminds Kroll of Beata1s "wild frenzies of

passion," her "causeless, consuming self-reproaches."

But
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Zroll begins hero to shatter aosmor's belief that it was
•fcer own distempered brain that drove her into these wild
aberrations" which, eventually ended in suicide.
Hosmer: /'...v .

He.tells

V

One thing at any rate I can tell you; and
that is, that ;.poor- overstrung, tortured Beata •
put an end to her life in order that yon might
live happily — live freely, and — after your
own heart.
-^ ; :

.

Beata, he goes on to explain, had oome to him twice during
the last year, of her life "to pour forth all her anguish and
d e s p a i r A t her first visit she revealed to Kroll that

.

Hosmer was breaking with the past, politically and spiritu
ally, and during her second visit she warned -Era 11 that "39iey
may soon expect the White Horse at Hosmeraholm n o w S h e
had not long to live, for^ die explained to her brothe#%
"Johannes must marry Rebecca a t . c n e e K r o l l did not be
lieve Beata; he -did not even associate her visits to M

b

with her death, which oooured a few days later, but new that
Hosmer has confessed his apostasy, Kroll no longer believes
In his innocence, nor does he approve of Hosmer1a occupying
the earn house with Hohecca, an "emancipated woman."
Iroll believes that "there is no unfathomable gulf between
free thought and- . . .free love."

^

.

•

' fhe conversation between Hosmer and Kroll is inter
rupted by the arrival of Peter Hortensgard, editor of the
radical newspaper . The Beacon

He has heard that "there
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has been a certain ohange of viows" at Bosmersholm.

Hosmer

gonfiras this statement az^l authorises Hortensgard to print
v?hat ha will about his new •position.

Mortensgard is, how

ever, shocked to learn of Berner’s break with the ohuroh.
le refuses to make this public, deelaring^What the party
requires, is a Christian element —

something that every one

nmst respect," and if fiosaer makes known his apostasy he
will "tie his own hands at the very outset."
Hortensgard farther surprises H o m e r by informing him
that he had onoe received a letter from Mrs. Hosmer in whieh
she had informed him that she was "living In great.anxiety
and fear; there are so many malioious people about" who want
to oause Bosaer trouble and injury.

Sirs. Bosmer begged

him to be mgnanimous and not to revenge himself on Homer,
who had in the past oaused Hortensgard to lose his position
as school teacher.

She implored Hortensgard not to believe

any rumors that might be spread concerning "sinful doings*
at Bosmersholm; and finally she declared that she knew of
nething sinful that was going on at Bosmersholm at the time.
Hortensgard explains .to. Hosmer that from now on he must be
very careful of his actions as he is no longer a neutral

,

.. ■

—

- - '

■ ...V 1>

;

;'vA

figure immune"t o public criticism.1
6
16. It has been, pointed out by Wei^nd, Zhe Modern Ibsen.
A Boconslderation. p. 176, that Boata sent Mcrtensgard
this Tetter”to proeipitate the exposure of Bebeboa's
relationship with Hosmer and that "after sending that
letter Beata waited in mixed dread and hopo — for the

v

-
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Mortensgard makes his departure and EelDooea enters the

room.

She has been ooneealet/behind the rartain and has

overheard Rosmor’s oonveraatlon v/ith Iroll a:nd with Mortensgard.

Hosmer admits to Bebeoea that he "Icne?; well oneugh

that sooner or later our beautiful, pure friendship might
be misinterpreted and soiled,” but Bebaeoa breaks out vehe
mently: ’’Oh, why should we ear® ^bat all these ^ o p i e think I
We know in our own hearts that we aro blameless.”

But

Bosmer oannot understand Beata’s accusation, why she had
been led “to misinterpret things so fatally.”
She must have gone about h o r o — full of her mor
bid passion — saying never a word — watching us —
noting everything— - and misinterpreting every
thing. . . . .
And then, at last, that heart.
breaking, accusing viotory — in the mill-raoe.
Bebeeoa approaches him cautiously, asking:
in your power to call Beats back —
—

would you do it?”

to you —

“If it were

to Hosmersholm

Bosmer has no answer, he can think of

nothing but this terrifying past that cannot be recalled.
Bebeeoa tries to stir him:

“You were Just beginning to

live, Bosmer. You had begun.
every side*

You had freed yourself —

You felt buoyant and happy."

on

But Rosaer is

crash; but the Beaoon was silent. And Eroll was
silent. ' So; utterly bewildered by the apparent
conspiracy of all ^rties against her, having exhausted
her hysteric’s ingenuity, she plunged into the millrace.” This is probably the only satisfactory explana
tion that can be placed on Beata’s conduct with re
gard to the episode of her letter to Itortensgard.
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lost:

WI ean saver again know that luxury of the goal which

makes life so marvelously sweet to live. . . .
happy izmooenoe."

.

Peaceful,

Beheeoa still refuses to admit defeat,

to allow the work and patient effort of years to slip
through her fingers:
Bebeooa. ind because of this miserable figment
of iihe“"brain, you will let slip the bold you were
beginning to take upon the living world?
Bosmer. You may well think it hard. Yes, hard,
kobeooa. But I have no oholee. Eow could I ever
leave this.behind mo?
Gradually, however, he realises that there is a way to
combat the spectre that is threatening his life fs happiness.
"Don't you see how I ean best shake off all the gnawing
memories —

all the unhappy past?" he asks Rebecca.

will oppose it with "a now, a living reality."

He

He asks

Rebecca to marry him. But she will n o t . "Hover in this
■' ;
^
- - "■■■■- " ■■■ : , ■ ^ ■ ■■ :
world can I marry you," she tells him. And then her cryp
tic:
—

"Dear friend *—

do not ask why."

both for your own sake and for mine
She, to©, will "go the way that Beata

went" if he ever asks her again.

:

In this enigmatic and staftli^ second act climax lies
much of the explanation for the ultimate significance of
Rebecca *6 actions.

Many and varied are the interpretations

which have been put upon her refusal to marry Rosraer, but
those of us who have visualized Rebecca as tho free and unin
hibited soul which she most certainly still is at this point
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of the play, can find but one adequate and aatiefaetery ex
planation of her behavior.

Eflowlng that her marriage with

Rosmer would be but a desperate attempt on his part to ef
face the horrible memories of the past, realising that Rosmar was clinging to her in a last desperate effort to keep
from going through what remained of life with a dead body
e» his baok, she would not accept his offer.

^ie could not

allow the love which she bore him to be a mere bulwark be
tween himself and M s dead wife.

It was impossible fer her

to .shut away the dream she had cherished, the union of two
free and fully developed individuals, and accept in its place
' T7
this pitiful substitute which he offered her.1
7
17. Jameson, Modern Drama in Europe. p. 78. M s interpreted
Rebeooa's refusal of Msiaer in -much this same light.
He says: ’’Behind her (Rebecca*s) strength ho will hide
from the shadow of his dead wife.
-Then she will be
out of the saga - completely - for ever and over.1 like
many weak natures, he is in passionate revolt against
the pain of effort — • *1 cannot, I will not go through
life with a dead body on my back. Help me to oast it
off, Rebecca, and let us stifle all moiories in freedom,
in joy, in passion. ’ But Rebecca cannot help him.
Die dead woman is to© strong for her: the very atmosphere
of the house prohibits joy, a house whose children never
laughed or c r i e d W e i g a n d , Die Modern Ibsen. A. Recon
sideration. p . 186, expresses a similar feeling ooncersingthis scene: ’’As ho feels himself being overwhelmed
by a panic, Rosmer asks Rebecca to become his wife, so
this is to be the culmination of Rebecca's dreams of a
union of two free souls 1 Instead of being to him a
glad and equal partner in the task of the future, she
is to be the guardian standing between his frightened
self and the harassing spirits of the past. H® craves
her as an Intoxicant arid a.narcotic in one. To make his
anguished soul forgot its torments during brief moments
of sensuous passion artificially fanned, to lull him into
security by m e t i n g his ever-renewed doubts with ever-re
newed assuaging arguments — this is to be her daily task."

- ?# -

Although Bosmar has asked Beteeca to be M s wlfe^ it
I® not until the following day that he confesses to her that
he loves her.

Jhis confession is made after a great strug

gle, and it is doubtful whether Bo m a r knew until that morning
that his sweet and pure friendship for Hebeooa was in reality
a "desireless, dreamless" love.

He admits to Bebeoea that

this quality has persisted from the very beginning of their
friendship:

.

-

And it was this olose-linked life In and for
each other that we took for friendship* JTOj
Bebeooa — our bond M s been a spiritual marriage
— perhaps from the very first. That is why there
is guilt on my soul. I had no right to auoh
happiness — it was a sin against Beata.
And because he is guilty, because he feels the weight of
this sin pressing him ever downward, he cannot accomplish
the work he has set himself to do,

"Bo cause," he tells

her, "ever triumphs that has its origin in sin."
he says:

And later

’’The cause that is to win a lasting victory must

have for its champion a happy, an Innocent m a n •*
Bsetor Kroll then enters and he and Rebecca are alone
for a few brief moments.

But in this time there is oppor

tunity for Kroll to shatter Bebecoa’s last illusion.

He

begins by discussing her saerIficos for Bootor West, her
adopted father, whom she had taken care of until the time
of his death.

Bebeoea had been West *s mistress, and. when , j

Kroll proves beyond a doubt that West is really Bebeooa *s
father, she realizes for the first time that she M s been

j
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gBtlty of Incest.

52iis Is a blow she oannot survive .

For

two days she has been living at high tension, straining to
amrvive shook after shook as ©aoh erlsla has boon hurlod
npon h e r . A o Weigand has pointed ont,^®she collapses
under what le in reality the ooaalatlva strain of what she
has been fighting.

With this collapse earns® her realisation

that she has nothing left worth fighting for, so she re
solves to save for Hosmor what she oan of his own life by
confessing her guilt and giving him baok his belief in his
own ihnoosnqs.
So, in the presence of Eroll, Hebeoca makes W r con
fession . At this |Kiint bar miseifishmss and altruism
reaches its highest peak. Sheer saerlfioe cannot go nmeh
farther. And !»r passive attitude toward death at the close
of the play is proof of the fact timt she had already been1
8
18. She Modern Ibsen, A Beoonsideratlon. p. 190. It is amusing to note that W . 117. in reviewing Hosmersholm in
^ o Nation. Ill (February 24, 1691), p. 217, after its
■first I»oMon:performance, is unable to understand "why
the discovery that she is an illegitimate child should
so move her that she at ©nee confesses her guilt."
B. H. goes on to say that "Bo less fatal, in one place
at least, was a blunder @f the translator. H r . Archer
apparently has been too busy rooting out the errors in
Hr. dOBse*s translation to have time to attend to those
in a work brought out under his own supervision., when
Sector Jgroll acouses Hebecoa West of trying to seduce
Hosier, ho tells her of her mother’s sham©, and then
attributes her own conduct to an 'involuntary filial
instinct, *( !) which is a curious and original defini
tion Of Ibsen*s beloved theory of heredity."
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tlrtragh moro suffering than more eaieldo could possibly
bring.

The completeness of her renunciation In this scene

Is undlsputable proof of her ultimate mobility of soul, regardlese of the fact that her pigan and amoral view of life
had driven her to murder .

;

Just as the magnificence of the climax of A Doll's
House is achieved by the quietness and restrained intensity
of the scene between Hora and Holmer, so Rebecca's confession
gains force relentlessly as she compels the two men to sit
quietly and listen to what she has to say.

nI am goli% to

give you baok what you require in order to l i v e s h e
Bosmer.

tells

H3Mar friend, you shall have your happy innocence

back again."

She had com® to Rosraersholm with the passion

ate desire to cairy on the work of freedom and emancipation
that was eo much a part of the new era about to dawn.

Bos

mer was to work with her, "ever farther and farther to the
front."

But between him and his own spiritual emanoipation

stood the "dismal, unsarmmmtable barrier" of his marriage.
So she had gone to work to fore# Boata down the path that
eventually led to the mill-race.

First she had hinted to

Beata that Rosmer was freeing himself from his old preju
dices; then she had come to Beata, begging to be allowed to
leave Rosmershelm immediately. Intimating that it was neces
sary she go at once.

But it was Beata tiho finally left,

and Rebecca remained at Rosmershelm.

Mboooa. It seemed to me 1 had to ehooee between
jour Tif® and hers, Homer.
Zroll (severely and ImpressiTelj).
was not for you io make.

fhat ohoio©
:

Habeoea (vehemently). You think then that I was
oool and eaIoniating and aelf-posseased all th#
time i I was not the same woman then that I am
now, as I stand here telling It all. Besides,
there are two sorts of will In ns I believe l
I wanted Beats away, by one means or another; but
I never really believed that It would come to pass.
As I felt my way forward, at each step I ventured,
I seemed to hear something within me ory out:
:
Kb farther 1 Hot a step farther. And yet I eould
not stop.
~
Having made her confession, there is nothing left for
Eebeoca —

she la drained of every res cores, every possi

bility for survival.

When Bosmer asks her what she thinks

oan await her after this, her listless answer is:
must go with me as they will.

"Ihlnge

It doesn’t greatly matter."

She only knows that she must leave Boemeraholm as quickly
as possible, and when Bosmer goes off with BeotorEroll,
Robeooa orders her trunk to be brought down.
But Bosmer returns before she Is ready to leave, and
so we have the final unforgettable soene between them, iu
which the last thin shreds of the past are completely torn
asunder and we see Rebeooa and Bosmer completely stripped
of every illusion, every half-truth.

Perhaps in no other

play of Ibsen’s do we reach sueh a depth of insight into the
deepest and most elusive realms, of the human soul.

Bosmer

and Bsbeeoa stand forth, as the play closes, in the distilled

so

and blinding light of such.pure and ocmplete analysis that
they become oreatur@s aleast disembodied*
■ :

'

'

"

'

Sosoer has reverted to his traditional beliefs, he M s
been fereed by ICroll to believe that he is not eapable of
ennobling the minds of non, that his desire to rise beyond
the orthodox ooncept of public* endeavour is hopoless.

Be-

becoa*s efforts to free him from the tradition and the stag
nation of the past M s been a failure,

as

she surveys the

wreckage of her dreams and plans, she oan find nothing worth
living for.

"Bosraeraholm has broken me," she tolls Hosaer.

’’Broken me utterly and hopelessly —
less will when I oame here.
a strange law. —

I had a free and fear

Now I have bent my nook under

From this day forth, I feel as if I had

no oourage for anything in t M world.”

For Rebecca, who had

known freedom and innocence, a life which offered neither
of these gifts for the future would bo an impossibility.
Then she tells Bosmor how her passion for him had devel
oped, how it M d changed into a pure and selfless love that
had made her a defenseless viotim of the ennobling ’’Bosmer
view of life.”19
19. Max Nordau. Degene%%tion. p. 360, cannot accept Rebec
ca's statement that her passion for Rosaer has become a
pare and ideal leva. He says: ”In Bosmersholm we are
to believe that the nymphomaniac Rebecca, while In
constant intercourse with the objoot of her flame, has
become chaste and virtuous, etc. Many of Ibsen*s
principal oharaotors present this spectacle of impos
sible ana incomprehensible m e t a m o r p h o s i s W e i g a n d ,
The Modern Ibsen. A Reconsideration. p. 179, on the other
hand, stresses the developnent of Her character with the
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Rosmor. And yet I. say — when I aekod yon yesterday — begged you to be my wife — you orie.d out,
as if in fear, that it could never be.
Rebeooa.

I cried out in despair, Ro@mr#

Rosmer. Why?

' .

Rebeooa. Because Rommeraholm has sapped my strength.
My old fearless will has had its wings clipped
hero. It is crippled! The time is past when I .
had courage for anything in the world. I have
lest the power of action, Rosmer.
If Rebeooa had been in possession of her will and her
power of motion, perhaps she might have accepted Rosmerfs
offer of marriage, feeling that she could make him into a
free and realized soul. .But without her own inviolability
.

.

and strength, she realised the hopelessness of the marriage
for both of thorn.

Her love for Rosasr bad risen beyond the

desire for mere personal happiness, and she preferred to
sacrifice the possibilities of a life with him ra ther than
unfolding of the play. "She Is one of the few charac
ters whom we see ~ not simply manifesting her inmost
self under the stress of a crisis, but actually chang
ing under our very eyes.?' Chandler, Aspects of Modern
Drama, p. 12, believes in the purification of Rebecca *s
love. "She yields," he says, "not as a result of intel
lectual conversion, but because a self-denying love has
been born out of selfish passion." And even the
cynical and iconoclastic George Bernard Shaw is con
vinced of the parity of Rebecca*s love for Rosmer.
"Love, as a practical factor in society, is still a
mere appetite. That higher development of it which
Ibsen shews us occurring in the case of Rebecca West
In tosmersholm is only known to most of us by the de
scriptions of great poets, who themselves, as. their
biographies prove, have known it, not by sustained ex
perience. but only by brief glimpses." The Quintessence
of Ibsenlsm (Hew York; Brentano*8, 1931), p. 39.
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to tako him as he had now become •

She has no e m r g y and

vision loft that would make it possible to struggle against
the Bosmer view of life whioh ennobles, but which kills
happiftoss»

She is powerless to repndiato her past and to

achieve the condition of a»orallt|r which had made her Inno
cent in spite of her crimes.

When loaaer had forced his

viewpoint on her, her spirit had bowed to his Christian
morality and a conscience had been born in her.

The devel

opment of this conscience had made her past a hideous crime —
at least, her crushed and broken spirit automatically ac
cepted the past as a crime, though her pagan convictions
were not entirely destroyed.

And these very convictions,

which warred with the growing conscience in her, refused to
accept the tyranny that this conscience was striving to ex
ert .

It was this paralysis of spirit that made her accept

Bosmer’s fanatical offer to ngo the same way that Beata went"
in a frantio effort to prove her lore for him.
IS* not want to live —

Rebecca

she could not g® on living without

her old convictions of freedom and innocence.

"I must go
'
'
overboard," she tells Bosaer# "Why should I remain here
; ' : ■ •
in the world, trailing after mo my own crippled life?

1

j
!

Why brood and brood over the happiness that my past has for- f
felted for ever?

I must give up the game, Bosmer."

This

is indeed the language of one * o z^efuaes to ooappomlse, who
refuses to play the game unless it can be played openly and
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, ‘v,

, ;r_ .■

A»d so Hobeoea and IZoseor go tho way that Boata wont,
anitad in a opiritaal and o t o m a l marriage with death.

"She

i w S wife M e taksn them,” says itadam Halsath, an sho seos
them plunge Into the aill-raoo, wrapped in eaoh other's
arms*

and indeed, it is Baata's triximph, Baata's prosonoe

I &

between them that makes any other ending to the play Jmpos*
lihle•

When Bsheoea fereel Boata into the mill-race she

unwittingly sowed the eeeis for her own and Rosser's end
"the way that Boata wont.”

Sho irony of the situation lies

in the foot that Rabacoa's action was not at that tin®
erimiml or immoral, for eh# felt Justified in sacrificing
a; weaker existence in order that a mors robust individual
might bo b r i g h t into froodon and solf-roalisation*

It was

only Hosmer's influonee on her, which resulted in the
devolopment of a c^rietiai oonsoienoo and tho aooeptanco of
an established morality, that finally hypnotized hor into
the belief that sho had been guilty of a heinous crime which
made tanoconee and froodom no longer possible.
And yot, although Robocca octoucibly goes t© her death
to sottlo her aooouht with Boata, v/o-cannot but foal that
it was tho oaptinass and tho bittemoss of the future that
awaited hor which made her a willing victim of Rosmcr's
suggestion.

Caring nothing for life unless it bo lived in

joy and porsonml freedom, dreading the prospect of hor future

\
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atiiverj to remorse ana guilt, it was a simple matter to seize
.

•

upon Hosmer *s suggestion which w<mia not only end tiie horror
of living, but would prove to him oonolusively the greatness
and the selflessness of her love.

She yields, therefore,

not purely for love of Bosmer, but because she cannot, like
Hedda Gablar, bear the bondage that the future has to offer
her.

Better death and the consummation of her love for

Hosmer in suicide than a life empty of love and made hide
ous by slavery to ideals imposed upon her which she is forest
on

against her will to aoeept.
And so the victory of Hosmer*8 traditional morality is
not complete and satisfying.2^

As V?eigan4 has pointed out.2
1
0

20. Maofall, Ibsen, the man, his art and his slgnificanee.
p. 270, is of the opinion that Rebecca's suicide.is
prompted purely by her love for H o m e r . He says: "And
she, out of her great love for him, and seeing that his
greed for his faith in himself is greater than his love
for her, that he is too weak of will and heart to love
her as she loves him, answers: ’You shall have yotur
faith.1" Maofall is probably nearer the truth than any
other critic when he places the blame for Hebecoa *s
willingness to die on her realization that Hosmer pre
ferred his faith in himself to his love for her. Weigh
ing the sacrifices she has made for him against the limi
tations of his love for her, she prefers suicide to the
existence she knows will be hers.
21. Ibsen, though undoubtedly a free and independent thinker;
m s nevertheless aware of the great intellectual move
ments sweeping across Europe In the middle of the cen
tury. The philosophy of Hegel, introduced into H o r m y
In 1824 by Johan Hoilberg's treatise. On Human Liberty,
was one of the most important influenoeg on bontemporary
thought during Ibsen's Christiania years. Halvdan Koht
not only notes the possible influence of Hegelian phil
osophy on Ibsen's theory of personal freedom, but also
parallels Hegel's theory of drama with Ibsen's dream of

Christianity has broken Bebocoa, but she is a willing via tin*
... - x ■
'
"marohing nnbo n M to tho altar of the god who denar.dad her
sacrifice."^

To the and sho foeIs the injnstioo of the

Bosmer view of life, and it is her broken spirit, not her
eoHVietions, that earry her to death.

This is tho culmina

tion of her ronnnelation, and in her renunciation lies the
hint of the deeper optimism of tho play.

Hohoooa*6 final

sacrifice is proof of the shattering of her spirit, but it
is also indicative that she prefers death to a life that
can not be lived in joy, in froodoa* and in truth,
Edwin Bjorkman has said:

as

‘’If over death was m d e to ap

pear satisfactory, glorious, tempting, it is hare• so
stirring in its implications this ending soons to mo, that
at times I have felt inclined to name it liappy —

Hr.

Bjorkman’e optimism lie# in the belief that "to the love and
the mutual understanding of thosa two there shall he no other*

a 'third Sapire rising from the conflict of two opposing
forces or ideas• It is possible, however, to extend
Professor Zoht *s analogy to include suoh a play as
Hosmorsholm. Here, in accordance with Hegelian doctrine,
we have two protagonists, Rebecca and Bosmer, each of
whom is tho exponent of a conflicting philosophy of
life. The clash of their opposing doctrines results in
the destruction of both individuals, bnt their union
in death promise® the rise of a more perfect concept
than either had dared to dream. See Zoht, The hlfo
of Ibsen. Vol.../I,
60-61; Tel. II, pp* 8^-^; p. 99,.
S£. Tap Modorn Ibson. A Rsaonsiderstion.' p. 207.
23. 4The Optimism of Ibsen,11 Living Afo. C0LIX1I C19131.

:

p . 719. .

~— —
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end than the on® freely ohosen by themEolves.t,24?
Robecca goos to her death to oxpiato hor sin, but hor
death is also the final aotlon of ono who cannot live except
in harmony with her belief in the ultimate necessity of
freedom and truth.

"She . . ,,. has tested life and found

its taste bitter in the m o n t h . S h e

has found the world

incompatible to her own.pagan belief that self-realisation
is necessary at any price, any sacrifice . And rather than
renounce her convictions, she prefers "to die rather than
to win by cheating ."2
26
5
2
4

Though Rebecca is swept Into volun

tary sacrifice by the force of Rosmer's need for retribution,
•

\

»

"

"

'

she remains above and beyond his weak submission to Nemesis,
and in the end her death is a glorious victory over his own
24. Mr. Gosse, "Ibsen's Social Dramas," Living Age. GLZXX
(1889), p . 005, is also of the opinion that the play
ends on a high and optimistic note. "It closes " he
writes, "as we shall see, in utter darkness, but in the . course of the piece so many flashing threads of hope
and love have been introduced that the entire web
cannot be pronounced dismal." Boyesen, a Commentary
on the Works of Ibsen, p. 265. fails to finA tiie optimlsn suggested by Sebecca's and Rosmer's glorious
death. "1 fancy I detect a profound disillusion in
Rosmershola." he admits, "as if it had cost the old
poet a bitter struggle to dismiss his early ideal of
joyous innocence and noble, untrammelled self-asser
tion;" But Boyesen is not alone in his opinion. Hoses,
while admitting that there is "a certain noble tinge
to the suicide in the end . . . « cannot see why they,
could not have existed in wedlock just as well, being
true to their wills and to their inheritance." Henrik
.
Ibsen. She Man and his m a y # , p. 421.
.
.;
25. mneker. ^Henrik Ibsen.?' Iconoclasts, p. 91.

26. Zucker. Ibsen. Ihe Master builder, p. 205.

B7

bigoted and ortho4ox morality.

Death is a release and a

triumph; continuation of life would have, resulted in com
promise and the annihilation of her convictions.
It is interesting to note that while all critics do not
arbitrarily classify Hosmorsholra as a tragedy, there are
several commentators who reject the tragic element on the
grounds that the play does not rise to the heights and
grandeur necessary for true tragedy.

Arthur symons is of

the opinion that the play falls "Into a form, not of genuine
tragedy, but of mental melodrama,"27 while Jameson contends
that "the terror of tho final soene is lessened because
Reamer is a weak slave to inherited tradition, "and his death
not so muoh the end of a great struggle as t h e ,crumbling
Into dust of a thing rotten at the heart.

Decay may be

p i t i f u l h e concludes, "but only a great defeat is tragic
and triumphant."2®

And later he writes:

"ffiie struggles,

feeble and pre-deterained, of two slaves, are not a subject
for the highest tragedy."29
I o a m o t believe that Ibsen, with his belief in the
ultimate nobility of future humanity, aould possibly have
written a drama in which he had invested him chief oharaeters with vision and Imagination, only in the end to make
27. Arthur Symons, “Henrik Ibsen," Figures of Several Cen
turies (London: Constable and Company, Ltd•, 1916),

p.

2 5 i.

:; .

28. Jameson, a o d e m Drama in Europo, p* 97.

29. ibid., p r w :

~~

slaves and bondsmen of them.

Although aeboooa must perish

because her Individuality m s flawed by an underdeveloped
sense of values which admitted of no distinction between
right and. wrong, yet Ibson saw in her individuality a hope
for the generations to come, and so he sends her to death
in glorious triumph and not in the pitiful state of which
Jameson is so certain.

If either of the suicides is to be

pitied, we must rather have compassion for Sosmer, who goes
to his death beeause he believes so strongly in the righteous
ness of his orthodoxy.

And even here the tragedy lies, not

in his death, but in the knowledge that he had oomb" so close
to achieving Bebeoca's state of emancipation and self-reali
sation, yet in the end had not bean strong enough to hold
these truths as his own.

It is Hosmer with whom we must

sympathise, not Rebecca, who turned the pros peets of a life
of tragic slavery into a glorious victory and triumph.

CHAPTER IV
Tho summor of 1889, which lbsan spent at Gossonsass,
has been aesoribed. by him as "tho happiest, the most beauti
ful summer of ray whole life .n2,

This was the summer in which

he became so friendly with Emilio Bardaeh, the young woman
who m s his model for Hilda Wangol in The Master Builder.
and who was in reality to leave hor subtle mark on all
Ibeen's plays from Hedda Gabler to the very last.

Although

I believe quite firmly that Emilie Bardaoh appears almost
In portrait as Hilda Mangel, I do not, as do so many
critics, discount her Influence on the play into which Ibsen
plunged so desperately when ho returned from Gosscnsass in
the fall of 1889.

There is in Hedda Gabler an icy intensity

pulsating beneath the usual Ibsenesque concentration that
sots it apart from all other Ibsen plays.

Perhaps it is this

intensity, desperate in its power, that impels us to sym
pathize with a character ?/ho, under different treatment,
might have become, as James Huneker is pleased to call her,
"the most disagreeable figure in modern d r a m a I t

is

certainly this tension and emotional force that changes a1
1, Quoted by feigand. The M o d e m Ibsen, p. 242. From a
letter Ibsen wrote to Emilie Bardaoh on Harch 15, 1898.
2. "Three Disagreeable G i r l s — Hedda Gabler, Mildred
Lawson, Undine Spragg," The Forum. LII (1914), p. 769.
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oomraonplaoe and bourgeois intrigue into afasoinating and
deeply sigriifleant play v/hidh carries the spectator out asA
, >■ •
"
v
‘
beyond the pitiful limits of the physical theatre.
Many critics see in Hedda Gabler a direct relationship
to the Bardaoh experience of the preceding summer.
.

•

-

Some
.

ft

even consider Bmilie Bardaoh the model for Hedda Gabler.
In my opinion Hedda Gabler was a product of the hectic
period during which Ibsen suffered under the slavery of his
passion for Miss Bardaohv

She coldness, the intensity, the

hard-as-steel quality of the entire play is evidence of his
struggle to reaeh a position of objectivity and self-control.4
3. A« E. Zucker, "Ibsen's Bardaoh Episode and Hedda Gabler,"
Philological Quarterly. VIII (1929), p. 293; says that
^Ibsen found in Frauloin Ebilie Bardaoh the elegant bored
soeiety girl — - in other words, Hodda Gabler before her
marriage." Shis article gives an excellent discussion
of the Bardaoh episode. It stresses Ibsen's interest
in other young women, particularly Helene Baff and Hildur
Andersen, with whom he corresponded and for whom he enter
tained warm friendships.
4« Weiganfl. the Modern Ibsen, p. 243. believes that the de
tachment and coldness o f Hedda Gabler can bo attributed
to Ibsen's Bardaoh affair. Ha calls the play an "exor
cise in self-discipline«" Basil Zing, "Ibsen and Emilio
Bardaoh," Century Magazine, CVI (1923). 805-15; CVII
(1923), 85-92, has published much of Ibsen*s correspond
ence with Miss Bardaoh, with extracts from her diary
concerning Ibsen, and her own comments on this experience
of her youth. Says Mr. King, Vol. CVII, p. 90: "She
effect of his suffering was seen in the fury with which
he threw himself into his work on Hedda Gabler. Though
In that play there la no outward trace of Emilio Bardaoh
or Gosaensass, both must be present as- vital forces.
..All creative w o r ^ r s know the driving power of a great
sorrow. Work is a refuge from it, while it is a stimu
lus to work. It is safe to say that to the girl at
Vienna Hedda Gabler owes muoh of its marvelous Sian.

• f l 

it was only after two years had passed that Ibsen felt sure
enough of his own emotional stability to make use of the

lErdaeh experience in a play that reads like an autobiography
of his own spiritual life —
to literature —

his most splendid contribution

The Master Builder.

Although the poetry,"."the intensity, and the lyrical
beauty which wore so much a part of Emilio Bardaoh wore not
released until Ibsen created the figure of Hilda.Wangel In
The Master Builder, written two years after Hedda Gabler.
Ibsen probably gained a great insight into the life of a
bored young seoloty girl through his correspondence with Hiss
Bardaoh during the winter of 1889-90.

While she had very

little influence on his characterisation of the mature and
sophisticated Hedda, Ibsen certainly must have been influ
enced by her letters, which showed so clearly the lack of
goal or purpose of most women who spend their time in the
fruitless search for idle pleasure.
Shis search for a goal or a purpose in life is the
. underlying theme of Hedda Gabler. We can trace Ibsen's
first manifestation of interest in this problem as far back
as Roaaoraholm. for in one of the earliest sketches fer
this drama 2osmar has two daughters who are eventually
eliminated from the finished play, to reappear in The Lady
She was not in it, but she was behind It, as, according
to his English biographer, she was to he behind every
thing else for the rest of the poet's life."
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from tho sea as the Saughtors of Dr# Wangel*
Seeghter,;Hilda Mongol, m s

She ^oungor

to beaoao tho foscinatice' young

Viking of Tho m e t e r B u i M o r . tiille tho older daughter.
Bolotta. who is Socoriboa as being "highly gifted, without
any agpliesSles for her talents." was to develop into the
compelling figure of Hodda Gablore5
Ibcon's vorjr first play, Catilino. written in 1850,
is concerned to a great extent with the "dicoropanoy between
our desirse and oar power of.giving then satisfaction

6

And tho groat similarity botwoon Catiline. lady Ingor of

/

Cbftraat. Tho Vikings at Helgoland, and The Pretenders lies /
in the ecmSradleSiea between will and desire, between oapaoity and ambition,7 the inability to roach as far as one can
imagine oneself climbing.

This was the shadow, the foar that

haunted Ibson *s oarlior years, until ho threw off Skulo’s
doubt a M made his challongo to the world in Brand. . Bit
tho Idea did not lose itsolf entirely.

In Bosmorsholra it

booomo Johannas Hosmor's inability to tear himself from the
5. T3ie relationship between Hoemershola and Tho lady from

tiorno Biorason. Critical
Tor. I,
lying
those carly plays «

ties of tho past, to roach as far as
of smohling and uplifting mankind.
heeoaes the dominant note. .
It is a crying need, this necessity of realising one 's
*

\
t

1

self to the limit of one’s possibilities.

If one has talent,

Intellect, imagination, but no outlet for tho latent energy
horn of these qualities, if one has the vision to realise
what one might accomplish if one could only bo free to
realize o n ® ^ fullest potentialities, but no possibility
of ever achieving:this freedom and this state of realization.
then one is faced with this most tragic of all situations,
the realization that one is doomed to be forever faced with
the mockery of what might have been.8
The notes that Ibsen invariably made in developing
his dramas are of unusual value in our study of the formation
of He&da’s character.

We oan see quite clearly from these

concise and revealing:sketches the lines along which Ibsen’s
thoughts were travelling as the play gradually evolved.
From lbsen *a tforkshop oontains the following significant
statement:
E®Ada's despair is that there are doubtless so many X
,
chances of happineae In the world, but that she
\ v/
cannot discover the®. It is the want of an object
/■■/'
in life that torments her.*
9
8. Says Koht, The Life of Ibsen. Yol. II, p. 253: "It
(Hedda Qabler) oontained many of the questions which had
been raised in him, and many of the things he had ex
perienced— - first and foremost the apprehension regarding
. the courage to live and the responsibility in living.'1
9 • <?p. 382-83 *
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Surely this is the orux of her problem.
kind to her.

Life has not been y

IJeTer has. she been given the opportunity of

playing a vital an# important part in the destiny of anyone
she has known.

lever has she been allowed to forget for a

moment that aha is the daughter of the proud General Gabler, I
a personality and a public figure. She has nover been given!
a ohanoe to experienee life at close quarters.

The vioari- I

amsness of her existence has left her a stranger to life,

I

without an object or a reason for existence.

A recently discovered notebook of Ibsen’s furnishes us
with another important clue to the character of Hodda.

One

extract from this netebeek is of particular significance,
for it gives a dignity and a beauty to Hedda’s character
that is perhaps everleoked or neglected by those critics who
■

;

■

.

'

are not in sympathy with the thesis of the play.

Ibsen

writes:
The play must be built around "the Inevitable," \
the hankering after and aiming a-t something that
\
stands against all conventions, established cus\
toms, in one's consciousness — also Hedda's.
i
. . . . Shore lies deep poetry at the bottom of
i
Hedda's nature. .
. . She wants to load a man’s
/
life • M t then oomos hesitations -- the inherited
|
deep-rooted beliefs, i . ... • One marries Tasman
/
but one occupies one’s imagination with Lovborg.
One leans back in one's chair, closes one’s eyes,
and pictures his adventures. . . . . She cannot
do it herself — cannot take part in,the other
one’s goal —
so she shoots herself.10
10. Joseph ifood Erutoh, "Vine Leaves in his Hair," The
ITatlon. CXXXLX (1954), p. 720, quotes this as having
oeen printed on the theatre program for Miss Eva Le
Oallienne's production of Hodda Gabler.

What is this "Inevitable" that HeSda craves to the point
that she in the end gives her life to realise?

Is it not

the search for that xvhich will make-life worth living, that
which will give significance to an existence that has no
meaning and no purpose?

Shis "Inevitable" can mean only

^

some experience, some contact that will fulfill Hedda *s
existence and thus realise her fullest possibilities._^&nd
when she find® that life has nothing to offer her that

will lift her existence above the prosaic and the ugly, she^ ^
chooses to be, for one brief moment at least, the master of
her own destiny, and ends it all in suicide.vihson*s
justification for this act, which raises Hedda*s existence
to a level of groat poetry, is to bo found in the early notes
fer the play.

Be says:

‘

■/ ' '

People say that suicide is immoral; But what
about living a life of prolonged suicide — out
of regard for one's environment?!!
Bcdda, who has boon restricted and repressed by her environ
ment from the moment she was old enough to realise the im
portance of being General Gabler*s daughter, finally conquers
her fear of scandal and frees herself, from the monotony
and uselessness of her existence.

— \

V/e cannot discount the importance of the social factor
in this play, regardless of its greater individualistie and1
11. Quoted by Henderson. European Dramatists, p. 171.
Ibsen's Haohgelassene Sohrlften.

From

j
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peyohologioal eignifloanoa* As Weigand has pointed out,
"the situation which forms tho basis for the catastrophe is
- mal-adjustasnt hetwcsB Hedda and her environment

12

/'•>

foroed into a potit-bourgeois family, married to a dull a
slightly ridiealous scholar, threatened by the prospects
sf years of unrelieved genteel poverty, it is no wonder that
the sensitive and high-strung Hedda Gabler refused to:moat
the situation in compromise and submission#

Ibsen, who de--

lighted in showing th® narrow lorwegian society of his youth
suppressing the energy of anyone unfortunate enough to ho
Screed into such an environment, in Hedda Gabler seems to
take pleasure in showing "how uncommonly groat natural
gifts necessarily lead, in this atmosphere, to disaster and
ruin."2*3

Given a sympathetic and suitable background in

whioh she would have had an outlet for her energy and her
emotions, Hedda Gabler might have bocome a very different
person from the woman who was forced to suicide by the empti
ness and futility of her existence.2*4*
4
3
1
12 . the Modern Ibsen. u. M S ..
13. brandes. Henrik Ibsen. Bjornstjerne B.l'drnson * Critical
Studies, p. W .
..
~ " —
14. # l s belief in HeIda’s fundamental worth has been ex
pressed by CcBstance Smedley in "In Defense of Hedda
Gabler.» Fortnightly Review, i m e i x (1908). p.
Says Hiss Smedley: "In the rough-and-tumble battle of
the outer world she might have worked off her excess
of energy, and learned discipline, and realized the
unimportance and tho limitations of her intellect, and
have been brought into more harmonious and humble rela
tions with her follows.". Edwin Bjorkman, "She Ibson
Myth," Forum. XLV (1911), p. 582, pictures a more

X
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The aotual eouroes from which the action of the ^lay
is derivod are rather meagre. As usual, Ibsen became interested in some incident which lie enlarged upon to furnish the
basis of his plot.

Sevoral critics2-5 trace the action of

Bedda Gabler to two stories which Ibsen became acquainted
with about the time that plans for a new play were germinat
ing in his mind.

First, there was the story of a beautiful

woman whose husband had finally succeeded in conquering his
weakness for drink.

Desiring to test his strength of will

and the oompletenese of M s

control over himself, she

placed a keg of brandy in his study.

Several hours later

she found him stretched out on the floor of the room, comglamorous though equally satisfying existence for the
restless Hedda had she been free to realize her po
tentialities. "Born in a more fortunate time an*
place, she might at least have caught the sest of life
through the kind of political intriguing said to
be found in so many Parisian salons. But she might
also have become envied and admired, as more than one
gueceasfhl woman of today, becauso of her capacity for
hard, well-applied work." Edmund Gosse, Henrik Ibson.
p. 178, quotes Alla Hasimova as saying that "In other
oiroumstanoes, Hedda would have boon a power for beauty >
and good." Mr. Gesso goes on to say that "If this
\
ingenious theory bo corroot. Bedda Gabler must bo con
sidered as the loading example of Ibson f8 .often-re
peated demonstration, that evil is produced by circum
stances and not by character. The portrait becomes
thrillingly vital if we realise that the stains upon
it are the Impact of accidental conditions on a nature
which otherwise might have boon useful and flecklees." •■■ - - : . • - . ... * ■ ■ : ■
■
16. Notably Zuofcer Ibsen, She Master Builder. p p . 219-20;
Moses, Henrik
and A r c h e r , __ _____ _____
___ __
_ Collected
Works of Henrik Ibsen, Vol. X, pp. xiii-xiv.
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plotoly intoxicated.

Then there was the story of the wife

ef a Sorwegian O0 apo8 @r,

Sveridsen, viho in a fit of

jetious rage, had burned the manuscript of her husband's
symphony.

From these two incidents, and from the character

of an erratic young writer named Eolm, who had once lost
the manuscript of a play during a wild debauch,16 Ibsen
gathered the sources for his drama which was to become Hodda
Gabler.17
Ibsen's correspondence during the period he was working
-on Hodda Gabler. while it makes frequent references to his
now play, throws very little light on the inner significance
of the drama.

In June, 1890, he wrote Carl Snoileky from

Munich that he was "engaged upon a new dramatic work; whioh
far several reasons has made very slow progress,"18 and in
October of the same year he wrote Earl Hals that he was
"engrossed in a now play,"19 but those references furnish
ns with nothing that can be considered of importance in
interpreting Ibsen's own conception of the work he was orep, 428;
16 « Moses, Henrik Ibsen, the Han and his Bla
Archer. Introduction to Hedda Gabler
Works of Henrik Ibsen. Vol.-i, pp. xiv-xv
x
saM
17. troasa. Henrik lbs eh. p. 176,
'We have been
told, since the poet's death, that ho was greatly struck
by the case, which came under his notice at Munich, of
a German lady who poisoned herself because she was bored
with life, and had strayed into a false position* ,
Bedda Gabler is the realization of such an individual
case*" .
;: ■- ; ■
■ 18. Letters of Henrik Ibsen, p. 429.
19. Letiers of Menrik Ibsen, p. 432*
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4 lot tor to llorits Prosor in Bocombop, 1890t <lo9s*

howoror^ offer a Enggostion aa to Ibaon *0 ohlof Intoroat
In Ka33a Gablor.

Ho writes:

Tho title of tho play is Hodda Gablor.
intention in giving it this naae m s to indioal
that Heads as a personality is to bo rogarded rather as her father’s daughter than as bar hue*
bgr.d’s T/ifo• .
V,^
It w e not really ay desire to deal, in this
1
play with so-callod problems. ;Yhat I principally \
wanted to do was to depict human beings* hunan
\
emotions, and human dostinibs, upon a groundwork
\
of certain of the social conditions and principles \
of the present day* 3hen .you have road tho whole, )
ny fundamental idea will bo clearer to you than I
can make it by entering into fertbor explanationsV

\

Ihsen’s desire m s , therefore* to shot? tho of foot o
of environment on the individuals forced to exist under 5
olreumstancos as depicted in his play*! Specifically, tho
play deals with the effect of a middle-class, provincial
existence on a young wessnan: of oscoes emotionality and toeabundant energy who has no prospect of over finding a moans
of self-axprosaion and sol.f-roalisation. \ In the final test,
when she realise® that she has been caught in a trap from
which there is no escape, she chooses to die rather than to
continue a life which offers nothing but a "prolonged sui
cide*"

.'

•;/.

■ '■■■; .

Perhaps no character in modern dramatic literature has
roooivod the attention that has boon showered on Hodda*
Tho interpretation# placed upon hor character have been so
•
:- '
- '
:■
• -0
2
■

..

■

.

■

20. Letters of Henrik Ibsen* pp. 456-56,

wo
varied, and, in many instances, so opposed to one a m
that w® cannot but marvel that one character has been
with the complexities and subtleties sufficient to v?a
such diverse and.oentradletory interpretation,

as

Weigand

has pointed out, "Her nature, shallow though it is, contrives
to harbor so many contradictions that it is no easy matter
to form a balanced view of her personality."212
3 Hoses, too,
finds it difficult to follow the complexities of her charac
ter.

Shis is a charge, however, which ho levies at Ibsen*s

characterizations in general.

He writes:

!Dhe fault with his feminine portrayals is
that they are sometimes too intensive for the mind
and the eye to follow in active unfolding; they
are neurasthenic, cerebral figures subjected to
an atmosphere of spiritual and social fermentation.
Ibsen points — not to express contour, but
rether to create the impression of life pulsing
beneath. It is as though the soul wore slipped
from its sheath and all its sexual stamina laid
bar®.^2
Hilda is, to Brander Matthews, not merely complex and contra
dictory, but "inconsistent artistically, as though sho was
a composite photograph of irreconcilable figures."2®

Hr.

Hatthews bases his accusation on the fact that Eedda, in
spite of her horror of ecandal, burns lovborg*s manuscript,
gives him one of her pistols with which to kill himself, and
finally commits suicide herself, which was certain to furnish
21. fho Modern Ibsen, p. 246.
22. Ifeirik Ibsen. t£o Han and his Plays, p. 423.
23. inquiriesand Opinions, p. 263.
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sploy oonversatidn la her circle for months to come*
On the other hand, v/e are faced with the interpretation
of those critics who paradoxically find no diserepanoiaa
In Hedda’s characterisation *

Brandos, who feels that "with

Hodda Gahler Ibsen ©nee more enters the domain of realism,M
finds "nothing emblematic” in Ibsen’s heroine.

He sees

"nothing but a severely accurate analysis and synthesis of
a richly endowed and meagrely developed young woman, who
is at once strong and cowardly, enthusiastic and convention
al, ambitious and commonplace, domineering and spiteful,
old-fashioned and fashionably decadent."2^

Hodda is, to

Brandos, all of these things simply because she is an in
tensely realistic portrait of a complex individual quite
capable of^possessing a diversity of interesting traits,
none of which is mutually exclusive. . Alla TTazimova, the
great Bussian actress, who has so successfully interpreted
the role of Hodda Gabler, agrees with Brandos that Hedda
is a realistic and convincing figure.

Says Madam ITazimova:

She has a little of all women in her. She Is weak and
strong, capricious and determined, petty and power
ful, yet always herself, always real* She is true
to life. Ibsen did not exaggerate her. Ho, he
had to make her smaller to get her on the stage.^5
It is with Hazimova and with Brandss that I must agree,
rather than with those critics who are so baffled by the2
6
*
4
24. Henrik Ibsen. Bjornstjerne Bjomscn. Critical Studies.
p* 103.
:
.
26. The Independent, m i l (1907), pp. 909-10.

-
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entitleties of Itieen'e oharaoterization that they oannot fol
low the paradoxe» and the eontradictions of Hedda *8 nature
without losing their hold on reality.

Of all of Ibsen’s char

acters, Hedda Gablar stands forth, in spite of the rich
contrasts in her personality, with icy clarity and precision.
The spiritual anguish that Ibsen was suffering during the
intense months following his Gossensass experience not only
charged the under-surface of the drama with heightened foroo,
but left its mark on the studied objectivity and outward
frigidity which characterises the execution of the play
as a whole .

Hedda may have the characteristics which would

make her a potential charge of dynamite, but on tho surface
s h e :is portrayed with extreme care and reserve.

A-

General Gabler's daughter had been reared a slave of

convention, and out of this,fear had developed a horror of j
scandal so Intense that Hedda was afraid of any situation
that might bring down tho wrath of the scandalmongers of
her petty community.

With this horror ever torturing her,

with this dread fear ever forcing her into the smug mould
which jstie found so oppressive and impotent, is it any wonder
thal ^Hedda 'a ideas of freedom and beauty should have boon
based on the unconventional and the sensational*

With no

opportunity of ever knowing tho great free world outside
her own narrow circle, is it strange that Hedda mistook
dissipation for joy, debauchery for freedom. )Gmatile to
-'
:
.
y

J

dissolve the ties which hound her to the smug, upper middle
class society into which she had boon horn, yot feeling the
unmistakable craving for'a Bohemian and irresponsible
existence.(rHedda despised those who conformed to the narrow
sole whloh she found so repressive, though she had not the
courage to liberato herself froa the conditions which made
existence unendurable^ ft is only at the end that Hedda
triumphs over her inherent fears, it is only in suicide that
her coward!ee is forced into the background, and she is vic
torious over the destiny which she had refused to accept.
: I do not find Hedda Gablor unattractive.

To me she is

erne of the most fascinating figures in all literature.

But,

|ust as wa found a diversity of opinion as to whether or
(lus
not Hedda1o character was convincingly and realistically
portrayed, so do we find some critics who view her with ad
miration and sympathy, while others cannot be disparaging
enough in their interpretation of her character^) Henderson,
for example, finds her^l"the most repellently attractive woman
in the modern drama .|.1. .'.

In her are the traits of the

treacherous Lorelei painted by Heine —

faithless. Inhuman,

reptilian —

luring man to destruction in the sea of sen

suality.”26

And to make matters worse, says Henderson,

"Ibsen has s h o w the utter depravity of Hedda by laying
bare her distorted soul at the vary moment when woman's
26< Henderson. European Dramatists, p. 145.
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0 is oonTinood that Hedda is “v/holly bad," and
that nIbsen has never before so thoronghlf depicted feminine
fteoadenoe," while H. Dana Skinner29 believes that "At bottom,
Hedda is undoubtedly a terrifying example of the sterility
and destructiveness of self-love. . * . •

She has no real

•

love for any other human being outside of herself, but to
reassure herself, to make herself great and powerful in her
own eyes, she is constantly seeking an outward proof of her
power."

To Maofall she is "an amazon in a riding habit"50

to see others happy and that will commit any .cruelty to pre
vent it.

Without worth, without ability, she has gifts

that can do nothing but wreck and destroy,"
So much for the general adverse criticism levied at
Hedda*s character.

But many critics fail to stop here,

and insist on making a mental case of Ibsen's heroine.
Walsh sees Hedda as an exploitation of "another type of

mental disease quite as

readily recognisable as that

treated in Ghosts and with a lesson that should be at
least as effective.

Poor Hedda," he goes on to say,

27. Henderson. European Dramatists. p. 147.
.
28. Henrik Ibsen, the -Han and his Plays, p. 429.
29. "SliuDohe Yurka's Hedda fabler," The Commonweal. IX
(1929), p. 460. — —
—
— — —
30. Ibsen, the man, his art and his significance, p. 284.

is a typical example of what is known in psy
chiatry as a puerperal psyehoeis. Under the deewiBtlo oiroumstaneee in which she is placed,■aomo
women of strong mental peculiarities may have
their queerness of disposition so emphasised as
to make them very troublesome members of the house
hold and. at times, unfortunately, even dangerous
for themselves or for others. .
. . It scorns
a pity to exhibit this form of psychosis with such
•absolute fidelity upon the stage as does Ibsen,
but there can he no doubt of the truth of the pic
ture that he has drawn so dramatically, nor of the
awful possibilities that he has pointed out .31
To Mosos, whom we have already quoted as believing that
HeAda is "wholly bad," Hedda is not only thoroughly decadent,
but "an aggregate of abnormal types,"3
32 and VJilliam Winter
1
condemns both Ghosts and Hedda Sabler on the grounds that
these plays treat of sex relations."as affected under the
reaction of disease, and thus they fill the mind, whether
of the reader or the auditor* with disgust and gloom."333
*
4
These critics fail to discover anything but perversion and
abnormality in Hedda’e character.

While Arthur Symons does

not dress Hedda's condition in psychiatric or medical terms,
he does not hesitate to say that "The play might be taken
for a study in that particular kind of ’decadence 1 which has
come to its perfection.in uncivilized and overcivilizod
Russia."*^

Jameson characterizes Hedda by moans of a

31. James J. Walsh. "Medical Aspects of Ibsen." The Inde
pendent, UCI (1906), p, 445.
—
- g g . Henrik Ibsen, the yan and his Plays, p. 429.
IS. ^ibmenl^es and Ibsonlsra.11 Harpers Weokly. LT? (1910),
p. SO.
;■
-. ■..
.
34. "Henrik Ibsen." figures of Several Centuries (London:
Constable and Company, ltd., 1^16), p • 25H. Symons is
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string of oholoo epithets; she is "ill-balanced," "irritable,"
"sapersensitivo," " d e c a d e n t And to top it all, he finds
the play "a sterile trifling with degeneration.
Bat the picture is not ntterly hopeless, for we have
a few oritios who find a brighter side to Hodda's nature.
BjSrkman places the blame for Hedda‘s condition on "cir
cumstances where all her natural promptings to vigorous
use of soul and body are either wholly thwarted or else
dwarfed into dawdling over mere futilities."

He finds

her "a strong-matured and strong willed woman (who) is led
on step by step through petty naughtiness to error and
death."36

Constance Smedley, who believes quite firmly

in the fundamental soundness of Sedda's nature, sees her
as an individualistie figure ©raving a chanee for develop
ment and realization.

Mias Smedley*s interpretation is

sympathetic, and utterly in harmony with my own interpreta
tion of the play.

We quote:

For Hedda was merely a woman with a strong indi
viduality, which insisted on being Itself, and ab
solutely refused to be merged into the individual
ity of someone else. A fraction of the werldforoe stirred within her and clamoured to join
the active stream of life• . • . . She stretched
out blind and blundering fingers, pitiful in their
futility, endeavouring to touch life .3?
of the opinion that "the woman vihom Ibsen studied as
hla model (for Hedda) was actually half-Russian."
56• Modern Drama in Europe, pp. 100-01•
56. Forum. XI,V (1911). p. 582.
57. r#ie Hedda Gabler of Todav." Fortnightly Be view.
m Z f l l l (1907), pp* 79-80.

!c.*
7
6
5
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This is my own interpretation of Sedan's character, a char
acter richly endowed, filled with complexities and unconeeiooe
cravings, too strong to be dominated or satisfied by the
weak creatures who surrounded her, and too imaginative to
be content.with the dull and monotonous existence fate had
reserved for he r . As Anton Bellman has expressed it, "the
realization of this glorious self is impossible • . * * be
cause she is a woman; and a woman without abundant means
.At this point It is necessary to point out one flaming
piece of mis-interpretation, which w i l l ■serve as an excel
lent example of the manner in which Ibsen's subtleties have
passed over the heads of even the most discerning and discrim
inating of critics. Mr. Boneker believes that Hedda Gabler
is a renunciation of Ibsen's doctrine of individualism and
self-realization.

He states his belief in the following

terms:
As if the master had determined to punish
himself for.his championing of individualism 1m
hie earlier plays, he draws the portrait of one
who might easily figure as a ZTietssehean SuperWoman . Preaching that the state is the foe of the
individual, that only revolution — spiritual
revolution — can regenerate society, that the
superior man and woman are lonely, that Individual
liberty must be fought for at all hazards, —
liberty of thought, speech, action, — Ibsen then
deliberately shows the free woman, one emancipated
from the boliefa of her family circle and her
c o u n t r y she epitomizes the latter-day anti-*
9
3
38• "Bie Greater Oourage of Ibsen’s Hedda," Poot-loro.
x m (1911), p. 135.
—
-----39. The italics are mine.

l f,
l^
j

sooial being and is rightfully considered by
psychologists as a flaming sign of the times, a
brief for the sooial democrats .4=0
We are hot interested at this point in opposing Mr#
Honeher's thesis that Hedda Gabler is a refutation of Ib
sen's belief in self-realization and development at any
cost, for that is the simple purpose of this entire essay,
but we cannot fall to point out that Eodda was not a "free
woman, one emancipated from the beliefs of her family circle
and her country."

Sedda was not emancipated from her deep-

rooted and conventional beliefs, she merely had the imagina
tion and vision that realised the possibilities for happiness
If one had the courage to sot onosolf free.
tragedy.

Shis was her

Had she been free, she would never have found her

self in the position to which she had drifted when the play
opens.

It is during the four acts of the play that Hedda

eventually finds emancipation, and when she loss reach this
stage of self-realisation there is no road to freedom that
has not been olosed to her except death.
Let us now trace the action of the play and see for
ourselves the forces which led to Eedda's suicide, suicide
which. In the face of existing circumstances, can onlv.>i*-~
interpreted as the supremely satisfying mor^B* of Hedda’s
unhappy existence.

In this moment,

Hedda for on® memorable instance
40. Iconoclasts, p. 101.

/■

shall prove,
lLn9W the power4
0

lot

and tl^fgrBBe of self-realisation.
^

Jtoato Sabler has been married to George Tasman for six

months. ■ fhey hama just returnsd from their honeymoon, a
six months tour of the oontinent taring which Tasman has
'

- ■

•

-

gathered material for his book on the domestic industries
of Brabant during the middle ages.

With the arrival of

.

Shea Elvsted, who has oome to town in pursuit of Eilort
hovberg, the action of the play swings into fall force.
Lorborg, a rather, dissipated friend of Hodda *s early days,
had,for several years been living in the country near the
Slvsteds, where he had been so influenced by Then's gentle
nature that he had not only become a reformed figure but
had managed to publish a book as well.

low he has returned

to the city to reap.the rewards of his industry, and fhea,
with mixed emotions of love and fear for his moral welfare*
has followed him to town.

Knowing no one, and not having

yet seen Lovborg, she comes to Be&ia, an old aequalntanow

®f her schooldays. Hedda, A o s e interest in Lovborg has
never fadedi sends Teaman off to write a letter to Lovborg

;

asking him to call, and when she is left alone with Thea
she succeeds in worming her way hack into Thea's good graces.
Thea, who has unpleasant memories of her school day associ
ations with Hedda. is compelled by the overpowering fascina
tion that the older woman exerts over her to renew the bonds
of their eternal friendship.

Thea confides in Hedda, telling

-
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her that her husband does not know of her flight, and that
she is never going to return to him.

Theirs was simply a

marriage of eonvenlenee.for Thea had boen governess to
Elvstod’s ohildr®n during the lifetime of his first wife.
She must remain near Lovborg, over Wiom she has exerted suah
a splendid influence.

%

#ileh Bedda replies, concealing

an involuntary smilo of soorn:
him—

"Then you have reclaimed

as the saying goes — r ray little Thea."
But Thea is not certain of her place in Lovborg *8

life.

"A woman's shadow stands between Bilort LoVborg and

me," she confides to Hedda.

"Be said that when they parted,

she threatened to shoot him with a pistol."
Judge Brack makes his appearance. He is an intimate
friend of both Hedda and George, but it is in Hedda that
his interests lie.

He tells Teaman that lovborg is in town,

and that on the strength of hie reformation and the new book
he has published, the university appointment promised Teaman
may be awarded in a competition between the two men.

Tea

man is alarmed, for it was on the strength of this appoint
ment that he married the beautiful but expensive; Hedda.
But Hedda’a reaction to this announcement, which may
jeopardise her husband’s academic future is a mere "Fancy,
Tasman, there will be a sort of sporting interest in that.”
For the present, however, Hedda cannot have her footman, her
saddle horso, or her social career.

There is one thing.

-
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lioweTer, with which she may aamso horself —

^neral

fabler's pistols.
^A^t II ojmas with an Intimate aftemoea t'dte a t%te
between Hedda ana JaSge B m o k , who has oome to take Teeman
to a stag at his apartment,
Hedda1e marriage to gasman.
of her ever loving Teaman,

fhe eonversation tarns on
Hedda laughs at the absurdity
•
i
"I had poaitively danoed myself

tired, ray dear Judge," she explains to Braok.
done

nHy day was

And ^ m a n is, after all, "correctness and respecta

bility beyond all question."
lous about hi®.

If only there is nothing ridion

"I see no reason A y he should not one day

come to the front, after all," she assures hi®.

Perhaps

she might m n a g e to get Sesaan to go into polities, in which
ease she too might find ah outlet for her excess energy.
But Braok reminds her that a career of this kind require®
money, and so Hedda is foreod to admit that aftor all there
is only one thing left for her to do.
Braok.

And what is that, if I may ask?

Bedda» Boring myself to death.

Wow you know it.

Lovborg arrives, and Judge Braok and Tasman try to per
suade him to accompany them on Brack’s stag, but Lovborg
refuses, saying that he prefers to spend the evening with
Hedda and Thea.

Lovborg also informs Tosman that he is not

actually going to compete with him for the professorship,
that all he is interested In winning is a "moral victory."
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ffhile Teaman an4 Brack are having a drink, I.ovborg, who has
pifased to join them, engages Hedda in intimate conversation
s M e r cover of a photograph albaa.

They talk of their past

friendship, of the afternoons spent together while Lovborg
would tell Hedda of his exoeases and debaucheries.

Slave

that she was to convention, she had taken great delight in
knowing of his e m o a ^ d e s .

"D® you think it quite inoomire- ,

hensible that a young girl —
anyone knowing —

/

when it can ho done —

without

should he glad to have a poop, now and

then, into a world which — * which she is forbidden to know
anything about?” she asks Lovborg.-1
Lovborg wants to know why their "comradeship in.the
thirst for life" had not continued, and Hedda reminds him ! ^ '
that their friendship had threatened to develop into some
thing Bore serious. Lovborg asks hor why she had not car
ried out her threat and shot him down that afternoon.

"Be

cause I have such a dread of s c a n d a l i s Hedda's reply.
Lovborg accuses her of being a coward, and Hedda admits that
her failure to carry out her threat was not her most oowardly act that d a y . ^ 4
2
1
41. tfeigand. The M o d e m Ibsen, p. 261, has analysed Hedda *3
interest in Lovborg's escapades most intelligently:
"Because she was a cowardly slave to convention herself,"
he writes, "she admired his courage in flying in the
face of convention, in living his life to suit him
self. She idealised his life .of dissipation* It
eeoaod a grand and bold and beautiful thing to her."
42. Anton Heilman. Poet-Lore. XXII (1911), p. 155, believes
that this confession is the key to what has made Hod-
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Brack; a M

Teaman prepare to leave for their party, and

Helda goada Lovborg into joining them.

"Otherwise," she

explains, " ^ o p l e might ho apt to suspect that —
heart of hearts —

in your

you did mot feel quite secure—

confident in yourself.”

But Lovborg is adamant.

remain with Hedda and T W a .

quite
Be will

It is only when Bedda craftily

lots fall the announcement that Thea had been in "mortal
terror" on M s account that Lovborg, unnerved by Thea's
lack of confidence in him, in a wild challenge to Thea's
'

'

:

' "

'

43

-

"

•

fears, decides to g o •
I am inclined to sympathise with Hedda's challenge to
lovborg in sending him to the party, for she could not bear
to see her ideal tied to the false sentimentality of Mrs«
Slvstedfs apron strings•

"Better for him to stumble and

fall than to trot in Mrs• Elvsted'e g o - c a r t H e d d a had
known Lovborg in his days of glory.

Sow he has degenerated4
3

da's life useless: "The dread of scandal has prevented
her from following the pathway of self-realization."
43. Weigand, The Modern Ibsen. pg.25&-37, analyses Hedda *8 desire io sent LcvSorg to the party into three
distinct motives. Ho says: " & r e e distinct motives
>
contribute to Hedda's sudden change of plan in deciding
.to send Lovborg to the party. What suggested it to her
m s the fact that she could thereby do Thea a nasty
turn. fhen she felt a thrill at the thought that for
once in; her life she was exorcising the power to mold j
a human destiny. Lastly — a reflection which grew in
prominence after the m e n ’s departure — her act removed
from him the stigma of being »reclaimed.'' By making a
free man of him once more it spelt, the victory of her
personal ideal of free abandon*” .
44. Constance Smedlev. Fortnightly Review. 1X1X7111 (1907),
p. 89.
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into a reformed raker without freedom and daring•

She

goorna this new and spineless Lovborg* so, eoneealing har
oonteapt, she sets out to g i w him his freedom.

Be will eone

baolc, "with vine leaves in his hair," oleansed of Mrs.
Elvsted’s milk and water doai m n o e ^ ^

So Lovborg departs

with the others, and Bedda faces Thea.

'

"Be will have to re

gain control over himself," she tolls Thea.

"Then he will

,I -

be a free man for all his days."
Bedda. You may doubt him as long as you please;
1 beXieve in him.
- M r s . Elvstod.
.liHaT—

You have some hidden motive in this,
_ '
'
' _•
'

Bedda. Yes, I have . I want for ©nee in my life
to have power to mould a human destiny.
Mrs, llvsted.
Bedda.

Have you not the power?

I have not —

Mrs. llvsted.

"

and have never had it.

Hot your husband's?4
5

45. F. M. Colby, "Analogies of a Disagreeable Heroine,"
The Bookman. XXV (1907), p. 469, does not sympathise
wiIE Hedda's dosire to send lovborg to the party. He
oonslder® her a®tion base and oomrdly:
"How to have
a hand in Lovborg*s life without doing anything for
lovborg, how to be a power in her little world along
the lino of least resistance? Hell, she could at least
keep him in his fallen angel state, and by encouraging
him to drink . . . . show herself not altogether im
potent for good or evil, and incidentally avenge herself
on the other woman." To Jameson, Modern Drama in
Europe. p. 102, Hedda *s desire to see Kilort Lovborg
return ."with vine-leaves in his hair — flushed and
fearless," is "the natural speech of degeneracy; sterile
dreams of groat power and wonderful beauty, desire for
terrific passions. Impotent herself, she takes an
aesthetic joy in the startling acts of others.®

.
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H o M q . Do sou think that is v:orth tho trouble?
T E T T C -ym" ooulS only understand how poor I an.
Ana fet@ has ntado you so rioh !
It is Impossible not to. sympathise vgitb HedSa at this
point in the play.
and m

For ono brief moment her reserve salts,

soo hor as she might have been under aifforoet olr-

onznstanoes —

soft# womanly, affeotionato•

Her brief but

impassioned bid for sympathy nakoc the more terrible hor
roturn to her usual state of ioy objectivity and composure•
leTborg doos not,

l
j

as had boon plSmSoT, return at ton

o'clock to take L!rs* Elvstod homo.
two women hear from any of the sen.

It is morning baforo the
% s m a n return® first,

praising to the skies a now book that Levborg 1ms written,
which Dovborg had road to M m during the evening in manu
script form.

On the way into town after the party, Lovborg,

who was in an intoxicated state, had dropped the manuscript
and Tesman had recovered it.

Teaman leaves tho manuscript

in Hedda's keeping, intending to return it when Lcvborg has
recuperated from the offset® of the night's entertainment.

Then Brack arrives to tell Hodda that Lovborg had ended his
ovonlng in rather animated fashion.

He M d

pat in an appear-

atneo at a soiree of one iMdeaoisslle D i a m , whom ho had ac
cused of robbing him.

Hi® outburst had created such a

disturbance that the police had eventually arrived and.
taken him off to jail,

from now on. Brack tolls Bedda,

"every respectable house will be closed against Eilort
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loTborg."

Braofc does not want Lorborg to become an intimate ,

of the tosaan household, to usurp his place as tho "one ooek | ^
of the basket .n

Brack takes his leave, and Lovborg appears.

Shea comes from an inner room and lovborg tells her that
their ways must now part.

He M s torn his manusoript into

a thousand pieces•
Lovborg. I have torn my own life to pieoec.
Why riiould I not tear my life-work too — ?
Mrs. Hiveted.

So

And you did this last night?

Lovborg. Yes, 1 toll you I Pore it into a thousand pieces :— and scattered thorn on tho fiord —
far out. There there is cool sea-water at any
rate — let them drift upon it — drift with the
current and the wind. And then presently they
will sink — deeper and deeper — as I shall, Thea.
Mrs. Sivated. Do you know, Lovborg, that what you
have done with the book — I shall think of it to
ray dying day as though you had killed a little
child.
Lovbor g . Yes, you are right.
ohild-ranrder.

It is a sort of

Mrs. Blysted. How oould you, then —
: the child belong to me too?

l Did not

So Thea leaves, and Lovborg faoes Hadda.

Ho will make

an end of it.. Thea's pure soul was in his book, and he has
defiled it.

Siere is nothing left for his but death.

da draws closer to him.
Will you not try to —
smiles.

"Bilert Lovborg —

Bed-

listen to m e . —

to do it beautifully?’1 Lovborg

"Beautifully?" he questions,

"with vine-leaves

in my hair, as you used to dream in the old days — ."
Hedda gives him one of General Gabler’s pistols, and Lovborg
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"bids her goo&tja*

fhen Hedda turae ha@k into th® room,

takes Iiovborg ‘s manueorlpt from its plaoo, and ©pens the
door of the stove.
Hedda. fThrows one of the oitiros into the fire
and 'ihispers to herself.) flow I am harnlns year
child, fhea !—
Burning it, oarly-looks I (Throw
ing one or two more quires into the stove/)
ifour ohild and Silert hovborg *d * (throws the
rest in.) I am burning— I am burning yoor ohild.
The last aot moves swiftly.

Hedda confesses to Tasman

that she has burned Ldvborg *8 manuseript.
your sake, George,n she explains.

"I did it for

The simple Tasman is

easily appeased, and when Hedda makes reference to her approaohing motherhood. Teaman *s joy knows no bounds.
A e a arrives, and Judge Brack with the startling informa
tion that Lovborg is in the hospital on the point of death.
Be has shot himself in the breast.

"At last a deed worth

doing l" Hedda says in a clear inloe.
beauty in this," she continues.

"Eilert lovborg has him

self made up his account with life.
to do —

the one right thing."

"I say there is

He has had the courage
.

Mrs. Slvsted and Tesman placidly settle d o m to recon
struct IjOvborg*s masterpiece from notes that she has saved,
and Hedda turns to Brack.4
6
46. Bo ye sen. A_ Commentary on the i/orks of Henrik Ibsen,
p. SOE, believes that Hedda “rejoices in the evidence
of his ruin, beoauso it proves that she has frustrated
the designs of 'that pretty little fool' who had her
'finger in a man's destiny. "v Boyesen fails to credit
Hedda with any feelings other than malice and jealousy.
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Hedda. Oh, V7hat a sense of freedom it giTres
one, this'aot-of -loThprg's*
Brack. Freedom, Mrs. Hedda?
. Is a" release for him — ■ ..

Well, of opurse, it

Hedda» I mean for me. It gives me a sense of
.
freedom to knm that a deed of deliberate oonrage
is still possible in this world, — a deed of
spontaneous beautyA"
But Brack shatters Hedda*s illusions.

y ^

Lovborg did not

die from a clean wound in the breast, but in a nasty brawl
in Mademoiselle Diana's boudoir —
Hedda is horrified.

from a shot in the bowels.

"Oh, what curse is it that makes every

thing I touch turn ludicrous and mean?" she cries in loath
ing.

But this is not all. Brack tells her.

Hedda's pistol

has come into the hands of the police, and its identifica
tion rests with him.

If Brack reveals Hedda*s connection

with Lovborg *s death, there will be scandal.
Hedda. So I am in your power. Judge Brack. You
have rao at your beck and call, from this time for
ward.
Brack. (Whispers softlyQ
Dearest Hedda —
’believe me — I shall not abuse ray advantage.
Hedda . I am
joot to your
slave then !
that 1 Never

in your power none the less. &ibwill and your demands. A slave, a
Wo, I oannot endure the thought of
#8 4
8
7

/
/ <•

47. Jameson. Modern Prana in Europe, p. 102. attribute®
Hedda*8 gratification at lovborg*s suicide to decadenoe.
"Degenerate natures desire perpetually an bxotio and
•flushed* beauty," he says. "Beauty of their own they
have not to give: they can only demand -- and destroy.
So Hedda Gabler."
48. Brand®®, Henrik Ibsen. Bj&rnstjorne Biornson. Critical
Studies, p . 1 % , is of the-opinion that ‘'Her refusal to
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So H a M a withdraws behind the oar tains, tears out a
few last wild defiant notes on the piano, and shoots herself
h the remaining pistol .

"Good God i" ories Brack, when

they realise the. meaning of the pistol shot, "people doi
do such t h i n g s . A n d indeed, most of us do not have the
eonrage to face death voluntarily.

Hedda, the coward of

cowards, unable to face life with the courage necessary to
make existence worthwhile and desirable, in the end :
ecurago to.do what most of us have net the power te <
The motives for Hedda’s suicide ripened slowly i
action of the play unfolded.

Her fear of a life of ,

poverty, her horror of approaching motherhood, her o!
illusions as to lovborg's death and the realization that
everything she attempted turned to dust in her hands, all
multiplied until she knew hersolf forever deemed.

#hen v&en

finally she finds herself a miserable slave to Brack’s
pleasure, her proud and fioroe nature is incapable of sub
mitting any longer, and Hedda takes the only path to free
dom.

Coward that she is, she rises in this moment to the

supremacy of omnipotence, and takes her own life and
destiny in her hands.
And Hedda died in beauty.

Dramatically and gallantly

become Brack’s mistress is only due in part to her
love of independence; it is almost equally due to her
fear of a breach of that conventionalism which is so
precious to her."

!
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she made her last exit from the world that had offered her
only the ugly and the mundane. Here was her vindication of
a worthless life, here was her challenge to the world that
had not, in the last analysis, been capable of forcing her
into an existence of degradation and enforced slavery.
Death meant freedom to her, and a proof that she was no
longer incapable of a brave and courageous deed.

"Voluntary

death, moreover, effaced the stigma of cowardice under which
she had all her life s m a r t e d A n d

as James Honeker has

expressed it, her suicide was "the most profound and sig
nificant act of tier 'life."50
Other commentators, in spite of general,adverse criti
cism, find in Hedda’s suicide the significance and meaning
that I feel is so necessary for an adequate and satisfactory
explanation of the. p l a y . ^

ffimeker,^2 while believing that*
1
5

49. Waigahd. The Modern Ibsen, p. 261.
50..gfao Forum. Ill (1914). p . 768.
51 i It might'be well to note that the majority of critics do
not see the significance of Hedda's suicide. They do
not feel that in death, in the renunciation of life,
Eedda was achieving the state of self-realisation which
Ibsen found so precious. Jameson, Ilodern Drama in
Europe, p . 102, believes that "not even tier death en
nobles her. Her pride revolts at the idea of being
Brack's slave, and she shoots herself. V . . •. Her
hysteria and lack of balance enslaved her: her weakness
saw death as the only way out. The play is ugly, it
has nothing of inspiration, and leaves only the sense
of having witnessed a painful incident.'? To Braudes,
Henrik Ibsen. Bfirnatjorne Bjornson. Critical Studies,
p, iof, she is "more manly than many men, in so far as
she has the keenest perception of the mawkishness of
the prevailing idea of goodness, but who nevertheless
is a morally and spiritually unfruitful being, capable
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Hedda sought death “bsoause of cowardly reasons,” Is never
theless of the opinion that her suicide "is yet the one real
fact in Hedda's shallow feverish existence.

Death could alone

solve the dieeorda of her life's cruel music."

Constance

Smedley, ever a faithful champion of the hapless Hedda, is
convinced that "Hedda was » . . .goaded to her death hy
the injustice and A l e l t y of the conventions of her world,
and that one of the most hurtful of those senditlens was
utter incomprehension of the men who surrounded her.*6®
Joseph Wood Krutoh, whose interpretation of Hedda is amazing
ly penetrative, comes eleser than any other critic in a
satisfactory analysis of Hedda's personality.

He says:

"To her . . . . the meaning of life is to be found in ecstasy.
But though she perceives the fact, she is incapable of
rising to the heights which she despises others for not
being even aware of.

She is a coward and she is sterile.

But, so Ibsen seems to say, it is something to be capable
of even siekness like here."64
This is, indeed, the message of Hedda Gabler. And it
is an old, old ory of Ibsen's, dating book to Catiline,
of nothing but ruining, destroying, and dying." And
Colby. The Bookman. XXV (1907), p. 468, who finds her
without will, without character, "with little dis
contents and self-pityihgs," sees her "like a good
many quite ordinary folk all through, except that she
killed herself, while they, with no more reason, go on
living."
62. loonoolasts. p. 110.
63. Fortnl.ih g f H e ^ e w . ^LXXXVIII (1907), p. 83.
64. mriiai
(1934), p. 721*
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to Stole, to all his characters who stretched out eager arms
la search of the fullness of lifo, only to find that, though
they had the vision and the Imagination to see beyond their
own narrow compass, they lacked other qualities which made
attainment possible.

As I have said before, Ibsen’s belief

and hope lay in the generations yet to come, who would find
self-roalisation and freedom simply because a few visionary
Individuals of our day, though hampered by the weaknesses
that mankind has not.yet outgrown, had still tho courage to
offer themselves as a link toward a newer and more splendid
life.

Saeh was 3ora, who left husband and family in an at

tempt to find values with which to measure lifo; such was
Heboooa if/est, who went tho path of the mill-race to con
summate her love for Bosmer; and such was Hedda Gabler, who
in the.end conquered fear* conquered her deep-rooted preju
dices and conventionalities, and went to her death to find
the freedom that life did not offer.

Surely Hedda found in

this deed the one thing that would lend dignity and beauty
and freedom to a life that otherwise would have been spent
in ignominity and defeat.

Ci&PfSR V
It is impossible to read and study She Master Builder
without feeling that the play is indeed a spiritual biography
of Ibsen.

Rot only does the play touch on actual parallel

experieneea of the poet, but in the ©Mraoter of Master
Builder Solliess we find many of the traits and eharaoteristlos that are a reflection of Ibsen's own personality*
She old, old question of individuality, of right to personal
)
.;
■.
-■■ ■
, - ; '■ ' •
■. ■i
freodom and Mflpiness, which figured so largely in most of
i
Ibsen’s plays, is here again, am in A Boll’s House. Rosmorsholm. Hodda Gabler. and many of his earlier plays, the
dominant note in the drama.

In this Instance the tiiaraoters

tauoh so dangerously close to Ibsen’s own life that we can
not doubt the probability of the play having sprung direct
from an intimate and personal souroe,
Ibsen’s friendship with Bailie Bardaoh at Gossensass
during the summer of 1889, whioh we have touched on in our
discussion of Badda Gabler is, I believe, so closely con
nected with The IJastor Builder that any other attempt at
explanation of the source of the play is irrelevant and unnecessary.

Many critics attempt to discount tha Importance

of Emilie Bardaoh’a relationship with Ibsen on the grounds
that he had always been interested in young, attractive, and
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ambit ions young women.

They write glibly of his friendship

for Helene Baff, a young artist whom he encouraged* and of
his interest in Hildur Andersen, a talented young pianist
of the day.

Ibsen did correspond with these young women
\
• ■
and came to regard them very highly, but I do not consider

his relationship with them as being on the same plane as
his feeling toward Bailie Barlach.

Prauleln Helene Eafff

in a letter to H r . Zuoker in 1927, explains Ibsen’s pre~

-

•

;

.

oooupation and interest in herself and other young women of
.

his acquaintance;

_

■

.

•

.

-

'

,

Ibsen's relations with young girls had in
them nothing whatever of infidelity in the usual
sense of the term, but arose solely out of the
needs of his imagination; as he himself said, he
sought out youth because he needed it for his
poetio prodnetlen.2
Ibsen's interest in Miss Baff and Miss Andersen probably
developed along these innooent lines, but if m

consider

his Bardaoh experience we cannot fail to discover an emo
tionality very different from that which colored his other
1* Zuoker, Ibsen. She Master Builder, pp. 226-27.
2. Quoted by £uoxer. Ibsen, dfoo Master Builder, pp. 226-27•
In an article in the Philological Quarterly. Till
{1929), p. 291, Zuoker writes as follows: "On the oc
casion of the Ibsen centenary in March, 1928, it became
definitely known — there had been gossip on the sub
ject before this — that Broken Hildur Andersen, a
Christiania pianist mentioned by Ibsen in a letter to
Edvard Brandos, March 1, 1898. was the model for Hilda
Mangel in She Master Builder (1892). She consented to
send to the exhibit a t t h e library of Oslo University a
large mtaber of Ibsen manuscripts dedicated by Ibsen
. 'Sil Prinsessin Hildur.'"

experiences of a similar nature •

Ibsen might have begun

his friendship with Emilia Bardaoh in much the same manner
as M s

other friendships had begun, but in the end their re5

lationshlp had reached a high emotional plane.
Miss Bardaoh's diary, written during her summer at
Gossensass, throws glaring light on her oontadta with
Ibsen, whose interest in her cannot possibly be interpreted
in the light of simple friendship;

Zuoker reports that

Miss Bardaoh told him quite frankly that Ibsen had, during
this fatal summer, "spoken to her of the possibility of a
dlvoreo and of a subsequent union with her, in the course
of which they were to travel widely and see the world ."*
,

But they parted in ^ptember, he to return to Munich

where he plunged into work on Hedda Gabler, and she to take
up her life of social pursuit in Vlezina.

Els correspond-

enoe with Hiss'Bardaoh was short-lived, for Ibsen could not
hear to torture his peace of mind by keeping this wound
open.

But In his letters, as has been pointed out by Mr.

Archer, there are traces of the drama eventually to oome from
this experience.

He refers to Emilia as "my dear Princess,"

and as "an enigmatic Brlnoees."3
6
*
4

!!ben finally he begs her

3. Says William Archer in his Introduction to The Master
Builder. 2he Collected Works of Henrik B?sen. vol. X.
p. 3aciv: r5here has been some competition among the
poetfs young lady friends for the honour of having served
as his model for Hilda. Several, no doubt, are entitled
to some share in it ."
4. Zuoker, Ibsen. 0?he Master Builder, p. 276.'
6. Archer. IntroauStion to $he Master Builder. The Collected
Works of Henrik Ibsen. Vbl«~Z," p. xxV.

to be silent, to break off this unhappy 9@rreep®Menoo«
Sheir friendship was to her a source of happiness, from which
she had emerged more tranquil than she had ever been, but

‘

'

, . :,

'

'

'

(i

it left Ibsen nmerved, quivering, completely unbalanced
There are several bits of evidenee that cannot be ig
nored in discussing this, affair and attempting to determine
its actual significance in Ibsen's life.

During the summer

he presented Emilie Bardaoh with a photograph, on which he
had written in German:

"SoV^ie Hay sun of a September life,"

and in her album he wrote the following significant words:
"High, painful happiness —
able 1"

to struggle for the unattain

Not. only do these, messages lend color and meaning

to the affection he oherished for this young girl, but they
foreshadow both the plot and the toeme of The Master Builder*
And it was just at this time that the generally-uneoBommloative poet made the following startling revelation to a
friend of Edmund Gosse:

"(%, you can always love, but I am

happier than the happiest, for I am beloved i"6
7
When The Master Builder appeared in 1892, Ibsen did
not send Miss Bardaoh a copy of the play.

In Mr. Gosse's

opinion and in my own, Ibsen failed to send the real Hilda
Mangel a copy of his drama because he was still so sensi
tive as regards her place in his affections, and when he
6. Gosse, Henrik Ibsen, p; 186.
7. Quoted by Gosse. Henrik Ibsen, p. 186.

received a photograph from her signed "princess of Orangla"
he was hurt hy her lack of aelieaey.8

Miss Bardaoh, who

was finally persuaded after many years to see a performance
of The Master Builder. M s expressed her own reaction to the
play to Mr. Basil King:
him, "hut I saw him.

”1 didn't see myself," she told

There is something of me in Hilda,

hut in Solness there is little that isn’t Ibsen."9

\

Although Ibsen’s correspondence with Hiss Bardaoh had
been closed for years, on his seventieth birthday, in 1898,
he received a congratulatory telegram from her. His reply
is poignant.

"Berslieh liebes Pramleln," he began his reply:

Accept my most deeply felt thanks for your
message. The summer inGossensaes was the hap
piest, the most lovely, in my whole life.
I scarcely dare to think of it — and yet I
must think of it always -- Always 1 Yeur truly
devoted H. 1,10
There is a story in circulation that Ibsen, in 1891,
confided to £r. Julius Silas that the young Viennese whom
8.

9.

Gosse. Henrik Ibsen, p. 186. Mr. Archer interprets this
incident in an entirely different light: "When The
Master Builder appeared. it would seem that Ibsen did
not even send her (Bailie Bardach) a copy of the play;
and we gather that he was rather annoyed when she sent
him a photograph signed ’Princess of Orangia.’1’ In
troduction to The J e s t e r Builder. The Collected Works
of Henrik % s c n . Vol. X, p. xxvT.
See Basil king’s articles In The Century Magazine. CVI
(1923), 803-16; CVII (1923), 86-92, for an illuminating
expose of Ibsen's Bardach expeilei^ic. Mr. Zlag has tod
aooess to Miss Bardaoh's diary, and he has interviewed
Miss Bardaoh herself in reference to her friendship
with Xbsan.

10-finds
S°ISthis
.
'
,fc5last
Bi1Glettersignificant
SS8:
and appealing.

he had mot in Goseensass was "a daemonic wrecker; she often
appeared to him like a little bird of prey, that would fain
,

' .

'

■ 1.1

have made him, too, her booty."

Be had made a close study

of her, but otherwise she had n o t interested him. . "she did
not get hold of me; but I got hold of her -r for my play ,"
"' ' "v
' ;
ip
Ibsen confided to Dr. Elias.
If this story is true, and
I do not doubt Dr . Elias ’ testimony, then it is my belief
that Ibsen, in making this confession, was merely seeking
an outlet for his emotions by trying to rationalise hia
experience in terms that would appease his ego and lend
calm to a spirit which was still unable to throw off the
effects of this disastrous and devastating affair.
During the period when Ibsen was working frantically
on Bodda Gabler in a supreme effort to keep himself from
dwelling on his recent experience# he wrote a letter to
Bmilie Bardaoh which not only throws light on the feverish
condition under which he was working, but also b e y m d doubt
links his affair with Miss Bardaoh to the evolution of The
Master Builder.

He writes:

My imagination is ragingly at work, but always straying to idtere in working hours it should
not. I cannot keep down the memories of the summer.
11* Archer, Introduction to The Master Builder. The Col
lected Works of Henrik Ibsen. Vol. A. p*xsvii.
12‘. Archer, introduetion to The Master Builder. The Col
lected Works of Henrik Ibsen. Vol. X. p. xxvil. This
storyls also related by Edmund Go#*#, Henrik Ibsen.
p. 187, and by Basil King, The Century Magazine.
OTI (1923), p. 813.

neither do I want to. The things we have lived
through l live again and again — and still again.
To main of.them a poem is for the time being
impossible.
For the time being?
Shall I ever sneoeed in the future? And do-„
I really wish that I could and would so succeed?1*"
Bat The m s ter Builder did come, two years later, and
what had been Impossible in 1889 became a reality in 1892.
The play is full of the poetry, the emotionality, the Intenglty which characterized Ibsen's feelings for Bmilie Bardach.
There is a haunting beauty, a lyricism that Ibsen had not
given to hie dramas since his earlier works, and there is an
element of the supernatural, the mystical, the undefirable,
that appears in The Master Builder and remains until his
last play.

As Eaton has said:

It is this now element that makes the play so
hauntingly strange and baffling. Maeterlinck
has named it "secondary dialogue.M Over and above
what the characters say, running along between
the lines, cropping out now and again in touches
of symbolic speech, is a conversation between
their souls. And in this is the real drama, in
this mystic region as far from the ordinary world
of the theater as it is close to the world you
and I, in our deepest moments of intercourse with
those we love, know to b® our ultimate reality A 4

i

l
;
\
;
/

It is this quality that makes The Master Builder ut
terly unlike any other play.
model and has no parallel*

"The Master Builder had no
It shows no slightest vestige of*
4
1

15. Quoted by King, The Century Magazine, C7II (1923),
P *

84k".

'.

'

y

14. Walter Priohard Baton, "Harps in the Air," The American
Stage of Today (Boston: Small, Maynard and Company,
IMS), p. 138.
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outside influeBes.

It is Ibsene sad m t M i l g but Ibsen

And it is Ibsen on on elevated and initiated plane.

Ho is

bore, between the spoken lines of the drama, weaving an
untold story, making an unvoiced plea that is intelligible
only if the drama is viowod autobiographically.

Was Ibsen,

beneath the banal surfaee of the play, giving voice to the
thing® he had dared not to feel, the ©actions he had dared
not to express?

Hilda fangel has m u c h "of the mystic and the

pgychle in her nature, and "from the moment she knocks at
the door poetry filters into the play.t,1G

It is from the

moment of her arrival that the play takes on its pootic and
magic aspect and becomes "sc profound and so disquieting
beneath Its trivial s u r f a c e O n o has the impression, as
Poisat has expressed it, "that you are listening to
'
.
(
Initiates,:.
. that thoro is a secret, an impenetrable mystery, I
In their conduct and conversation/'^

It is the same fooling

of spiritual union, of being mysteriouely but definitely
attuned to something universal and signIfleant in another.1
8
7
Archer, Introduction to She Easter Builder,
a©i>tad Works of Henrik Ibgon. Vol.
p. xxxv.
erstor, "Ibsen the iiomantio." How Republic,
1IV (1929), p. 186.
17. Maurice Haotorllnek, "The Tragical in Daily life,"
The Treasure of the Humble. Translated by Alfred Sutro
wiiti introduction by a . b . V/alkloy (Haw York: Dodd,
Hoad and C m p m y ; Icndro, aoorgo Alien, 1907), p» 115»
18. Alfred Poizat. "Ibsen and his Origins," Living Age,
C30XYI (1925), p.
’
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that Susan Glaspall felt when she wrote:

"It Is o m

of

the mysterious and beautiful things of the world. If you
are true to the thing you feel, across gulfs of experienee
you find in another the thing he f e e l s . A n d that is why,
inoredible as it might seem to those who oannot follow the
poetry and the spirituality of She Master Builder, there is
truth in Hilda's affinity to Solneee, there is something
which eompels us to believe that across the years Solneea
had longed for and anticipated Hilda's coming.

The flashes

of psychic understanding that leap back and forth between
them are real and true, ae only the unbelievable and the
unexplainable are real and true.

Hoses calls it "thought-

transference" and "thought-suggestion f"^Q

Edmund Gosse

considers it the "heroically and almost recklessly poetic;"**:
Brandes too recognizes this power that Solness exercised
over Eaia and Hilda, and Haatorlinck calls it "the atm osop
■
■
phere of the s o u l . " - W h a t e v e r this undefinable and enig
matic force may be that underlies the surface of the drama,
it places The Master Builder on a unique and unsurpassed
plane, and raises it to the rank of sheer music and poetry*
Tho notes and drafts of flie Master Builder that have
come down to us are disappointingly meagre, but scholars xfao
v " - ''
-- ■ .■ '■■■
■■ ' - ■ ■ - '
________ _
. 2-"
19. Susan Glaapell, ghe Hoad to the Temple (Hew York;
Frederick A. Stokes Company, 1927), p. 249.
20. Henrik Ibsen, the Han and his Plays, p. 478.
21. Henrik lb sen. p. 191.
22. Tbe Treasure of the Unable. p. 116.
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search for sources of the play exclusive of the Bardaoh
incident have found a startling kinship between the play
and a poem written by Ibsen as early as 1858.

It is called

Building Plana;
I remember as clearly as if it had been today
the evening when in the paper I.saw my first poem
- in print. There I sat in my don, and with longdrawn puffs I smoked and I dreamed in blissful
so If- oomplaoeney »
I will build a cloud oastlo. It shall shine
over the Berth. It shall M v e two wings: one
little and one great. The great wing shall
shelter a deathless poet. The little wing shall
serve as a young girl's bower .; /
■ .
The plan seemed to me nobly harmonious: but
as time went on it fell into confusion. When the
master grew reasonable, the castle turned utterly
crazy; the great wing became too little, the lit
tle wing fell into ruin.23
Even at this early date Ibsen saw himself as a master builder
whose works would be known all "over the north.”

Then, in

1892, Ibsen composed another poem, They Sat glare, the Two,
which is in reality, as Hoses has pointed oat, "a poetic
outline”24s of the plot of The Master Builder.

Wo quote;

They sat there, the two, in so oozy a house,
through autumn and winter days. Then the house
• burned down. Everything lies In ruins . The two
must grope among the ashes.
For among them Is hidden a .jewel — a jewel
that never can burn , And if they search faith
fully, it may easily happen that he or she nay
: find it.
-;
.
But even should they find it, the burnt-out
two -* find this precious unburnable jewel — *
4
2
25# quoted by Bruce Kinnaird lloir. "An Actor on Ibsen."
The Nineteenth Century. OIII (1920), p . 418.
24. Henrik Ibsen. the H a n a n d his Flays. p. 475.

never will she find her burnt faith, he never
his burnt happiness
Shis, then, is the poetic expression of the plot of The
Master Builder. its crystallization into a lyri® form that
was to remain the dominant note of the play.
Although the immediate source of fhe Master Builder is
unaiatakahly to be found, in Ibsen’s friendship with Bailie
Bardaoh, the character of Hilda Vlangel M d begun to take
shape in Ibsen's thoughts during his earliest work on Hosmersholau

In this play Ibsen originally intended to make

Soamer the father of two daughters, the younger of whom was
to be "observant," and with "dawning passions."2^

Ihen the

daughters disappeared from the final drafts of the play,
to reappear in The Lady from the Sea as the daughters of Dr.
Wangel.

In this play Hilda Wangel is a bold and spirited

youngster, full of the joy of life, and invariably using
the expression "Shrilling" which was to continue as a catch
word in The Master Builder.

Moses characterises her as the

"epitome of recklessness," and certainly this is one of her
most significant traits.

In the earlier play she craves

"the excitement which makes on® feel that one is really
living,"2? while In The Master Builder this excitement and
88. Quoted by Archer, Introduction to The Master Builder.
gho Oolleoted Works of Henrik Ibsmi. fol. 1. p. xxiii.
26. From lbson's Workshop« p. 266.
27. BraaAes. Henrik Ibsen. Bjornstjerne BjS«mon. Oritical
Studies, p. 112.
'
~
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etrtiBg .for a high part in lifs becomes synonymous with W r
aesiro to force Solness to do the impossible, to reoapthre
11# foraer power and b# onoe again omnipotent and free.
Ibsen‘a belief in the invincible human soul was a deeprooted and long-cherished dream.

It is a note that ha sounds

over and over again, from the very earliest of his plays.
The neeesslty for a human being to strike out fearlessly
and bravely, to achieve the meet daring and the ultimate
from life was to him the basis of a complete and satisfactory
existence.

Realization at any cost, personal freedom at any

price, was hie constant battleory to the little souls who
wandered through life without purpose or reason.

And to

Magdalene Shore sen in 1868 he flung the following Ilietsohean
challenge:

"Bat nothing is imposeible that one desires with

an indomitable will."88

This was Hilda's credo, for which

she had waited and longed during ten long years, and in the
end she achieved her dream: th©ugh Solness perished in the
attempt* he once again beo&me for her the incarnation of
power and strength and freedom.
There are scholars, notably V/eigand, who not only find
The Master Builder autobiographic in its close relationship
to the Bardaoh affair, but who also see the whole pattern
of Ibsen’s life reflected symbolically inthe tragedy of2
8
28. Lotters of Honril: Ibsen.

-p. i M . :

' .:
■;

From Some. March 31. 1868.

.

- ' -, ^

'

Halvard Soloees. Weigand traces Solness* fear of the younger
generation to Ibson's terror that his fame will he over
shadowed hy the work of the younger dramatists *

Ho farther

points out" that Solness in reality has no homo, while Ibsen's
own nomadic existence paralleled the symbolism in ghs Master
go
• '
Builder.
It is further possible to trace much of the
symbolism in the play by giving it an autobiographic parallel
to Ibsen’s o w n work.

The churches which Solness began by

building are, according to Arohor 12
303
9
* lb son *s romantic plays;
1
the “homes for huaan beings" aro his sooial plays, anti the
"castles in the air" are thoso symbolic and poetic dramas
which he began to write with the appearance of The Master
Builder.

Aroher ferther points out that Solness1 refusal

to call himself an architect booause his training had been
acquired through actual experience rather than through sys
tematic training can be considered as another link between
the figure of the master builder and Ibsen f« own life ^
character of Hilte Wan gel whi oh e-ms tu ally evolved
from Hosmersholin and Tho Lady f r » the 3«a« and from Ibsen *s
contacts with Emilia Bardaoh, is an enigmatic and fascinat
ing study.

While Hilda does not present the paradoxes and

29. Weigarid. The Modern Ibsen. p. 300 et seq.
90. Archer, Introduction to The Ilaeter Builder, The Golleoted Works of Henrik Ibsen.Vol. 1. p. xxxlT
31. Introduction to The ^ s f e r Builder. The Colieoted Works
of Henrik^ Da sen. Voi. A. p. xxxii. Gosse also sees
the symbolic relation between the poems and plays of
Ibeen arid the career of Master Builder Solness. Henrik
Ibsen, p. 190.
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subtleties that most erltles f l M so dlsooneertlzig in Hedda
Qabler* there is enough of the unexplainable and.the enlgmatio in Hilda to arouse the interest (or the ire) of even
the most plaeii ©faeholars.

Hilda’s oharaoter.is most ac

ceptable when considered as the symbol of youth.

Gosse

finds her enigmatic; a figure "so attractive and genial, so
exquisitely refreshing, and yet radically so cruel and super
ficial” that his only explanation for her lies in bio belief
that she is "a symbol of Tenth, arriving too late."32

So

Moses she presents.much the same figure, a "synbel of the
younger generation knocking at the door, behind which
Solness quivers, for M i n g deposed .m33

Moses finds M r

nature "tinged with just a small quantity of Hodda Gablor’s
lovo of the impossible,n a trait which I believe is not a
subordinate, but a large and poetic part of her personality.
Hedda was interested merely in turning the everyday into
groat and significant action, but Hilda’s craving for life
transcends that which is commonplace.
Grammann does not believe that Hilda can be accepted
on a realistic piano, but when she is associated with.what
wo accept as "the ideal," her inconsistencies disappear.
"We have coma to think of the ideal," he says, "as exaetlng,
cruel, relentless, persistent and objective.

As a type figure*
5
3

32. Henrik Ibsen * p • 191.
35. lenrik Ibsen, the Man and his Plays. p . 475•

-
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Hilda at a stroke ‘becomes thoroughly plausible to us .nS*
*
To Boyesen55 Hilda "represents youth» —
—

conquering youth,

the coming gemimtion ,n who is responsible for Seine a s 1

signing his own death warrant, and William IZailly finds in
her "the incamatien of Seine a s 1 old desires arising to
smite him."86
These eritios who fall to see the symbolism and the
poetry in Hilda*s nature are prone to find her a ornel and
cold-blooded youngster, interested only in exerting her in
fluence over Seiness to destroy and annihilate hi*,

fe

Walkley, the play is "pitiless* and lacking in geniality
34. Haul H. Grummann, "Ibsen*s Symbolism in The Master
Builder and When We Dead Awaken." Hebraska University
Studies, Z (1910), p. 2 5 7 .
35. A Commentary on the Works of Henrik Ibsen, p. 314,
56 • v/llllum ^illv. "'Henrik Ibsen's She Master Builder."
Arena. XXXIX (1908), p. 163. Hioiiard Jennings, yHe view
of fge m s tor Builder." Spectator. CXLI (1928), p. 482,
sees Hilda as the reincarnation of Solness* youth. He
says: "So here, in The Haster Builder, the adventure,
the thrill, the last inspiration — delusive, almost
delirious — comes to solness in the half-forgotten
figure of Hilda Wangel.. She, too, -is ..part:of the younger
generation ho fears, as visible presence; but also,
symbolically she is M s own youth rising to remind him
that long ago he promised himself some final frantic
ascent of vision," It is also interestingto note at
this point that Zuokor attributes Hilda*s free and easy
manner to the new type of young womanhood springing up
in Horway in the 1880*8. "Hilda is not," says Zuoker,
"the type of Hera prior to her marriage, but she is an
independent creature who goes in for sport and is not
tired out by a long tramp, who speaks directly to the
point without social hypocrisies and doesn’t care what
people say, who comes in like a breath of fresh air —
everything in direct contrast with the frail house-plant
of fermer generations who passed from the authority of
her father into that of her h u s b a n d T h e M o d e m Ibsen,
p. 248.
.•
^
‘
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and charity-

He finla the story of Solnoss* triumph ton

years before at lysangor merely “the absurd pietaro of the
eorybantio schoolgirl, in her short muslin frock, waving a
banner and shouting •Hurrah for l!astor Builder solnese^*
while an elderly and panting gentleman solemnly hangs a
wreath on a .weatk)r-ebclc."

The "useless Introdnotion of

hypnotism" he eharaoteristically sees as "an unworthy at
tempt to make capital out of. the erase of the hour
f/olgand sees the mental world 4of tiio castor builder as “so

\-

*

abnormal; that a strain of insanity in his naho-up must bo
aaemmed." and "Hilda’a behavior is scarcely loss strange than
Seiness'.

She too appears to bo somewhat unbalanced

Site progross of the action, feigand therefore decides, hinges
“upon the fact that the two characters who exclusively occupy
the foreground of the stago are to coco degree deranged."30
Moses, too, finds discrepancies In Ibsen*s characterisations.
"The Master Builder talks a great deal," he writes, "but
the poetry of hie views is not in consonance with the sordid'
.
eta
'
••
m s s of M s fundamental character."
There is no denying the freshness and the vitality of
Hilda’s.character, the youthful appeal, the warmth and in
tensity of her nature.

Her idoalism will suffer so obstacles,3
8
7

37. A. B. Walklcy, "Some 5lays o f :the Bay — The Master
Builder." Fortnightly He view. LLX 11893), p. 473.
38.
M o d e m IWsan. p.
3f. Henrik Ibson, the Man and his flays, p. 477.
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her oede will not admit of failure.

She ie a bird of prey,

with the keen strength and allure of all untamed and unin
hibited wild oreaturese

She seeks for thrills and new sen

sations as only an eager and courageous adventurer dares to
do.and her power over Solness, though some critics place
a Freudian interpretation on much of the symbolism of the
play,40 is strangely free of a sexual taint.

Her appeal Is,

says Baton, "all of *tho sunrise and the dawning day*;
she came to put new wine of effort into the Master Builderfs
■
•
veins by her free, fearless faith in him, her perfect under
standing, and her influence was not of the body, it was of
the ideal."41

Ehefe is a naivete and a chaste strength in

Hilda that is incompatible with a sexual or physleal interpre
tation cf her almost hypnotic power over the psychic and sug
gestible Solness.

.

Ibsen was very skillful, very painstaking in his prepara
tion for Hilda’s entrance.

Solness* soane with Kaia, his

fear of Hagnar’s youth and talent, his conversation with
Doctor Her dal in which much of his unhappy past is brought
to light, all point toward the arrival of a new and vital
force which will change the current of his life.

Solasss

40. istgand, The Modern Ibsen. pp» 291-98.
41. Eaton, She American Stage of Today, p. 142. Edmund Gosse,
however, is firm in"his belief that Hilda is a "dis
organize r, who pierces the armor of his oonoeit by a
direct appeal to his passions. Solness . . . .
is
not protested in hie climacteric against this unexpect
ed attack upon the senses." Henrik Ibsen, p. 192.

ha® Just confessed his fear to D # e t « Hsrdal that the younger
genaration is going to dieplaoe him, that "presently the
younger gemratien will come knocking at the door," when
Hilda makes,her entrance.

At first Solness does not recog

nise her, and Hilda is vastly surprised, but ho soon recalls
that she is the daughter of the district, doctor at lysangar
whom he must have met the summer ha was building a tower on
the church there. Hilda accuses him of having a "very bad
memory."

"Have you nothing to say to me about what happened

up there?" she asks. .She reminds him of the day that the
church tower was finished.
yard —

" Biera was rnnsio in the church

and many, many hundreds of people . We school

girls were dressed in white; and we all carried flags.
. • « *

Then you olimbed right up the scaffolding, straight

to the very top; and you had a great wreath with you; and
you hung that wreath right way up on the weather-vane."
Hilda. It was so wonderfully thrilling to stand
below, and look up at you. Fancy, if he should
fall over i He —
the master builder .himself i
Solnesa. (As if to divert her from the subject.)
'Yes, yes, yes, that might very well have happened,
too* For one of those whlto-frookod little devils,
'— she went on in suoh a way, and sorearned up at
mo so —
asure .)
es i

1Borrah for

Solness. — and waved and flourished with her
flag, so that I — so that it almost made mo giddy
to look at it.

Solnosa. (Fixes his eyas s t a aSHy upon" hag♦)
am suro of that now« li’ mast have bosn yoiV*
*

I

And Solnoss, so Hilda rominds him, standing alono ®n
tho top of tho towor, had sung.
tho air," Hilda tells him,
—

"It soundod llfco Imrps In

"But then, —

that the real thing happened•"

Solneee for a few moments.

it m s after that

Sho had boon alone with

Ho told her that she looked

like a little prinoess, and that in ton years he would
come again and carry her off, liko a troll, and buy her a
kingdom —

tho kingdom of Orangia.

Ehon he had taken

her in his arms, and had kissed her many times.

Seinecs

la flabbergasted and denies the truth of Hilda’s story. *
Then suddenly a thought flashes upon him.
X must have thought all that. I must have
wished it — have willed it — have longod to do
tion?^2^ thQn
May-not' that bo the oxplana-

4 2 o Weigand. Tho Modern Ibsen. p. 269, who is entirely un
• sympathetic to the poetry and the mysticism of tho play,
is eonvineod that in as catch as Solnoes did not remember
tlia Incident, he had not kissed Hilda, "on the other
hand, if nothing such as Hilda describes ever happened,
then she must have dreamed the whole story. For, of
course, her belief in her story is not open to question.
Bat how could sho have come to believe it? Obviously,
it must have taken shape originally as a wish. . . . .
The ability to intermingle fact with fancy to this ex
tent, however, is characteristic only of small children
and of adults who have never outgrown tho mental habits
of childhood; hence our supposition can stand as plausible
only if other features of Hilda's conduct yield traces
of an abnormal infantilism. And that Is indeed the
case." Ibsen's pro-occupation with tho problem of

Sow that eho has forced an admission from him, Hilda
asks him if he riesBliers the date on which this had hap
pened*

nIt was ten years ago—

September,1’^3 she reminds him*

on the. nineteenth of
Ten years to the day, and

he had not come to herv as hb bad promised.

So she has come

to him. has some for her kingdom.
Solnoss. (Rises slowly.) What a good thing it is
that you have come to me now.
Hildai

"BOGg :

(looks deeply into his eyes.)

:; -,-■ ;

Is it a good

'

Solness. For I have hcon so lonely here. I
have been gazing so helplessly at it all. (In
a lower voice.) I must tell you — I have bogus
.to bo so afraid — so terribly afraid of the
ysuager-genew e t
l
o
n
:v ::

Hilda. (Rises, looks at him, and says with a
gilvering-iwjtoh-of her lips.) Gan 1 be of anv *
3
4
fulfillment through wish dr desires was not now. Al
though it reaches its most tangible form in The Haster
Builder, there aro definite manifestations of it in
Peer Gynt. Beer, who lusts "in heart and eye” for
the Green Glad One, thinking that mere "lust matters
nought,” beoomes the father of her child. ih«i she
confronts him with the infant at -the end of a year he
is unwilling to believe that he is the father of her
- ehill:--: -■'- : - . : ■
Peer. (Clenching his hands.) And all this — !
The woman. For nothing but thoughts and desires !
43. M r . Basil Xing•is firmly oonvinced that some incident
in connection with Ibsen's Bardach affair must have odourred on the nineteenth of ^pteohor, or on the•twen
tieth (the day on whibh Solness1 last trteaphant climb
takes place). Ho says: ”I cannot but guess that on
the nineteenth of that month something of a special
nature must have happened. . . . • Twice in this play,
based on what happened at Gossonsass, the date is oddly
stressed.” Century Magazine^ C7I (1923), p. 812.
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as# t© you* Mr. Solness?
Solness. fes, you ©an Indeed 1 For you* too coins
-- uudar a new banner. It seems to m e . Youth
marshalled against y o u t h —
I

-

......... . .......... . . . • . .. ..

.. . »v.

Solness. You are th# very being I have neodod
■'. most..11■ '
:’
:
■ . ;■
Hilda. But then* great heavens — * i
Solness.
Hilda.

(Eagerly.) 'iThat — ?

2hen I have my kingdom i

Solness.

(Involuntarily.)

Hilda —

l

Hilda. (Again with.the quivering twitch of her
lip's.) Almost— 1 was going to say.
And the curtain falls on.the first mot.
liuoh of the seoond act is mero exposition.

Very few

of Ibsen's dramas reveal so muoh of the past and build so
little on the present.

First through conversation v/ith

his wife, and then in a long talk with Hilda, Solness re
veals the past experiences that have made his life so out
wardly suooossful but in reality a living death with a woman
whose presence is a constant source of torture to hiin.

He

had married Aline when ho was still a young and unknown
i

•

.

-

-

:

■;

;.::v

:r

_

,■ . - . i

-■

•
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■■
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■
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builder and had gone to live with her in the huge old wooden
house that had been in her family for generations. .How he
had longed for the house to burn down, so that he might
build a group of new homes on;th# grounds of the estate and
so make his fortune.

Ehen one day he found a craok in the
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ehlmney, and Instead of repairing it, he waited in mingled
hope and fear for the fire to come.

When the fire finally

broke ©ut, it started in a olothee-closet at midnight.

Mrs.

Solmssi who had just given birth to twin hoys, was so affeoted by the shook and W e exposure that she was unable to
nurse the babies, who in eonsequenoe died.
So Solness had begun his career and had at once become
very sueeessfttl.
for such m o o e s # .

But the prise bad been too great to pay
In order to build homes for others he

had had to forego the home that might have been his, and
the three nurseries were destined to be forever empty.
5?hie was even more disastrous for Aline than it was for him,
for she had nothing left to live for, and Solness was forced
to watch Aline's wasted life and ruined hopes pay out day
by day the price of his success.

Solness was unable to ac

cept the, destruction of the house as a dispensation of
providence. He believed quite firmly that he had willed the
thing until the fire had taken place.

Consequently, he was

responsible for the death of his little boys.
Solness. Don't you agree with m e , Hilda, that
there exist special, chosen people who have been
endowed with the power and faculty of desiring a
thing, craving for a thing, willing a thing — so
persistently and s o — so inexorably — that at
last it has to happen? Don't you believe that?
Hilda. (With an indeficablo expression in her
eyes.) If that Is so, wo shall see,one of these
days, whether I am one of the chosen.
Solness.

It is not one's self alone that can do

suoh great things. Oh, no — the helpers and the
servers — they rauet do their port too* if it is
to he of any good. But they never ooiao of them
selves. One hac to call upon them very persist
ently — inwardly, you understand.
Hilda aocraaos the master buildor of having na sickly
eouGoionce," one too delicately built and tee feeble to take
advantage of opportunities or bear a hoavy load.

She want*

M s consolsne® to bo strong and robust, so that ho nay dare
to do all that ho wills to do.

If thoro is something of

the troll in erne, if thoro ia the viking strength and oourage
to dare and to do all. then one must have a vigorous and
healthy oenselenee whteh will overaono all potty scruples.
There is a great deal of tho troll in Soloese, but far* far
mere in the young girl who has come to him in soarch of her.
kingtea.- Solnoss sees her as "a wild bird of tho woode**
with "something of tho bird of proy" in her.
SolneGe. no. You aro like a dawning day. When
1 look at you — I eoom to bo looking towards
■ the sunrise*.
'
■ .
Hilda. Tell me, Mr. Solnesc — are you certain
that you have never called mo to you? Inwardly,
you know?
Solnoss. CSoftly and slowly.)
must have.
Hilda.

I almost think I

??hat did you want with mo?

Solnoss. You aro the youngor generation, Hilda.
Hilda. That younger generation that you aro so
afraid ef?
Solnoss. (Hods slowly.) .rnd idiich, in my heart*
1 yoarn towards so dooply.

'

SeluesB does yearn for the freshness and the life that
yoath has to offer him, hat he shuns their gifts in dread
fear ©£ toeing displaced hy them. ~ n50he luek is bound to turn.
A little seoner er a little later. - Hetritoutlon is in
exorable," he telle Hilda.

BevertWleee* he is like d a y

in Hilda‘s skillful hands uhen ahe forces him to approve a
set of Bagnar’s drawings which will give Bagnar his first
opportunity to compete with Solness.^
to see her ideal weak and afraid.

Hilda cannot hear

She longs to see him 4

44. Boyesen, A Coageentary on the Works of Ibsen, pp. 314-16,
oonsiders this oonceseion a sign of SoInesa1 weaknesc.
Be says: "It is in order to remain heroic in her eyes,
that he virtually abdicates in favour of the young man
idio is his superior in talent, and is destined to make
him superfluous. His concession, though morally com
mendable, is therefore practically weakness — loss of
that grip on reality which has constituted his dominance.
Boyesen further goes on to put the blame for Soloess*
fear of Bagnar on a sociological basis. "Here," says
Boyesen, "the author makes a beautiful point, solness,
so far from being oruel, is a man of conscience and
capable of pity. He suffers under the necessity of being
ungenerous, deceitful, and cruel. . . . .
It is the
civilization, creating such situations and make them
typical* which Ibsen arraigns rather than the indi
vidual Solness." P. 308. Brandos sees this not of
Hilda's as but one example of hor splendid influence on
the master builder. Says Brandes: "And in reality we
see Hilda force Sclnesa out of his ignoble sphere of
thought before we see her force him to the physical feat
of standing on a pinnacle, alono and free. For she is
alarmed when she at last understands the meanness of
his behavior to Bagnar. . . . • And she presses the
pencil into his fingers, and compels him to write a warm
recommendation of his pupil. It is not use and wont
with him to be so noble. But she is the power that
forces him to be greater than is his use and wont,"
Henrik Ibsen. BjSrnatJerne Bj&mmon. Critical Studies.
■.v- pp% “il'H-lS.
'
::
-- : -- '
: ‘rr

great and free, without pettiness and meanness.

If he must

fight for his place in the sun, better that it be done in
open battle than through taking an unfair advantage of some
one who has no means of defense. She wants him froe and
unafraid; ha must be so if he is to give her the kingdom for
which she has waited so long.

’’This evoning, then,^ he

promises her, "we will hang up the wreath —

Princess Hilda.

Though he has been afraid of Sagnar, though he has been sick
and in terror of climbing ever again to the dizzy heights
of the tower, she will see him once more as she saw him so
long ago—

fearless and omnipotent.

It is in the third act that we are given a glimpse into
the warmth and depth of Hilda's nature.

There is a long

and poignant conversation between M r s . Solness and Hilda,
in which Mrs. Solness confesses to Hilda how unhappy she
has boon since the fire which destroyed not only her little
boys, but also all the beautiful old portraits, the lovely
silk dresses "that had belonged to the family for genera
tions and generations," the fine old laoe, and. jewels, and
her own "nine lovely dolls" that she had cherished since
her girlhood.

There is a pathos to this confession that

not only is disesmible to the reader or the spectator, but

which draws out Hilda's own affectionate nature. Mrs.
Solness, too, is affected by this sudden and unexpected
intimacy, and when she offers Hilda her friendship, Hilda
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is deeply moved., Yflien Solness joins her, Hilda tells him
that she is going away.

RI cannot do any harm to one whom

I know i I can't take away anything that belongs to her,"
she explains.

'

■

Hilda. Oh, it all seems to me so foolish —
foolish I
.
Solnes®.

so

All-what?

Hilda. Not to be able to grasp at your own hap
p i n e s s — at your own lifet Merely beeamae some
one yon know happens to stand in the way t
Solness.

One whom you have no right to set aside.

Hilda. I wonder whether one really has not the
right J And yet, and yet — > oh i if one oould only
sleep the whole thing away 1
But Hilda in the end decides that at least she has the
right to her dream-castle.

Her castle shall stand on a

very great height, and it shall have n& tremendously high
tower.w

At the very top of the tower there shall be a

balcony on which she will stand.
Solness. (In a low tone.) Is the builder to be
allowed to come up beside the princess?
Hilda.

If the builder will.

Solness. (More softly.)
will come.
Hilda.

(Beds.)

Then I think the builder
-

The builder —

he will come .

Then together they will build the loveliest thing in
all the world —

castles in the a i r ,

But first he must

climb the tower and place the wreath at the top.

He must

climb as higfc as he dares to build, if he is to reach his

2.49 —

prinooss.

Solness confesses to her that ho is afraid of

olimbing, not beoauEe ho might fall and he killed, hut be-

cattGQ he fears retribution.

Se had begun his career as a

master builder in the belief that the noblest task in the
world was to be a builder of. ohnrohes.
ohurohes with devotion and oaro.

So he had built M s

Shan, when he was building

the ohuroh-tower at Lysanger, he suddenly realised why his
home had burned down and his children had been taken from
him.

"It was that I should have nothing olso to attach

myself to*

Wo suoh thing as love and happiness, you under

stand," he tells Hilda.
—

nothing olso.

"I was to be only a master builder

And all my life long I was to go on build

ing for h i m . But I can tell you nothing came of that l"
Never before had he been able to climb up to a great
height , but bn that day he had done the impossible.
Seiness. And vAen I stood there, high over every
thing, and was hanging the wreath over the vane,
I said to him: Hear me now, thou Mighty Ono %
From this day forward I will be a free builder —
I too, in my sphere — just as thou in thine. I
will never more build ohurohes for thee — only
homes for human beings.
Hilda. (With great sparkling oyos .) That was
the song■that I heard through tho air l
Solness. But afterwards his turn came*
Hilda.

What do you mean by that?

Solness. (Looks despondently at her.) Building
homes for human beings — is not worth a rap,
Hilda.

.

Solnoss* I boliovQ thnro is only ono possible
dwolling-plaoe for human happiness
and that is
what 1 am going to build now;
Hilda, (looks fixedly at h i m .) Mr. Spinous —
you mean our castles in tho a i r .
Solnoss.

Iho eastlos in the air —

yos.

So Hilda wills that oneo again ho oliab to a groat
height. She has beliovocl in him so utterly for ten long
years that now ho must mount to the top and atand free and
high again. Solnesa suooosbs to her passionate appeal to
him to "Do the impossible m m

again#"

He will climb the

tower; ho will shout his dofianco from the heights.
Solneea. I will say to him: Hear so, nighty
lord — thou m a y ’ot judge ma as saoms host to theo.
But hereafter I will build nothing but tho love
liest thing in tho world —
Hilda.

(Carriod away.)

Tee —

yoa > - yes 1

Solnose. — build it together with a princess,
whom i love —
...
'
Hma.

Tee, tell him that l Soli bin that I

Solnoss. Yo g . And then 1 will say to him: How
I shall go down and throw say arms around her and
- hies her -,
Hilda. «— many tizaos ! Say that !
Seinegg. —

many, many times, I will say.

Hilda . And then — ?
Solness. Then I will wave my hat — and oomo down
t o •iho earth — and do as I said to his«
With this last glorious dream of youth and beauty and
romanoo before him, Solnoss takes his leave of Hilda to
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ellmb the tower*

Here ant here only at the very end of the

play, and clothed In a spiritual, almost somnambulistlo
intenaity, do we find any reference to a romantie or physieal
appeal in the relationship between Hilda and Solneas.

And

the very intensity of the dialogue seems to raise its mean
ing past a simple romantic level.

But its force draws

Solness onoe again to dare the impossible, and as he climbs
Hilda is exultant.

"At last!

At last! How I see him great

and free again S" she cries as he reaches the top.
it Is the impossible that he is doing now!"

"Tee,

She sees him

striving with someone, and there is a song in the air.

Even

when he has fallen she stands there transfixed:
Hilda. (As if in quiet spell-bound triumph.)
nut he mounted right to the top! And i heard
harps in the air. (Waves her shawl in the air.
and shrieks with wild intensity.) My — my S
o
So ends the play.

In a glorious climax H i l d a s un

mistakable triumphant cry rises above the screams of horror
as once again she sees the master builder as she has hoped
and dreamed of hie being.

He has done the impossible, he

ha# conquered his superstitious fears, and for one brief
moment stands above and beyond all that has heretofore kept
him from living in courage and freedom.

It is a brief

but transcending victory fer them both, and Solness* death
cannot bo considered except as a minor tragedy.
m e r e is music, "harps in the air," as Solness stands

-1«E

above M s old fears and faces his god, and his end, like
Hedda's and Rebecca's, is but a culmination of the supreme
moment of his life.

Hilda, standing below and watching the

drama of Solness* life being reBaaeted before her eyes,
finds consummation of her long-cherished desire to see her
master builder once again supreme, all-powerful, omnipotent.
It is a beautiful and a high adventure, and it is clearly
a testament to Ibsen's faith in the ability of the human
soul to achieve self-realisation and ultimate freedom if
one has the vision to see the glory of what might be.
There is magic and ecstasy in the ending of the play.
Hilda -- call her Youth, the Ideal, or what you will —

has

kept Solness ever climbing, ever striving to attain the
ultimate.

Hilda had eeme to Solness at the end of ten years,

believing that he was still the glorious and triumphant
figure of her youth.

Instead, as Madam Kasimova has so

vividly pictured it, she found him "a timid and prematurely
aged man, afraid of his clerk, afraid of public opinion,
afraid ef his tsork and of himself; she was disappointed in
everything, everything.

Then she sets bar self to make him

over into her ideal ."46

Using every available moans in her

power, her youth, her spiritual and emotional kinship with
him, her intensity and fire, she forces him to become what
she would have him b e , and in the end ho does believe in
*6. The Independent. M i l l (1907), p. 911.

himself and his own strength.

Re vitalize a "by her ideals,

strengthened by her will and her eourage, he becomes what
she has made him, and thus is eempletely and entirely hers,
"We must live tho ideals we croato,rt Haldane llaofall
has said in dealing with this play,464
7and truly this theme
underlies the story of The Master Builder.

It is far, far

better to strive to realise one's ideals, though one perleh
in the attempt, than to remain ohained to what is only
proeaieally possible because it is certain and safe.
Baneker has said of Spinese:

As

"But is it not hotter to fall

from his giddy height than remain a builder of happy homes
■
47
■ ’
and © l u r c h e s f
'■

'

A few eritias have reoogniaed the optimism and the
triumph that rises from the apparent tragedy of the master
builder's death.

"When everyone in the last scene mourns

Seiness as dead," writes the dramatic critic of the Literary
Digest in reviewing a current Broadway production of ffhe
Master M i l d e r , "she is still transfixed, gazing with ecstasy
into the heights where for a moment he stood on the tower
of his new house, h l ^ above the plain.

For her, he has

fulfilled his existence; the incident of death does not mat
ter."48

Chandler, recognising the symbolism in the play,

46. Ibsen, the man, his art and his significance. p. SOS.

47. Iconoclasts. p . l6.

"

—

48. Anon., "Rescuing a Starving Drawitic ^ason," Literary

Mgest. M irrill (1926). p. 28.
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askc whether Hilda is "the youthful aspiration of Solnese
returned to hi® in later life and leading him once more to
climb as high as he can build?

If eo," Ohamdler mncludee,

"his death is a triumph, not a tragedy,"49 and Huneker echoes
this opinion by declaring:

"Shat is the meaning of this

difficult and lovely fable, -- though he fell to his death,
Solnese onoe more stood alone on the heights."
Hot all oritios, we must not fail to point out,.aro in
sympathy.with the interpretation of the ending of the play
as a triumph and a victory.

Weigand* who finds Hilda

adolescent, sadistic, infantile, and masochistic, is convinoed that her desire to see solness do the Impossible a
second time is merely the result of her excessive cruelty.
"To picture the gruesome strain under which his taut nerves
would be threatening to snap at every step upward, —

this

promised a degree of ecstasy far In excess of that voluptu
ous orgasm, ten years previous, that had definitely set
her d e v e l o p m e n t W e i g a n d goes on to say that "The pros
pect of seeing the Master-Builder mount the tower draws a
response from the child’s thrills ever exciting adventure;
from the adolescent's auto-erotio hunger; from her nareistloally colored her-worship; and from her sadistic lust
. . . Hilda's response to tiie Master-Builder's plunge is4
1
0
5
9
49. Aspects of Modern-Drama, p. 11.
50. loonoolasis. p * 114.
51. # e Modern Ibsen. pp. 297-98.
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an ©aterjr of delirious exaltation.

For M r , the thrill e£

the climax completely deadens the shook of the catastrophe*"
Moses* interpretation of Solness* death points to his
belief in the play as a protest against excessive indi
vidualism.

"He falls,” says MosSm, "mot only because of the

lack of physical poise, but because he has over-reached
himself — »62

Jeanette lee, however, takes the opposite

viewpoint by declaring:

"So far is the play from being a

tract against excessive ambition, that its clear meaning is:
Life must be lived with courage, with climbing and risks,
else there is no.happiness, no hope, no true success, a©
future.*6®

After this far-reaching and imaginative interpre

tation, embodying so much of Ibsen•s own spirit and vision.
Boyesen *0 conventional point of view is like a dash of cold
water in the face.

He writes:

*gha Mastorbuilder • • . *

shows at what price sucoess has to be bought under present
social conditions.

It shows what damage a roan's character

suffers, and m e t suffer, under the.pitiless law of compe
tition called the survival of. the fittest .’’54

We do not

fig. Henrik Ibsen, the Man and his Plays, p. 481.
63. The Ibsen Secret, p. 123. Archibald Henderson, Euro
pean ■Dramatists, pp. 148-49, is so impressed with the
lieisohean quality of the play that he quotes the fol
lowing words of Browning as a possible theme of She
Master Builder:
n's reach should exceed his grasp.
"Ah, but a
Or what's a heaven for?"
on the Works of Henrik______
Ibsen p. 305. Tt
54 .
this
point, "the
ght
he
well
to
note
at
it
-Oesee,
to bo the
ground of the draroatio action seems

i
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fail to note the justice of Mr. Boyeson's interpretation,
>ut we are afraid that he, in this instance, fails to aoo
the forest for the trees.
Ibsen was not, in Wiq Master m i l d e r , interested in
depicting existing social evils.

He was not even consoiouely

preaching the nsnal sermon which nnderlies alacat every erne
of his great plays.

She story of Hilda's triumphant infla-

ease on Solness and of hie own ability to rise to her. high
call ceases to be polemic or didactic when Interpreted in
the light of Ibsen's own experiences.

It becomes not merely

the Ibsonesqne doctrine of solf-realiaation and fulfillment,
freedom and personal liberty at any price, but the dramatisa
tion of Ibsen's own life struggle.

53ie play is too personal,

too alive; it hits too close to home.

And when Ibsen wrote

She Master Builder with his own life blood, drawn from his
own bitter suffering and fears, he gave us his own deeprooted reasons for the existence of his great dramas that
compel individual self-realization and freedom regardless
of the sacrifice.

balance of Demosis, the fatal necessity that those who
enjoy exceptional advantages in life shall pay for them
by not loss exceptional, but perhaps less obvious, disa d v a n t a g o s Henrik Ibsen, p. 192.

In this essay I have shorn how the t h e m of self-roalisation dominatod Ibsen *8 life and works*

M

b

theme is.

In consoftnonoo, the major consideration in an analysis of
tho thesis of his great plays*

Hot only do m

find un

mistakable indications of his preoccupation with this sub
ject in hie speeches, his letters, and his conversation,
but a careful examination of nearly every one of his plays
reveals his absorption in this individualistic doctrine *
Hie interest in the problem of self-realisation can bo
traced to M s very earliest plays, but it Is in his groat
social dramas that tho question is most clearly and powerfully stated.

& Doll's House. Bosaeraholm. Hedda Gablor.

and 5h® A s t e r M i l d e r are vivid and unmistakable documents
dedicated to what Ibsen considered the most important value
in life.

For this reason I havo analysed those plays in the

light of this compelling theme*
Because the individualistic note is the most dominant
element in Ibsen’s plays, I an of the opinion that a care
ful and sympathetic analysis of tho thomo of self-realisa
tion in Ibsen*s work from Catiline through Bhen %o Hoad
Awaken might throw added light on Ibsen’s philosophic and
polemic approach to life.

It is unfortunate that the scope

-

168
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of this essay prohibited a chronological and exhaustive
study of the entire body of Ibsen*s work*
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